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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Problem  Statem ent
The cost to industry o f voltage dips, due to loss of production, is estimated at 
R1 2 bdBon [1] This loss of production can be attributed to the tripping of 
equipment due to the voltage dips SoluborB can only be devised if the behaviour 
of equipment during voRage dips is known Therefore, it is essential to have data 
available on equipment sensitivity to dips Thelesbng of equipment to 
accumulate data cannot be done on an ad hoc basis. To accurate test and 
compare equipment sensitivity, there has to be a consistent process -  develop 
criteria, observe protocol and develop methodology
Hypothesis
To optim ise the dip testing process, one has to consider the variety of impacts of 
(Bps on Afferent equipment
1.2 Background
Voltage (kps are a common cause of plant disruption and are the result of a fault 
M one point on the eleckid ly supply network causing the voRage at another point 
to reduce The type o f voRage dip depends on the type of fauR (e g single kne to 
ground fauR. three phase (auR, etc) During the voRage dip. a change in 
magnitude arwd phase o f the voRage waveform of one or mom inpid supply lines 
ca t occur These voRage dips can interfere with the operation of equipment 
connected to the mains supply
To investigate the effect of voRage dips on industrial equipment a voRage dip test 
facility was set up at the University oftheVVRwwatersrandin conyuncbcnvnlh 
Eskom. the South African national supply ulRRy The voRage dip test fadkly (and 
onwards caRed the PQ test lab) was developed to be completefy flerdble so that 
voRage dips with adjustable dip magnitude and phase shift during the dip can be 
generated irxlependerRly for each of the supply phases. Together with the other 
voRage dip parameters that can be specified, ths flexib ility aRows virtuaRy any 
complex voRage dip to be generated.
I5
The in itia l goal of the PO test lab was to test #or the susceptibility of variable 
speed drives (VSDs) to voMage dps. Future design of the PO test lab 
facMAMe the testing o f other equipment and for other power quality disturbances, 
as these wit, also have an impact on industry processes
VSDs are used in many industrial applications bu t being electronicaMy based, 
can be susceptible to power disturbances VoNage dtp testing was performed on 
commercial VSDs to determine the response of the drives during vo*age (Bp 
conations. Results from these tests can be used by the ubGty (Eskom), and by 
customers to de&amhe the efliK * of voltage dips on p lant and by drive 
manufacturers to improve the vc#a*y*(Rp|)edbfmance o f the* product More 
im portantly, the required dip performance of drives can be included in the 
speoRcatkm o f new plant and in the netrcAMing of existing equipment.
The testing of variable speed drives has been undertaken by EPRI-PEAC and 
Qemson Lbiversity w ithe US before the testing program at the University of Ihe 
WWwa*ersrand started. There, testing had been more broadly covered in a test 
protocol SC-610 [6] This forms part of the system compalibiWy research 
conducted at PEAC h*ot cm*y(k)es this tesbng program? «adBndb*9K**d\K*b*@e 
dips in immunity testing, but olher aspects o f the variable speed drive 
performance are also addressed
In South Afnca. it has been decided that a focus on voltage <*p immunity testing 
is ) Rrst priority in developing a broader lest program for VSDs This should be 
seen in the light of voltage dips being the most pressing power quaBty problem m 
South Africa and the sponsorship by the IBowver(3uadWy PkKwarch P trtfobo(o( 
the test facaty) The objectives of this report are to descrte  the development of 
dip testing requirements, protocol and methodology in South Africa.
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1.3 Report Structure
The nepoftabits by estaMsNng the need in industry to consider (#p 
compaNMWy design, and consequen#y the need for dip tesMn*
Chapter (wmo dbcusses (his m hwo parts F#s<ly(hepha«5ophy#ord* 
com paM i*y design is explored and Aen testing expehence in #ie USA is 
dbcussed as an example of international WNaWes
Chapter @ weedmcusses#ie*irsl of two important aspects of voNageifps -A a t 
o f Aeelecthcal environment where Aeyohginale and a means to descdbe#*ese 
phenomena in a way lha* is app#cable#o#*eir impact on plant equipment 
Chapter #our continues this ««me.@dendmQ it to the impact o f vo#age(#ps on 
equipment. especia#y w hable speed dnves
Chapter A *  hnnahes a <#ptesling protocol. dmwing AominAemalional 
experience. guido#nos. standards and the ;ac*M#N*(c#vwodun* group* in#*e 
USA and Europe The obieawes h r testing. Ihe cnkrta lo r ostab#shing accurate 
re s u lt the tea* environment, equipment specKcations and reporting hrm als are 
dbcussedindetaa
Chapter skconenues by NmAydmcussingAevoKageiXp test (ac#ty in South 
Africa Thereafter, it dmcusees #*e preparations #«al ate done before testing and 
Ihe development of the underlying mo#Kidologies and step4% w*# processes 
# ia t am app#od to conduct «*p testing
Fina#y. chapter s e w  explores AehypokesisappBed to variable speed dAves. 
i e #iat Ae resuNs of # ie testing program have made a%a#able data lhat reveals 
* e  impact of a variety of <#p parameters on A e dMeren t variable speed drives -  
PWM.CSI and DC d hve t This has consolidatBd #te economic viabAy of the 
testprograr^naquM ng lhat not a# parameters are equally important to a# Ihe 
drive type&
17
2 DIP COMPATWUTY DESIGN -  ESTABLISHING A NEED FOR 
VOLTAGE D#» TESTING
Mis important *o be able to quanb^ (he sensAviN o f plant equipment to <&ps in 
onter to predict plant bsses. desensitise such equipment and im prow plant 
performance To understand the need for testing worldwide, one needs to 
investigete the need for dip oompatibiky design and the testing fadkUes "hat 
support these designs
Z1 CNp Compmtlblbty and Indus&ry Concerns
System compabbiRy in the electhcity supply industry (ES:) is the study of 
matching electrical equipment to the electrical supply. Dip com patibility covers 
one area wrhere supply disturtKmces called voMageo % impact on equipment 
performance in the electrical environment A dip compatibility  study L«Y?#y aims 
to quantify the susceplibNly o f equipment to dps and to increase Bieir immunity 
to Miese disturbances. Taddmg supply disturbances directly at the u tility level 
&N4Rp%sw*B)ksieNia*yrncmeiKKpenajve1hgnk*enGfymge*:Sbng sensitive plant 
(behind-the-mefer) and implementing remedia l measures, or specifying new 
equipment with adequate ImmunMy
n#E4tETBN nr#) suaPLviemeomK
Figure 2.1 Relabve costs o f befsnd-Mie-meter and u tility network solutions [1]
it
The components o f Bie decision process am summahsed in Figum 2 2 bekw* 
TT*Bta*dlp«*lonmBince @ f#ieneW ohiinlhezone c*sensiliv#yandan 





H gw # Z J  An #us#abon of A e zone of sensAWy in which vo#a@B<%*w#H aMec* 
k*duskt#piocea*M L CMenm*lewA& of decision making krincm asingpiooess 
immun#ya#efhown
Thedemgn pNbsophyapp&od lD d *)Cxxnpud*MI*y*nap*an*wd# depend on #ie 
fnaqw«*M3fCfi**Bn**a@**aiaM&cntbe;**ns#hM*y<*lhep#an*p*ocia9s*o<#p«L A 
guide on design considemBons and skakgies can be bund in [11
These pMoeopNes can be ca#egohsedaccon#ng**#ie design goal as #o#owe
* (^)m pleleim mun»y (W lpm *eclion)of Iheptw # *
* CompabbMy design aimed a* meebng pm-de»Bm*nedconTpaW)aiy Wmifs
* CoinpaMxMy design based on kchno-economic optmisaNon
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DimemeNph#o5ophiescanabobeapp#odald#l«enlsu% y% ooe«esW #iin a  
pbN ork)W iep*aN asaw A o** ThesepWoeophmsranbecaiB gohsedas 
Mows
# Cdbcalpmcesses (M  example from a saM ypo in lo f view)
# lnqpoft*mlp*ocx*Bses(por(:Kanqpk*, nasuMino in opeiaWonal  damage or loss of 
pmducbon)
# OAerpm cesses #ialcanbem om enlai#ysi*enupW s<*w w lsiQnakanl 
im pac*on#ieplanL
2 1 1  C onvkleim m unily
CompMe immunily could be lypkaSy re*w ed by envimnmenbl. salely or 
secuAyoonsid e i^ o n & lb e m  could be a number of masons ag io  why Aese 
mquimmenls shoW dbem e*#»a*hawno#iinglodo% W #i#ieplanfpm cessof 
economic Issues.
21J2 MoobngcompalMMy bw as
SemnQcompaa # y le ve lsm a yb e a m su # o fagmomon*sbeln oe n au im ya "d
ilscuslome#& TbequanBmcabonofsuchle«mlsmaybedmemnlfiomul#ylo 
uSRy of may haw an inbuence nabonwido or MemalionaNy Rgum 2 3 show* 
campaNb*y concepls as speeded in #ie NRS 04&11996 [1% This is based 
*aoee4fon#selEX]iaeeAR*TKay*oac(*Nm**aNb9*y(&magnphaoac*#*ylbriaBadbF 
stab pammelem such as hamionics and fbcker
Figum 2 4 sf*ows#ieG om pulef Business BquipmenfManubcbaemAssocia lion 
(C8EMA) curve p }  These Iwo mebwds o f quanNfying compatbM y lowils am 






Mw w w l dnngtanct
Time
Rgum  Z 3 NuskaAon of basic compaUWNy concepts [19|
Rgum  :ZV%TT*»(3BE**Acurve[6g*«asin#K*#y(ka«Hk**Kl#arcofnpu*Br 
equipment I* has since been devebped l^  a* categc***: of equipment 
with boundary levels as shown
The phdosophy of meebrg oonTpa&**M^kevebe5ct**n*ck3t&edl)y
* /tgreernemas i&riee*(W ;sKyiarK)(>Bic*7nancetan;ebs** lay idNMxes.plan* 
operato fs and equipmen* supp#efs For example. *he SEMI s landerds (1] 
*e ie  developed by ubRy repmeeNabves (PEAC. SRP and TU E kdhc). 
semioonduckK manulachxem (AMD. IB ki. W ei. Rockwe# Mokxola. 
Nalbonal. T l andSEMATT5CK)3nd equipmen* * jp p liefs (Applied malenab. 
LAM Reeeamh. SCP GbbaL SVGL and FSl)
» A s#cxmg emphasis on pbMmandeq*#pnman*(kMBgn9pe€:KGabcms ardtesbng
* A dear debnibon ofubM yve indusbial responsibiMies in jmpmwng 
pefkxm anceand immum*y
Tha method avoids oeta ted cos) assessments inilia#y. but further opbmisatK 
may be required as expehmce is gained with die ubMty and plan* compabbiRy
2 1 3 Techno-econorrvc opbmisabon
Techno-eoonomic assessments require the existence o f pnor inhnnalion 
(nnaasw;edar;xtKbcb»d)oflheubbtypg*(dnme*xoe«sidin*onna*ksicfiNTe 
senstbvily of the ptant process to tbps The goaf is So implement bwm cetcxxa- 
elhcbwe sdubon (Figure 2 5).
FD EB C
Sdubon OpSon
Figure Z5 The opbmisalion of cost of solution for a techno-economx: evaluabon
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There am many re(eferK%;ckx3Jments k)Ck%*3nbe pefftxmarwaeandthe 
voXage dip envfonm enl Some of these w# be discussed m chap^r 3 and 5 
respedrvely The EEE pmvides a dp  environment chaM (Figure 2 6) on typical 
(%p environment h r designer and users #o des^n plant compa@b#ty The 
infonnation used is based on a measuremenl exercise caled the DisthtxAon 
Power QuaMy (DPO) Project oonduokd in the eady 1990's in Ae USA [11^
Interruptiop and Sag Rate ProbabW ies as a Function  
of E vent V o la g * Magnitude and Duration
@0




1 4 a 20 30 40
fCyclMj
Figure 2.6 The IEEE (%) environment chaM [2]
TogeAer. the IEEE (%  environment chaM and the C8EMA curve provide a frame 
of reference (or techno^conom ic evaluations
hi summary, "his philosophy is utLadensed by an emphasis on
* Accurate measures of cos! of losses
* SpedRc dip performance at #ie point of supply
* CkMermfwng actuap#ant!Mansahdbes
* SekcBngam derangeofsoluaM
» InvesbgaUons compare #te cos) of tiehM d-lhe^neter solutions vWh
supply-side solutions
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2.2 Testing Facilities in the United States
The NaGonal Motors and Dnve Steehng Committee (MWDSC) Meebng is held twice 
a year in the USA. End^tser and manutactuter issues are decussed at these 
meetings In the Apnl 1999 meeting, a special presentation was made regardmg the 
atnfThiWyof tesfng fac ililios for vahabte speed drives in general It was noted teat 
there are five such laboratories in the USA [3j
•  Oregon State University (Motor and Drive Resource Facility), Corvallis. Oregon
• Advanced Energy (IEL), Norte Carolina
•  O ua»cH Y*oEkcteciatey&TEEXC teebM \C am Kb
•  Power Electronics Apptabon Center (PEAC), EPRt/ University of Tennessee. 
Knoxv#e. Tennessee
• ORNL Electee Machinery Center, Oak Ridge, Tennessee
Of these, Oregon State University and PEAC (in collaboration with Ctemson 
University in South Carolina), may do dip testing as well The need for independent 
lest *ac#ties was dkcussed at lengte Surprisingly, drive manufacturers have tee 
greatest need for these faoSties. as teey say teat tee* customers insist on 
independent testing The potential users o f tiiese faoWtien were identified as:
•  Government Agencies (Department of Energy)
•  International Organisations (EC)
•  Agencies (UL, CSA)
» Untversilies(OSU)
» Motor Manufacturers (US Motors)
•  Users (El DuPont)
• Original Equipment Manufacturers (Goulds Pump)
•  Societies/ Institutions/ Associations (IEEE)
• Utilities (Duke Power)
•  Inventors (Thomas Ertison)
• Research Groups EPRI)
» Motor Repar Shops (EASA)
24






# lW ws#yAM M ion
» indusMal Acceptance
» hduehy Technical Suppoit
# SuccessStones
A fepmsentaevc from #ie depaMmenl of energy abo had a m prM enbb^ a t #ie 
moelinQ The depaMmert pmwdes fundmg (or voble pnyects
2,4 EPR1-PEAC Experience and Testing Program s
The fe w e r Electronics A p p tabon C enter' (PEAC), has been instmmenta i in the 
deselopment of (XpcompaNbety pmgiams as a set c^laeke underAe 
sponsorship o f W iaf is ca#ed (he System Compabb#fy Project PEAC has done a 
number of leals(xiim adatfeiq)eeddM h*KSlhaf(k)r*o*crdy included dtp 
compa*b#ty tests, but also other tests For M s a feslprofocol was developed. 
ca#ed SC610 of which one sechon is devoted to <#p immunity testmg Some
of #te tesls performed accordhg to SC-610, are
# G nM gyE*k**KyandPbdbmm* Ke Tests to idhanschxtselheetechtaM 
efficiency of-iheVSD N se* and Bteovera* energy performance of the VSD 
motor set up
# EinaaMon Tests to characterise harmonics caused by (he VSD at As supply 
term inals
» im m urayTesfskcharactertse IheVSDs response to power system 
dmlurbances Ike harmonics. (#pe aod over-vohages
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» SC Systems Levef Tests *o inveebga*B the syskm  oompatibiMy of Ihe VSD 
and beMsr understand #s sdeeMecA and immunity
System com patb#ty a#ena, the* a@a**WNn*aMafKlaqpp#cabiB^fhaKl(x*Bn 
developed in consuKalion %w*i an induslry advisory group SC-610 is intended to 
be oompatMe wWh c#hef industry standards, in particular Ihe safety requirements 
promulgated by Undenwnter Laboratories (UL), B*elm«A#utei#E]ecthcal;**d 
Ekctom cs Engineers (IEEEX and Ihe American National Standards Institute 
(ANSI)
Pi5A(;i*»S(Bd**%ana;tabCKa#]rftac:R*DS. inckidK*;lhed% )teNd*q; 
facKty and EMHesangfaoMies amongst others The (#p testing 
program in Sou#iA#nca is based o n # * program at PEAC andso#te 
two programs are sim ilar
PEAC focuses on teeing sma# (+/- 5HP) MVM drives and A e ir test­
bed has been designed to (WsendL A 150I4P CSI dMve has been tested 
a t Cbmson University At present, a DC dnve is under te st At Eskom. 
a 15kW PWM drtve and a 120kW CSI drive h a ^  been tested as part of 
the local test program and (he testing of a DC drive is in progress
The dip testing (ac#ty has adherent structure to lhat of Ihe *ac#iy at 
(he University o f Ihe W itwatersrand On #ie load side. *»e PEAC test­
bed is more advanced, with a programmable load Rtted to the system 
This fa d % e  capable of setbrg adjustable gw*leandk4qpw&4*M@ed 
parameters The Univers ity of Oie VMwatersrand test-bed has a simple 
resistive bad bank conrM xaedlo«il]Cg***BKi&ar On Ihe supply side.
Ihe University of OieWitwotcrsrand test-bed is more advanced with a 
W y programmable a m p le r supply with variable parameters (presd*) 
voNage. phase sh#L dur^ion. depth, e tc ) The PEAC test-bed has a 
simple variac-contro#ed ut#ty-#ne supply A d&gram of Ihe test set-up 









R gur* Z7The PEAC les*-bed has a hiphiy developed pmofammaMe 
ka& bu*as#npb$w #a supply anang«mW[G&
UWbes. m anutackrefs and customer:  have joW ly sponsomd much of (he ksSng 
^P E A C  The les**ac#ly is refined b  a Nghdegiee and ihe les* unA  have # ie ir 
own special racks and housings TesBng is done mom on a comm ercial basis 
lhan#CKfBseRn*puipose&
The mos* important tsS ng development at PEAC has been AetesBng o f 17 5H0 
P\W**(&tMBSi**der#he TiMdkl'immtwega of#be:5ys#*mCkxT*KrWbd*y|3n%eclad 
the end of 1994 rn**akx*alvo*GqM;(#pies@m%|C#thmBeMptKMP:\C5Cb((#cG*es#T# 
a#lhfeephasesofa«#pam dvpedatonoe Thlsisabalanced(#pcondN ionand 
is #ie type of testing specAed in EC-1000-4-11 [7 } A vahable (#p is oonsfdemd 
optional in Ae testing gu#de#nee of We standard However. Meld studies and 
large^cale measurement pm iecls have shown A at most dips »eu^)alanoea 
one- and two-phase dips One o f the goals o f (he "Task 1" exenase was k* 
reconcile AesedMeiences
In South Africa, it has been decided that a focus on wRage (&p immunity testing 
ts a firs* priority in developing a broader tes( program for VSDs This should be 
seen in the Rght o f voNage<%ps being #ie most pressing p«*erqua#typm blern in 
South Africa and the sponsorship by #%e Power Quality Research Por#n#o (of #ie 
test*ac#ty^
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As a nesu# of cobborabon belween EPR*-PEAC and Eskom. * was decided k) 
combine eNods in this area of Ap compabb#ty testing in terms of the SC-610 
test protocol. *tis  includes sections in #*e document on dip testing of VSDs 
AMhough some of the sections of SC-610 have been changed, these changes 
have n e w  been tofma&sed and the SC-610 document remans unchabenged tor 
dip testing a t PEAC
The cofb*x*abon between PEAC and Esluim aims to a rrh e a ta  more 
intemabonahfappbcable protocol Ic r voltage dptesbng During a recent v is il to 
the US. some US drive manufactwers expressed an interest In dip testing lo r the 
b«*VBRIofih*4rlBuropeenc&Kaorners A standard protocol h r test resubs 
v*odUbwkteiwoutil)enef*(aon*xanhgnBSulbhtxn dWhanantk$c#bes a* over the 
world It was proposed biat PEAC and Eskom work together to estabbsh a 
standard test-protocol tor drive dp/sag-testing This w# help in #ie transfer of 
results between the two parbesL
Three US drives were sent to South Africa via EPRI-PEAC tor the purposes of 
dupkcaling under 50Hzcond@ons.rBSubs of testing performed previously by 
PEAC [27], under 60Hz conditions The 50Hz test resubs from SouNi Africa was 
done in a draft form at bnsed on work on the new protocol This would make 
comparisons w*h the 60Hz test results easier The testing in Soulh Africa has 
been completed at the end of 1999. but the comparison with EPRt results is st# 
w ider way
2#
3 CCSCRgMMG VOLTAGE DPS M THE ELECTRICAL EMVROMMEMT
11  CSwrmclmfhHdUon (*V c#»g * CWp*
To deso te  voAage aps. Ae definieon of a voKage dip should pmvide a 
corwenienlsbMino point
3 1 1  Vo#age (#p deAnibons
The voMagedipa of Europe and Sou#i Afhca are also known as vo#age sags, 
notably in Ihe USA AMhough#ie Am names iWerAolhe same e ve n t# * 
deAnmions am d#**ent This is bes* #us(r3#8d by dp m ayiAKk and sag 
magn#udeasshcwm in AQune 31 Fnoma South African perspectve. wAage «#p 
and vdbged^m agniludew a be used in Ms doamnen*. unless oAemmse sM e ii
Nom inal S u*p#vV o*ao*
R gw m & l ThedWemnuebeAw on sag magnitude and (#p n%qyaude
Tt**dk*kwMcm*belowa;eimot#anmad(#BRnMkxi& bu*exkaclsfn]ms*anda*d&
Acoordrig lo  IEEE 11592  1996 d^M. #*e deAnAoc of a voltage sag is 
" A decrease fmm 0 1  Bo 0 9  pu in rms voltage at (he power frequency kx  0 5 
cycles to 1 minute (3600 cycles)
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IEC1000-*-11-1994says*ia*a w K agedf i&
"A sudden mducWon of #ie vokge a* a poW in the ekdhca# system. Mowed by 
voKage recovery aMer a shod pehod of bme. fmm ha# a cycle *o a few seconds" 
(Wod*ed (mm IEV 161-0H10)
An a d a p tio n  from N R S/48 pad $-1996. which is a Soulh African regulatofy 
sfandaid. sM es
"A sudden reducbon (n Ae rm s  voNaoe. fora  pehod between 20msand 3 s. of 
any or a# of phase voNages of a singlafhase or a polyphase supply The 
dwabon of a voRage (#p is #ie Wne measured from (he moment (he rm  s voKage 
drop* below 0 9 per un# of declared voUage %o when #*e voKage rises above 0 9 
per unN of declared waage " Heme 9ie declared woNage is defined as The 
voMage declared by Ae u@ly as #*e voyage a l #ie point of supply " This is 
Nus*a#ed in Figure 32, taken from #*e MRS-048 part K-1996
0— ________________________
ngun*3L2 Measured voltage d|p parameter*
ArKdherijeRnaKXifnam **;Bnbsh:3t**danjBS EN 50160^1905. says 
"A sudden reducBon of *ie  supply voAage to a walue between 90% and 1% of #*e 
declared voltage Uc. Mowed by a wNagerecxweryaMBf a short period of time 
ConvonboraNy #*e duraAon of a voyage (#p is botweon 10ms and 1 minute The 
depth of a vo#age<#p is defined as AedMarence between Ihe minimum me 
voltage during #wa <#p and Ae declared voltage VoNage changes that do not 
reduce #ie supply voRage to less #ian 90% of the declared vo*age Ik  are not 
(xmsidered to be voltage d ^ "
In R*s Bhhsh sXandafd, #*edect*MXlsiMMPhf vo#G*M:lJcisi%jnTBM%lheiion*nad 
voNage Ik  o f Ae system If b; agmemen* between (hesuppter and Ihe customer 
a vobage dMereN fmm Ae nominal voNage is app#ed to #*e terminal, (hen INs 
vobge is the declared suppfy vobage Ik  The nominal voKage is Aew bage by 
which a system is designated or identified and to which certain operating 
characteristics me referreri Supply voltage is Iherm s value of Ihew bage at a 
given lim e at the supply-tenninals. measured o ^ r a given interval
Most of #te definilions take on a sim#ar tocus as #io@e shmvn abow  These 
tradNional views of voyage (%ps take only #ie magnitude o f an answHage in a 
given kme window kaoaccpunl This type o f deschplion is not adequate*) 
explain a# of its  effects on equipment
O iaraclerlsalion in terms o f m agnikdt and duration pnwwfes basic ird o rm a ^ 
lo r #)e quantification of vokage (kps Using this understandmg. we could 
express veNage <*pe in terms of rms values as in Figure 31 and 3 ^  However, 
we could also express voltage dps in of phasor diagrams TiadBonaBy. using 
laaascr <#agfanms. vne (xsddsts** that #iene«we#tn*elxask: vo*age dip types: 
# iree phase dps. single-phase dps and phase-*>phasew)ltage dps as shown 
in Figure These representations would correspond to P reefhase fauNs. 
single^lno ground (auks and phase-io-phase (auks However, phasor 
represei#tation arso lends itse# to using oPer descriptors lo r vobage dps. &g 
phase a n g tt This npreaentalion also makes Pe visuaksalion in lerm sofslar 
arP detP  voyages possPle *  makes sense P  lest evaPate Pese poesibaiios
R R R
M  Three phase dtp M  SPgle phase d p  (dPhaee to phase dp
Figure 1 3  The Pree basic voltage dp  types
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3 1 2  PhaseandKnew*a9emagniludechanQ3s
As can be seen in Figure 3 3. when #ie phase votage wavekxms change duhng 
a vo*age<#p. A e#nevo*agew aw k*m scanbe^hc#B ddA * enlly # #ie 
ew im en* is d e *M onnec#ed (such as A e (hneefhase powM*supp#esandAC 
rnokr dhwe) and #ie#ne%o*aQe waveforms am used as a rolwonoe.#ie (*ps 
canbe<#Ke*en% cakgodsedL References p .3 ] describe (ypes of w*Waged**s 
expehenoedby star and de#a connerted loads dep«*K#mgon#iefau# 
cp*egodsa#on This leads *o me d r types NuskMed in Agume 3 4 A de#a 
conm&c&Bd ACdnve \w#ler%r:r«dmce onlyA,C  and D ty p e d **
F#gu** 3j#)/ec&mrdhxgn#nB&l#wska*:x; four types ofvoNage 
d%* in tem m cfkw * and phase voKages
Anolhefconsidee Wonlbf equipment is #Ta*vo#age(#ps may have fie iro n g in  
c*BDw*MNM;*ma;K**efi*BkwoftafKleaq*wlencB*aM*dk*Tna*ofK&b«#o;eiPnM*Bn*a* 
equipm enl These W  be dmcussed in chapkr 3 3
TypeB
Thme phase law# (star Single-phase (au# 
ordel*a4Donnec#Bd | (slar^ccnnededload
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3.2 Descriptors of VoMage Disturbances
Having said #tal magnikide and duration are no* adequate to desc rte  voyage 
d ^ . toelEEE 11592 task force draAng toenewWEEE 11592 standard [B|nas 
set ot# to  M  a set of descriptors to more accura#elydescnbeitoltogedto& The 
goal is to be able to extract ^  tormabon from a wavetorm and use tois WormaUon 
to  aocwatoly leconstotc* tois wavotorm This can be done to r any pertoAc 
vravetorm using Fourier analysis R is d#Rcull to develop a single banstorm to 
descrtoe a voRage dip. vtokA is nol pehodto in nature Otoer approaches. 
incluiRng examining in lluencesol such dtotorbances on equipment, are being 
conajdered
VoRage (Asturbances are deviations horn llwsrwinsreWlka&sncsKlaKZsinusmsdL The 
nominal poemr system wRage is composed o l toree phases, each o l which has 
nsmenRaRy toe same ampRtode. toe same frequency, and a 120 degree phase 
(Replacemen t IdeaR y.toevoR ageisasinuaoidm tonoiR stoaon.ie toereare 
no harmonics preserd The ihreevoRages can normaRy be expressed as Rnetok 
neulral values as toRcws:
v_(f) = K_as<er)V  
^ ( f )  = K _ ^ to - l2 0 = )V  
v .( f)  = K .= a (to  + l20P )V
where VL is toe peak ampRtode o f toe voRage wovetorm in vcRs and * is  toe 
ra*Ran frequency m md/s TTmrelalionshipbetoreen toe rm svetoearto toe peak 
ampRtode is Viz VL = V l and toe relabonship between toeraden 
frequency in radfs and toe frequsocy to cydesto (Hz) i t  *  « 2 ^ where fie  toe 
frequency in Hz
VahaRons from toe voRage w aw lbm i can be catogorised by toe deviabon from 
the ideal Therefore, toe descriptors w*T locus on the ampRRrde. waveshape, 
phase angle, and frequency, as weR as how much toe wawdorm deviatos hem 
toe ideal waveform Each dtotorbance has a starling and an endtogpos*
UsuaRy Rrese are qu tedto lincl and vwR be caRed toe inRiation and recovery
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poM s Since #M:!anuscwis«wep«*kM*c. wwecaMickaNodbelherMUaGcnand 
recovuiy points in ienns o f whem they M  (in angle) on #ie waveform. 
TnbB(k*Baqpa3mu@ed&)Wden#fys**xaRc(±K*RKaefkak3ofeG*dhvcfb*yevwavekxTn 
dkw*mg;;(*a@urbarK)B«Me#helk#kM*img





» Rate of change of phase shift 
» Hannomc nns dModion (defined in section 3 2 4)
« Mhsing voMage
T lte relationship am cfg the Bwee phases ev#a#yimpoMaM to many types of 
industdal equipm ent Many devices operate on A edK eiencebelw oen two of the 
phase w iltages. therefore phase shift among Ae phases may be of signKcance 
Ttw»(k*scdptofsldflhe#wneeiahase sNua#k)nt*#tNaarKabmtxll% rthelcfk;winp
* RMS Magnitude LM aiance ratio 
« Difference Voltage 
» Phase Angle ReM onship
With M s information, insight M o specNc voNatye($3turbarKT:wKavefbrnTS(Z*nl)e 
gained By compding this infom ation from many waveforms into a common data 
se t staSeiKad rfcrntahon about the voNa*ye«wavs#onmMica*tl*ig**tBcahKl 
Furthennore. engineers w# be able to determine why equipment at a specKc 
kxalion e  mal-operallng and how equipment can be better designed. insta#ed. 
a id  luned to deal w ilhA e  normal power system disturbances The new 
parameters edlhefp engineers more fuMy understand Hie nature of IhevoNage 
dbturbaice ldea#y. a set of dtaracterislics would enable one to recreate *ie  
continuous4sne voltage waveform in much the same way that a Fourier aialysrs 
can be used
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3 2 1  RMSvoMagemagni&ideanddufabon
Theim s T*o#a(yBma(yWlude iskmdamenlaBy im dersbodbyaN eleclhcal 
engineer This value is BieeMecbve value of # ieacw aveldnn;lhenns value is 
Ihe value 8 ia l a dc source would have which dissipaleslhe same ekancal power 
as (heac iwanmakwrn in a naaearvelceKl The rms value assumes penodkaly 
Since nominal ac wavekxm is pehodk in one 360= cycle, a one-cyde based 
fms cakulabons is used
C%xnven#k*xa#y. Ube \*3Naged#p:*ndib;(kM«MM)n«*n:tKKMadhupon Ae rms vatue A 
voN3oe<*pb»3poMed as Ihekm esl m is value adainedduhngAeew n* and Ihe 
duralion is A e Nme intenal from when il dropped below 0 9 pu and when i* 
recovefed lo  above 0 9 pu
Figure 3 5 shows (he pb* of a "dean" sinusoidal dp  from IEEE 11592-1996 and 
Iheacco i.fa nyingm * value usmg a one-cyde "window " The window is #ie 
pehod o w  which Aenms value is catulaW d.usuaBy one cyde
hk#icelha(aMK)uQh l**»ac*ualwwyMBkwmi(&m*;>Bdi«Wher;dbn*d*y. Ae rms value 
sm ooW ybansM ionsXoilsfin^deplh. Them is value essenUaNyaveiagesA e 
magnNudeowrlhepeMod (window wA#h). and sharp kansNionsaeaveiaged 
away Shce #iedura#oninlbmiaNon Is taken fm m #ie m is value, (jp k ) a one- 
cyde em * can occur in * ie  durabon due #o #ie "averagino" e fb d  o f #ie window 
T}Man*t*«Llhe*W:*v;d«*unnowdhKh#ie w avefom itm isva lue islesslhan90% is 
bnge rlha n# iem a ldu ia#» io f #M@ d&seenbyinspedion The dp  is slow #o 
begin and slm# to mcover due #o#iis window
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F lQ i*#& 5  A dean sinusoidal «%p and Ms im s value, pm senkd using a 
one<yde moving window The deplh is 0 5 pu and #ie dufadon is 5 
cydesM
Using im s values, we can gel #ie fokw ing infonnadon from a waveform
# Start dme: The dmebolwecn ih e  last posidw-goingzem  crossing of (he 
waveform before die dp  start and when the rms value fads bekwv 0 96pu
» End tim e same as above excri#  when ihevcdagereohairs to within 
0 96pu (h r a continuous 1/2 cyde) The end dme is computed at die 
beginning of the interval in which the voltage recovers to w ithin 0 96pu
# RMS dp  duration: The ddkrence between die idartandend dmes
* Maximum m is Vclue highest rms value of the waveform in a sample se t
* Minimum rms value lowest rms value of the waveform in the sample se t
« Average rms value average of the m is value between the dip start and end 
dmes
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3 2 2  Pomt-irHwavedipimbabon
ThepoinW Hwave of inibatior and recovery is an instantaneous pherMonwanonWiat 
Ih e m * analysis does no* yiek) Analysis of a many plan* (nps has shown that 
devices sometimes mal-opera*e on shadow (#ps. bu*no*onde*igper«lips
EMc&icafcontaclofs are examples (^dkAmcEsyTalaweewlreniehfsertsahmalo 
poin*-in-wave of iniW ion and reoovefy of woHage <%ps Conlac&xs are essen*a#y 
refays and are wwdefy used in industry k> control ekcthcal devices The force 
created by the simple elecBoinagne*w#vafysigniRcantly fo r the same level of 
m *vo#BqyBdipdependhgon the poM -in wave (ha* #ie (#p is inAated in (act. 
dipaA afam causedbyaslow reduclicm in aoMagecarbeckgqperlhandqpsthGd 
occur a* a chbcal phase an(Me on A e w a ^lo m i before fieoontackrdkenoages 
or mal-opera*es The dmpou* point may w ry  from 85% lo 55%. dependhg on 
how many degrees aAer a zero crossing, the event W tiales The boundary of 
o*x*aNkmafK#nmakop**a*k*i(nK*;neWc(*n*x)uWcof*ac*)rchad#ws vs elecMcal 
dmpouWopen c k u *) fo r a typical indusMal oon*ac#or is shown in Figure 3 6 The 
plo*shows#)enns voNage depth versus the point-in-wiaw of inWiahon of the 
vo#age(#p There is a 30V dMerence in m is value of the dip that w# make #ie 












Figur* 3.6 Boundary o f(*3eR *bcnfori;lyp*cd*idua*na*(X )nt*ck*r rms 
votqpe magnitude of the dip versus poinWrwiPve of WNalion of the & 
\Rd*agca(k*t)glhedqplhakwwlh**bKM#idafyiw#caiKMBlhe corM ackrlo 
mal-opefa$e magnebcaly and elecMcaNy [8]
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PomWn-wave of recovery is abo im poftanl Contactors have been observed to 
rm sopeo^ upon recovefy of the voMage AMhough a s m * dear why (Ns should 
occur (phase shift occurhng dunng the dip migh* play a role), it is deaf that point- 
in-#ave o f mcovery should also be a parameter to extract from the waveform 
Other acbvefycxrdro&ed devkaxsthatnefyon bming mfomTatkxi from the 
waveforms are ^so  aMecWd by the point-in-wave of initiation and recovery 
These devices inckjde dc motor drives, *4iich employ Wiyhstors connededto #ie 
acGne
The dWerence between the point-m-wave of recovery and in ^ tk x i is the actual 
dwabon of the event. If the point-in-wave of #ie iniKabon and recovery can be 
precisely determined, then the duration of *ie  event can be determined precisely 
as we# When com pared*) the duration given by rmsarsWysis, the diwabonis 
usually shghtty less, but more accurate and meaningful
A trained human observer could look ^  a deturbance m id te# w hen it begins and 
ends The rms moving w indw  cannot give accurate point-ir^ v% ave of dip 
initiabon information There is anoAer method, ca#ed Ae wavef xm  envelope 
based m8#wxj. which could provide a more accurate means of ( Ctormining the 
waveform duration The values recorded using this method are zWkaj apparent 
values rhki&BChnK;ueia;esl*K)ern*#o*x*&, which surround the pre-event (ideal) 
voltage waveform by ± 5% » id  ± 10% The algorithm proceeds as W ows:
* When the dbtuibance waveform deviates from the ideal by 10% (i e .ta ls  
outside of the 10% envelope), the event is "delected "
* The algorithm "backs-up" to see vdiere #ie waveform Be# 0kitside0f#ie5%  
envelope (or Ae last tim e, and that is used as Ae beginning (start) of #ie 
evenl This helps pick-up on the initiation of the event more accurately 
VMWhoutrt*x3di%giTwnorvswtaborw;intmo*aQe&lhat*wenBrKac#!MgrdRcarK*L
* When the disturbed waveform returns inside the 10% band (or at least 1/2 
cycle, the dip is deemed recovered
» The in itia l point at which the 1/2 cycle of recovery occurs is the point of 
recovery (The 10% band was chosen since most dips do not recover to 
within 5% In #te data set intervals )
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Using Ae waveform envelope meAod, the (oHovmng in&xmaUon can be extracted 
from the dip waveform
» Appam ntcfp sta rt The point at wh#ch the *)W age(a#5«)ubackcflhe 5% 
envelope as described previously
* Apparent <*pend The poml at which voAage returns lo  10% 
em ***eaade*m bedpm w oud/
» PoW -of-iniliabon: The annea l which *ie  "apparent dip s b rf occurs using 
the last positw go ing zero crossing as the reference angle 
» Pornt-of-moovery The angle a t which the "apparent (Spend" occurs using 
Ihe last positive-going zero crossing as Ihe reference angle 
« Apparent dip duration ThedMerence of apparent (Spend and apparent dip 
sta rt
# OtAererK* in duration: The dWerence in SiecSp duration given by She 
apparent method and the rms method (in seconds)
3 2 3 Phase shift and rate of change o f phase s h *
NormaSy the phase angfes between the Ihree-phase wKage waveforms are 
Axed T\)singteiXhaaeefec*lcale*#Sprn(*M,iheplK*eB;:ngtBS*W M(orptKise 
T w ntf) o f the voNage seen by A is equipment is importanl  The ju m p *#  
nc*nma#y()ccuflwm cedt*tnglt*!thN*nt once at the inibabon and once at the 
recovery Td#vnM&i#taee(aguqpnvenLlhephaK*B«K%*enBbakxnshq)arncrq;fhB 
phases themselves is a t least as importaN as the phase angle jump Since most 
three-phase equipment uses a recSher o f some sort deRa-connected to Are ac 
Sne. Ae recbfier operates based on the instantaneous #ne voRages
K the phase angle of one of phase-neutral voltages shifts reiathe to another 
phase-neulralvoRage. the pfBK&e;*ig*e(s*alk**sh*)t»BhvGsr)lhe NnevoRages w# 
betXsturbed Thus the phase angle relationship w ifi be affected even *  the 
phase angler# the dipped phase does not dhange If Rw; phase angle of the 
dipped phawMMWubal voRage does shtR. the phase relafbnship among the tre  
voRageswtlpossklybem oreaRected
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Figufe3 7showslhephasordagiamofa(#pon ihephase-netMralvoKaoe Vt. 
TTM:i«Ka#Mamus*K#*m;x:(nc#ardkt*»s«**d(*;*Mrpcw*er!&qMpBesita*x*nd #o#he 
Kne mNage*: V*.Vke. andV«* They are connected phase-kHxase and do no* 
have a neu&al oonneclion TT* dp on phase B has resulted in a phase shih in 
the line voWages V * and V^. Wde V „ is unaBected Theamp#Wdesofbo#hV* 
and Vk, are naduced. a*#x)ughn(X;asiT*Mjh;*s*heampiaudkicf\/t» AiecWier 
*Meuk*eoqpBdt*K)einc;eaaMxl(*i*Mdvolb*;e*tpp*elNittheipeak outpulvPWaQe 
would remain ihe same, since #ie ampWude of Wne voUape is no* afkded by 
lhe(*pon phases
ca
van Y -  \  
.  V b n X  'Vcn
R gw *#17 Asinglei#Kase25% d% )onph@ aeBwilhou* phases*# 
resudng in a phase s h * and dip fo r vohages and V * bu* no
change for NnewdaQeVaM
lf#w *d*onphaseBalsoi3SultBdinaphasesh#R onlhephaee4Teu*m lvollage 
V ^lh e n L A f line voKages would behave dMeiendy For example, a phase  ^
shAed dip on phase B is shown in Figure 3 8 Now Ae voWage experiences 
an increase in nnsvo#age.vA#e#iew)*ageV»r experiences a (#p The 
vohageisunaffecled The vo#P*y: increase ion )/**dlrQ aaW l in «*i(M*amc#b*;e<xn 
Ihe oufpu* o f AerecURer and *ie  ripple vd l increase siydkandy
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Vab
FXgwm 1 #  A 7 5 %, 50= phasM NR duhng a wMage dip on phase B results 
in a voMaqyeincnBaaearKlpfiase shAon voNageV«,andadqpand phase 
shAonvoMage
[h*elO  #*»()neHcyc*a*MrK)cw»ini*h;dhlh*;rn*;\K*ue«5(zdcida*Bd, Ihe rms value 
(WN#ephaaw&f**dRdvo#ag**N;nc*;W;eck»dlv#*e(*K:se!*MmL TtMsis(*»Mous 
horn phasor A a g iz r in Rgwe 3 7 & w e Ae s phasof vod o r is #ie same
a«inFi|y«e2L8 The on*yaAecl*he phGMM*idbMh«e;is«i;MmB#CMMa#alk*iinlhN@ 
nmvc#agedUdng IheinaiaGan ramp dmwn and re co ^fy  ramp up Conventional 
m is analysis would no* help lo  idenWy equipment m a^opefaton in a plant 
phase angle sMNt
N is dMku# *0  detennine how much phase angle jump can be expected 
F&Bge:M*GMrAB;**di3#Mara€*mMa(*BMC**;c(*M*ec*@d*o##el**e&c**4pkng from 
olher phases due lo  tansfom ieis and notabng machinery, add lo  M s d#Mcu*y 
By(±afac*e«tynglhe waveforms w # i phase shM inbm iaAon. Wwabepc«wwb le lo  
oW ainslalisbcsaboullheam ouN  of phase aigleshK typicaN y seen on #ie 
system, a s **#  as *0  enable fu t*esbx#es a* spedRc locations h r delsnnininQ 
specKc needs
Inspection of manv voUage (%p wavofonns shews (hat many times Ae phase 
angles do not ins*an#y jump from one vake to another at the inibakon of (he (%p.
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nor are phase angles statkx%*y during A e e w ils  Many types of equipment 
monitor one or more of the voKage wavekxms fo r lim ing or protective infonrabon 
NormaBy a phase-locked loop (PLL) or o*»er sim ilar device is incorporated to 
track the phase angle
The PLL issxM sibvelophase angle Theieisabantlwm dBiin which R isaN eto 
track and a rate at w hich* can respond to a  change in inpu l Changing phase 
angles can be AfRcuM to track, e-ven # waveform is perfectly s*iuso»dal The 
rate of change of phase angle. ca#ed "^ le * rate", is perhaps #ie most important 
parameter (or determining the capaMRy to track changes
PLL dncuMs have two primary AancSoiy&lhaliaBnqpeWstkxnng phase^dWted 
vo#aged»sturtKinces The PLL wants to nemam exactly synchronised w#) #ie 
power system and has a high time-constant Qnedia") so that Muctuabons in Ihe 
system do not cause its output to respond BM since the devices it controls, such 
as A ytstors in a dc motor drive, experience #*evoMagewaw#onns on an 
instantaneous basa. the PLL should move quickly to remain synchronised to #ie 
voKageg during the (#p This keeps #ie thyristors Ndng properly Wi#t too HNe 
inertia Nip PLL is unstable, wh#e with too much inertia the (W e w# misbehave 
due to *ie  inab#ly to hack accurately during a delurbance Designers of these 
d rh*s do no# know what Ihe real system behaviour during a dhturbance is. so an 
(Nk*ca#Bd(**BsaisimKM*BTMh«nd«MMgn**glhec*ciwbL The results from 
charackam9modkaufbarK*»kxrnakcfc*BM *;Bink*Tna*onwdl|yow*deiK*ua*W e 
resu#s *o improve ihe desiy i of Ihese drcw ts
Using #ie waveform envelope m ekod (see section 3 2 2 ) for phase angle 
information, the Mkwrnng information can be extracted from #ie dip waveform:
# Phase sh #  phase angle bclw**m tne ideal waveform and deturbed 
waveform This can be calculated using *ie  zero eroding technique or the 
decrete Founer Transform (OFT)
* Phase sh # a t dip start (4 0  This is  computed in two dNIeren* ways One is 
using zero crossings and the other is using the DFT When using zero 
crossings. Ihe phew** at ccwnptde*! a* If* ; ffs lzxao  crossing lamer Ih*; 
"disturbed dip s ta rt" When usmg DFT me#*od. the value is computed % 
cycle after the (kp start
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» Uax*num phase shA The maxfnum phase an^e 5hA recorded between 
the "apparent dip s*arT and (he "adual dp  e n f times
* M m nw rnpfeseah ilt The nrnanrwrn phase anpte yTdtncccrdkKitwahweenCie 
"ap*K*nBnt(#p ;*bMf'afKllhe1ac&iald#p(Bndri*TWKs
« Aveage phase sh ift The aveiaoe plase angle shA recorded boAwoon (he 
lappa*«*#(#psb*ir;**dlheTack*ald% )«*M f"NfneaL
# IW&xin*Mn± (ra$e of change or"5*ew ra*e' c# phase angle): This e*he 
rate#change of the pheMM:«Mq)k;(k**igl*ws*iW*nad TheMiGW dtangeat 
(heTdqpaafT and #*e final change at recovery are not included in the 
cakutabon since sharp de oontinuity. which accompanies (he beginning and 
end c#lh#»ew*;Liw# cause ;;v«*y high and meaningless value
3L2L4 [)udcrGonof(#p;*;diwan*lkNmns
Many voKage wavehxms during (#ps png dMohed Since w ^Kcation reees on 
the dNefence botwoon two wAages being higher than # *  load vo#age. #ie 
semiconduc#opsgeneia9y conduct only near Ae peak wAages causes 
currents lollowcfW y near the vc*b*;e|>makSt <**dlben«e curran#* lhe#;*n@nf*K 
sinusoidal Smoother cxt;aN  How and kw er output voNage ripple occur # 
the input vollagesm *m squam weve&
A a n tfy in g  Ae (M ortion of a waw kxm  is nonna#y done using a computation of 
A e total hannonicd«#ortion(THD) THDisnotadequa#BldrquanW ying 
(W odkn during a «#p because A e hannonic components are scaled using (he 
&ndamenM com panenLDurlngavo#age d *i. Aenonm al wacage is dipped and 
# ie  apparent (#B*wlion w # b e arnp#*»dby#he 5ma#or#iannom ial#undam enlal 
componeN^ It is more uppm pdatek) scale Ihe harmonic components by #*e 
nominal use the per4jm*sys#sm and make the nominal vo ia g e # **^  to 
1 O pu.AenAe mot of #*e sum of a# squares of Ae harmonic puampMudew# be 
equal to AeTHD scaled by the nominal w#age TWs value is ca#edlhe 
liannon ic muT value (hnns) and is used to compuie (he retabve dbkrtio n  o# #»e 
/n#a*yeiwavefonmadu*kq;a(#p The formula tor hrnaisgiM enbelowr
= K L  (E(H)
4.1
3115 MKsmg voKage concepts
Many power ekc%mnic4iased devices a ie  sensdive *o # e  energy kansler during 
avoNaqpedkshstxance Fdresam pk^ac power suppkesand m okirdnvesdia luse 
capacaors h r energy skrageand w#agempp#e reduc*kinamespecja#y 
sensaiwe O alng a voKage (kp. redudion in woKage causes #ie capacdor b  
dacra g e a n d ira n sk^ ib&!dorederwatrylD fie lo a d , u**TK#c iy fi% aj*rq)in an 
underw#agelnp
Devices aieavadaW eloaclivelyconipensalB h r voNagedWuibances on an 
eekm bfienea bseasidNkskqgslwxaarKlsKMiesiDonverkBfkopologMss These 
device* infer* or sub*ac*vo#age as m quiiedloconipensale h r #ie(#slu itance 
Forexampie. during a vodage (%p. *he series compensation dev**lnp»c*svc#&oe 
in an adddne fashion b # e a c \m *a #  inana*Bm p* bproduceapedbanondnal 
sine wave a* A eouhu* o f Ae device The magndude of die required iniecllonm  
#beins*an*aieKNas(#Beiencebe#MMasnihedkMNnad sine wave and dieaclualinpu* 
wave This dMerence is caded die "h iissing volbge" [8 .2 ^
The missing imdage is no* die ddleience in rms values; ins*ead.d is die 
inslanlaneou sdWhience Analyses made ussig m is dala give m isleedsigresud* 
An example a  shmm In Figure 3 9  This figure shows die idea# nominal vodage 
wevefom . dieacfualrdpped wodage. and die missing vodageL The missing 
vcdbqpsisUdMivtdbqgsiSMaareddilxieadieiapfNsd vodagebacklolhe ideal 
Nodce d ia l dSs value ^n e s  wdh dme
ThenedgraphinngurnS  lO shoem diesam em isdlp. pufvwdiaphaseshdL 
Nodce iw ird ia * die missing widage is higher since die requdediniecdonvodage 
isldgher Compare d i*  ", d ie phasor represonDhon of phase B in Figure 38  io 
soaw hydierequsedsiisc*ionishigherdian50%  A dhoughF igu ie38 islo ra  
25% dfp. d b  dear d^a* die phasor adddion. requdedhccm pensafe fo r die 
magndude and die angle is more dian 50% Convendonalrms analysis would 
suggesl dia* 50% iniedion capabddy is adequaie
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Figure 3.10 50% voltage dip wtfi a ©0° phase-shrft and the misstng W tw  
analysis shovwng a required peak injection voltage of 83% [8J
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Eneigy bansferisabo im portant TT*a4*B^fCftheae»w% :cxxn;****aton dkmmce 
to conec* a voRagede&Bbance is also re la ted*) the energy 1ha*& required 
dudng the event The nxiuinsd energy is relaled*o#K:po% mr consumed by Ihe 
load and Ihe d-jfabon o f Ihe dip IW bs^voNage analysis can gWeirdormabon 
required to determine the duration of the voltage ir^ecbon. and hence the energy 
required By property matching ihe peak voltage inieclion amplitude, the duration 
cd^h*aBB«*n4)#hK*B@.aw)dl#*alo9(rs iBneNgyreq^wrenients, s«**BS4rMec*k*i(lBvkx:s 
can be property sized
The missing voNage and Ms analyses are determined as M ow s
* T lieaclua waveform is subtracted from Ihe nominal waveform 
» The result srecMRed to give a# posWWe numbers
* ThewNage ksulx#v»dedir*o5% bands
* TTw;(n*ss*%;\**tag«i*& Ihe peedkvedkM* that 1a#b*ik>c**B(##telnarKhi;# a
specKc In s ta ll of Nme
» The missing vdNB^ is reported in tm ) ways
o The amoum of tim e (toM nw nber of sample po irts) that #*e missing 
voNage fa#s into a particular band (e g . 30% to 35%) is tabulated onto a 
bar graph
o The cum jla live  tim e # ia t# ie  missing ^Nage is greater than or equal to 
a particular value (I e . ^ 30%) is showm on #«  same bar graph This 
report w# be partcularty useful in determining how a series voltage 
c(MT*M*isatkxi(kh/kx*vM9|perkNTn
3 2 6  Three-phase voltage symmetry
Many industrial devices have three-phase inputs and are very sensitiw  to voltage 
balance and symmetry A relatively sma# amounl c* voUage unbalance can 
result in a large current unbalance a# shown In Figure 3 11 fdraW wee-phaseac 
motor ddve A severe cum ^il u*%balance during a voltage dip can result in 
semiconductor damage and fuse blowing due to overcunents
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| @00 L— AAj -vn
U necum B nlscfa5hp*if8e-phaseacm (*)rdm w ew #ia3%
An unbalance raNo can be used to dehnnine (he rabOve balance o f voltage 
nagnW udeam ong#*phases Nom ha#y.IheunbalanceraboshouW bezem . 
lbu*amynm*gn#u*&*uf#KUa*wa@wn#i*MKMlMnap(Md*wei*un#*er The unbalance 
raUo kdeNned as AedMemnce in ihe m a value* between AeN ghesl and 
kxwesl phases, dhmded by Ae awrage of Ae rnns v^ues o f ihe *wee phaaes
/  -K
Unbmhmcc Rado  ---------------^ ----- (Eq_2)
(K j+ K .+ y ,) ']
ThkratkapkMedona(x*nBnu«&M&#bmB^Bmsaus*igannov*>giw#K;owL The 
ntaK*nunii%*xat**OB(k***gthe interval a  napsrted
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3.3 The Propagation of Voltage Dips through the Power Network
VoMage dps could have their ohgins outside o f a "'"stom er's premises: on the
could also be inside the customer's premises The ^ p o s e  o f this section is not 
to investigate the external (actors Brat initialed a <*p. but to #nk voltage dps 
dln*a% to the IkKdbi**# caused #*eni and to enmduafe their pfopagedkxithnawgh 
the network unM they laRxnadefyafkBdtheiequexTWBnL
3 31 The propagation of voltage dps in general
UGBty network (au*s may be of a singlephase, phase-tophase. phase-tophase- 
to-ground, or Bweephase nature The iocation of the fault in the network wt# 
dotormlne die magnitude of die voNage dp  seen at the customer busbar Figure 
3 12 shows common fault locations on the ubkty network which give rise to 
voltage dps. Fora given ibKtBlocatkNi.fackxn5vdTkdiiinue*W Delhei(k**hoflhei 
voNage dp  at Ihe point of supply are Pe type of fad t. #ie h u ll impedance, Pe 
eRec* of local generation, load dynamics. #ie operating state of the supply 
network (generation levels and network configuration) and the type of earthing 
employed [4]
Figure 3.12 Typical fault locations, which give rise to voltage dps at the 
customer point of coupNng [4]
The National OOS measurement campaign has new been running since 1904 
D p data was retrieved for the last 4 years This shows single-kne-kxground 
(SLG) faults are most corrxiKm ard this corresponds to singlephase dps as 
shown in Figure 313 and in Table 31




Figure 3.13 Dtp types in South Africa [4]
Tab# 3.1 CMp chaoctensbcs in South Africa, ananged in terms ofvoKage level
MpTyp. %  of Total 
No o f Dips
Typical Duratton (m s) TypkWOepmm
Amzmvoip# 5 0 -1 0 0 1 5 - 4 0
TtroePfme 6 30 -  2 0 0 &  
400
1 5 - 4 0 &
7 5 - 8 0
Phase to Phase 15 100 1 5 * 4 5
Single Phase 79 100 1 5 * 3 0
AII132kV Dips 100 15 to  40
Tfvee Wme 11 1 0 0 lo ? 0 0 &  7 0 0 &  I  Ssec 1 5 to 5 0 & 1 0 0
Phase to Phase 16 100 to 150 1 5 * 6 0
Single P h a w 73 100 1 5 K 4 0
Ail 8SkV Dips 100 15 to 30
T h e e  P tee 13 100 & 800 & 1 5sec 1 5 t ) 2 0 & 1 0 0
Phase to Phase 21 100 1 5 * 3 0
S n p le P h K e @5 100 1 5 * 3 0
All MV Dips 100 to  1.5sec 15 to  30 & 100
T iw eP ham e 18 100 So 300 & 1 5sec 1 5 * 2 0 &  100
P h m e lo  Phase 35 100 1 5 * 3 0
Single Phase 47 100to I.Ssec 1 5 * 3 0
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The M ow ing tabkshm alhekevoN agem arnR udes on (he secondary side of a 
bansRymef *i#he case n f a 70% SLG fauN on (he phmary side (phase A) (9^
The phmafy nelwoA is assumed &o be soM y eaflhed This e  usually ihe case 
when Ihe phmary windmg is rated alBBkV and abowe^
Table &2 Line voltage magnitudes fo r a SLG fau* on phase A (1.4]
Transformer connection Line TWiPageecnPieliana#orn*Brs*Kxx*dary 
Vab Vbc Vca
Y/Y 058 10 058
DTD 058 10 058
Y/D 033 088 088
3 Y 088 088 033
Front Xhet3*4e* is c#aarlha?%ora;ao&d!5LO;*au#lherBSuN0*;#nevo#ageiw4# las 
the sma#e< lo r Y/DwCVY connections
The dumbon o f a vobagedf is delennined by the speed o f operation o f network 
prolecliondevioesand Ae type of protection employed Also hipoAarh is v*e# ie r 
Pie primary protection operates or Pie back-up protecbor, This has a slgnPicant
impact on P%e(km#k*i(*(Pp«L Redosing can cause m uPiplevoPagecPps^h
varying ducaPons (Factors * ic h  issloartrhsiarnkaafKlfautlimpNSdarKxifurPwsr 
influence Pie dw ^ion o f Pie dp  e g re-acoeleraPng plant actua#ypu#ng Pie 
voPagedow nafleraiPpande»dendPigilsduialion An example of equipment 
aflecPng Pie recovering dp  is an induction motor
Table 3 2  can also be extended to the voPage dp  types shown in Figure 34. 
w dachinckK lelyprKoflhfe o ptKKsecPpsL
Table 1 3  The PansformaPon of W ee phase dps [2223]
Transformer cormedion UnevoPaipM onPielransfom wseccxidafy 
A B C D
Yn/Yn A B C D
Y yiM D z A D c D
YtPDy/Yz A C D C
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3 3 2 Unbalances and propagation of voltage (Bps phase angle jump
The occurrence of phase angle jump deserves special aMenbon. as this w * affect 
the performance of certain equipment types IEC 61000-4-11 describes a testing 
protocol for single-phase equipm ent The equipment sha# be tested fo r one or 
more combinations of magnitude and duration chosen from *re 'obowing lis t 0.
40 and 70% magnitude: 0 5 .1 .5 .1 0 .2 5  and 50 cyde duration [32] The standard 
could be appbed to three-phase equipment by assuming a# Aree-phase voltages 
to be equal This is a gross oversimpbfication however, as three-phase faults are 
rare TTie m ajority of faults in power systems are single-phase or phase-to^phase 
faults Therefore the m ajority of voltage dips are associated with different 
voNages in (afferent phases
Next to #re drop in rms vohage, the majority of w ltage (Bps are associated with a 
change in the wWage phase angle This so-called phasenangle jump manifests 
itse lf as a change in the instant of vohage zero crossing before and after Bre start 
of Bre (Bp The origin o f the phase-ar^le jump is understood from the voBage 
(Bvider model fo r a whage dip. shown in Figure 3 14
faultIpu
load
Ftgur# 3.14 Voltage divider model fo r (Bp magnitude and phaseangle 
jump 122.23]
When the X/P ratios of the source and the feeder impedances are differenl, the 
voltage at the PCC not only drops in magnitude but also experiences a phase- 
angle jump The maximum phase-angle jump is equal to the impedance angle 
The impedance angle ranges from dose 10 zero for transmission system faults, to 
-60" fo r b u lls  on disldbulion cables (22.23] The relation between magnitude and 
phase-angle jump for an impedance angle o f-60° is shown in Figure 3 15
5!
F I* * *  3.15 f&BbMkxnlxa&wBenimagpdtwde«*nd;dbaseHano#ejunqp#or 
voMa(pB(hpa dUebolhfeeypftgsel3u#b[22j23]
The abow caku ia ion uses a singleiA ase model and & *hus*McBy speaking 
onhf'B*M **r#*n*»f#K:*elbu#bL TocMaini lOw; mange of 
angle jumps a* Ae knm nabof s*q#b p*KMM:<K#j%Kne*#,«tK#*nB* a 
compieheneive analysis. w N chbdeeo te d  in [32^ The msuNs o f Oieanalyele 
am «ho*n In Rgume 316. W iern an impedance angle o f-W  ha* been asaumed 
M agnikde and pha«»angk jump haw  been cakulaledA yslngleiihaee. phase- 
k>pha@e and (hmo phase (auNs The Rguie should be a basis IbrlesNng single­






The oocunenoecfphaM  angle }ump siyW kanNyinmuencesAe view on voAage 
(%pies*ing Kmakeady aocepled#iat(heAsls*ageofvo*age(#p*B9bng 
oon#a(g o f I jitn g  agains* Ape o( dMeren* duraton and magniWde This is simaar 
%o#w*ea#ng pm booldem cr&edin IEC6100(M-11 For equipment seneaivek) 
;*K**e4angtB|ueqpakar*l*of;QMaemn*^*t*MBt*i**c***3wae*%ak:|*K*eeHangkB 
jumps am to be expected. #ieeAect o f A echaiactenslicphaeeanglo jump 
A ou ldbe stu iA e ii M is recommended ^ perform tests to r a number of impedance 
argle*(SBeabove)c (T. -30" and 4 *)" p z i
Figure 317 shows #ie phase angle jump ter a phaae-phase type C voKage dp
Flgwre3L17 A veg*or«Bagran*&l#ws*a4»%|atMPk5*l*'aseanq#ejunip 
fo ra  typeC  vodage d *
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3 4 VoMag# CMp CharmcWftMbon on Ih# Sou*h African MmtwoA
The South African national QoS database n^sasurennenipfogfafnltaslaBen 
mnmng since 1994 and haeooNecied four years cd data so far Dips have been 
dassiAed in b n n so f a Y ^ S .T ^  (#p%mndo*. shmm in Figum 3 18. as usedby 
Ihe Nabonal Power OuaWy Regidabxy Standard NRS4M8 paft II [20] ANhough 
INs type of cakgonsabon is in tenns of magnitude and durabon. phase angle 
informa bon is also recorded in #*e measurement program
F*un,11#N R S 4)48 Dqp dassAcabon wmndow [20]
The#o#OMMngcraenaw*»nBiKwadin !BeM*%;i*)lhed%)w»#**Qwr
* Dips are not classified as single phase, two phase or lh n **p ,jM *d *)s  The 
minimum voNagemagnikide of any of the #wee phases and longest (#p 
dwaUon on any of the #*ee phases (#ie worst case) is used to characterise 
the voltage d *
» DipmagnibKlesbekMw OJZpuare not regulated by the Natk)najEik*3hcay 
Regulator
» The 0 Gpu dip magnitude has been tdenbfied as the level above which a# 




« |]LKa@Km#nm**l*;velbeenes*ab#sh«Kla4 ISCms because tms represents zone 
1 p#c#BcBK*iiM*d;#G%K%n*stMacau!*:*he;napfeaMBn&&ZK*ie 2pn*eclion in te rn * 
of A e nehwoik (M anoe pmtochon schemes 
# The maximum (%#m# of 3 seconds is laased on the opemling tim e fo r auk> 
neckMMfn@c#lhesys*Bmpfo*BcSon 
» AUuiaBonof less #*an 20ms represents less #ian one cyde on a 50Hz 
system
Fau#s causing (%ps can eAher ^  anyleiAase^D-ground. phase4o-phase or 
Niree-phase events IdeaKy each phase should be treated separately This 
howewer makes quick interpret^ion JWhcull Each area on (he scatter plot is 
indkaNwe o f #ie eNec* «%» have on customer p lan l The W owing could be 
indkaW e o f the types o f dpetm nts fo r each area
X Voltage produced by nlecMca#y remote faults Wwch generaly 
<k)rK*inqpacfcncuaton*Brpb;ntc*M*;*kM *s
S VoKage (#ps produced by elec!hca#y mmok (auk W h a delay In
network recovery
T Voyage ($ps produced by electhcaBy dose tauMs
Z Major system (jufufbarkoeiwWhckaay(xlrM)hwork recovery
A measummenlsonducled at ih e H V le w l fo r a transmission bum w a tw *a#y 
fa# f ,  mgion X on #ie scatter plot i e remote faidts deam d in pdm af, protection 
deaia iice #mes For a tau# closer to (he point of measurement the ptoUed events 
w# typica#y move upwarJk on Ihe scatter plot and into region T As#*e point of 
mearuiement moves to Ae LV circuits #%e same plotted events tend to  move 
downwards on A e sn a a e rp lo tfr to X e tc ) as m talinn plant and star de*a 
transbnnadon reduce" the perceived magnitude Due to *  e inmsh how ew , #% 
(#p* are extended in duialion and a movement of p toxtd LV events legion S 
on (he window W (ypica#y be seen for HV (auNs M is Ihendbm important to
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investigate bo#i HV and LV to understand the sources c id  impact of ($ps on an 
insW abon
The NRS4M8 part 2 serves as a guideline, regulating #ie electhcity suppter for 
a# but Y-type (#ps The kn its fo r assessment are shown in Table 3 4. but th=se 
are con#nua#y developing in negotiations between Ae u@ty. regulator and 
customers and as more information becomes available (mm the QoS database
Tab*# 3.4 Lim its to a number of voKage d *s  per year lo r eacf category of (#p 
window (20]





S | T | X Y Z
*.* kV *o & 44 HV *  | *  | we 1*4 2#
W&V 1*344 Mfl&Ml ## 1 54 | 215 314 4#
>44kV*o ^  IK  kV a* 2* | m 12» *
n#kV*»&7**kV 11 1 # 1 « 5
NOTE — TW Mlvafk a mat r>ec«**»r ily tl* votoge at wMeh the eeeteiBer
*uppty tt « th« vo»»g« o< t.h« r>»»wo<1< th»« fMd* th« poml of common coupling
Recently, studks have been done to characterise the voltage dip performance of 
the South African network in terms of Cie categories set out in the NRS-048 part 
II. as we# as in terms of geographical location [5] An example of the results of 
this study w e shown in Table 3 5 and #us*ated in Figures 19
T%ddb3U5/\niSKanqpk*c#(#pk*MPe(*s*1buSonon**s!>outh/lkicanr*ehwork|5]
Gauteng 112-16 3-6 | 3040 4
Kwa-Zidu/NaW |4-16 6-13 1 8045 1-5
W Cape , 0-2 1-3 :17 19 1-3
E Cape Ts " ' 3 |70 2
Free State &N !5-12 &18 i 30-50 3  10
Cape 1 1
Mpumalanga f l o ia 6-10 ! 40-55 5^ 7
N&WV 1 11-17 5-8 1 50-80 3-6
%
I3.1# S.T.X & Z per annum in Sou#i Afhca
M was esbbbhedAatAe number of (gpem eawedal s ib * wiWnmgionsvagy 
doslica#y. hence % is (NRcuKfospedfyAe number of (gpsmvecfed per dip 
dass per mgion WKhlheavagable dab. abeohdedWeienbafion of Ae number of 
(Npe expedenced per region ie nof poseWa  However, if is poseMe k> oompare 
region fo region, e g^  #re Wesiem Cape has appmdmaSeiy ha# Ihe X class dps 
ofG aufengR
3 4 1 Frequency of occwrence of dips
f%omn«i#gh4nsq)*aqx)eune|N*sp*MahM@*he(pmNaerlhek*qgAof(*MMf *K»dlkMM;in 
asysbmi#«greeAer#*e*poeumbdpeL TTwrnearwAafsysfem 
reWorcemenl wNch is usua#y beneficial from harmonic, fau# level ardsecurWy of 
supp^f consideralions(awilab#y) worsens fhe number of d^sexpedenced 
S^Sem teinbrcemenlaiso increases #ie risk of pdmaryequipmenf fa#ure due io 
lheincreaaedpbM**em(x*mL
34 2  Phase shifl during *#ps
Line io  #ne faubs. relafwely common on Eskom's 275kV nefworks due k* be hie 
configurabon and Induced bashowrs. cause a signlRcardinsbnb neous phase 
shA in #ienorma#y balanced 120° spaced vobagephasorr Phase shA: of up io 
30° have been measured
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Figure 3.20 A voltage dip showing phase angle vanation dunng the 
course of the cbp (from the National QOS database)
/kie^3*J3tonofpfK*Bea*x;k! WcmialkxionXhe South AfrkannaGonai QoS 
database rew ab many of @ie phase angle jump phenomena desoted in secbon 
3 32 This is *us*a#ed by Figume 3 20. which is a phasor dagram of a vo#age 
dped#iifing#*sbehaM ouf
It was shown in secbon3 3 11halvollagedpsaie pm pag^edfm m ^efsoum e 
lo  other pads of a nehwodt Swough inansfonnefs Wosfof #iew *aged*)s 
reconled by *ie  database*# be single-phase dips because Aeyammeasumd 
on the kansmission nelwoxk amKl(#skibu*k*ii*Bbwo;k down to 88kV Tfieim pacl 
of vo#b*p:(#**;(*i«K;u#*;Msn*hg*ipe*M;af;alowf\**lagek:vef. (ypica#y less *ian 
IkV  The (ransfom aeon pmoess cannot be ignored, espedaby wkh unbalanced 
*o#age«gps
Vobage dk% ^  a low wbage le ^ l wexe monitorad at spedRc ns*a#ahon site in 
Kwazuk-Natal These dips were evalualed in tenns of the* phase angle 
magnbude lOOcfihesedkKwrnamreoDnjed TTte (tala Ibr (his ewatiabon Is In 
Appendk B The vobage wawfonn was recorded before, during and after die dp 
occurred The maximum shWh phase angbm  each phase *«asre(%MKle(L K was 
also noted how die dppeduodageshdled in phase from die posbon of die pre- 
dp wodaga The msud of die analysis is shown in Table 36
The dp type clasadicadonsimre named dass one lodass seven Discussions 
abord die resuds of die evaluadon are ongoing, but it was agreed dia! die phase 
angle vadadon as descdbed by a dass two dp. is common This is supported by 
die dbcusstoiis of phase angle jump in section 3 32  ^Phasordagramsof adass 
two dp is shown logedieriwdi die lauds diat may cause such a dp. in table 3 7
Phasephase lauds (PP) commonly have phase shdls associated wdh i l  d die 
lauKwasbodedatdiepoirdof origin, impedance fudher up die network*# 
Wluenoe die laud to an extent where die affected phases pul together and 
decrease in magndudn Inductance in-lne contribiites to phase shA
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TaN# 3.7 Phase shK vahabons oocumng duhng a phasefhase voUage dp #ia*
wK*g<5*fBBdl;yaphaeM&p*KMM;lau#L/tp*«KM&i*K;seMBn»wndlb*de(Sh<*Mnfar
compahson
In oonduelon #o #ie ewakaBom. # was decidBd#ia*MAen phase angbMahaUons 
w em go ingbbeM edhr. W aiypeofdpbeusedlbfang#Bsi#i*o30" Angla* 
up#o30"on#ieSou#% AAkannehKMkaieoommonbaaedoniaoon#ngs*aken 
dwlng invesagabons
Phase s i#  of Aephaaeaa'ahrnnaduhng average dp is under jnmaBgahon ^  
Eskom \/o#ag**d*pimeaa*#@*nenaslboni%a*k;ussabM;in!»ouai/W&kaicm#w* 
Eskom nefaadaia being used *ooomp#eda*a#ofevaluallon of vohage dp 
type t The dp  dasaes dedved bom Ae hnhod mondonng of LV (%» #a  serve as 
a mkmenoe for #%e may in which these dedwabons can take pfaoe Future mod on 
Ihe intemalionai front w# be momtored
$  v .
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4 THE MPACTOF lWCMLT4WGECNP15()NP1LA#friECKj#»#IE*nr
4L1 Equlpmml S#n: Mv#y #o Vo#*@# D # *
DWhfen* types of equipmenl mspcnd dWemnAy *o voNage Ape Resisbve loads 
such as incandesccn* bmps simply dhn or bngMen but oonhrue b  function 
SkanmeindusaMafiPRXXMBses icanlbe|:aMicutMly;»:saep#*#e t d * *  because (he 
equipmen*ein* * « %inoc#odandaM pofaM ycom ponW in#iepm oesscan 
cause h e  WiolB plam *o shut do*m Examples of Iheee indusMes indUde 
p&askcStipBbTK*wan*La*s. lexMhak paper. semkxx*duc#of. and rubber Important 
loads * « t can be impeded indude
» IMk*t**^l*Ba#*%;(aerner*5s«*id(*#*:r3Hp*K;5elo@wls{%xnn«xaeddinBcWylo#ie 
LV but
« Variable speed dmms and oAefpaMerek d mnic devices use 3fhase 
power, connected d*ec#y lo  *ie  LV bus. or Amugh an isolalion bansbrmer 
«» Lq*h*ngc#kanid#cBBs;gng#BHphasM;c***nec*c**&fn*mpl«*aeJkKrMaM;al 
* 4]oramoldha*ce*su€**awtcm*nptdB*s. cx**BMa(*!L«*nd|pn)Bran*mga)kik)ok; 
oonW em aie o*en m *p#md #*ough a singleiAase control transfoimer
TnbBt**t*pBsiBq»BMerK*xldh#**0avoWa*yBd#ptM#dep«**)c*;#beix*u*wne;# 
(XMnedSMt C3iapter:)s*M)M*xllhg*l*M;indBwkk:*plKise iagN:;and|phaai&4o- 
p#BMM5%(Wtq;BS«*m;q%N*:<#Men;n( dk**%oa!aUGWFc(*M*Bcnon#*elR;ns&inner 
primary Some smgl»fihase loads w# be unalhcted and o#*er single-phase 
beds may drop out. even Aom#«#*eirsensitiw#iosk) voltage (Xpemr.y be 
identical  Voltage unbebnce is also a concern h r motor healing However, ihe 
<um*ons of *e  unbalanced volbgesduhngbuK condNions are so shwt that 
motor heaKng is not a sign*caN  concern Variable speed drives. hw e»,v. may 
have contmts #iat kip very quicWy during unbalanced condNions
DiNeientcatogoriogofeqwpmenlandevendNerenlbrandsofequipmeNwahina 
c^egory (e g two dNerent models of variable speed dnves) haw signiAcan@y 
dNkwent sensibvibes to voKage dips This makes it dmou* k  develop a 
s#ngk:taarKt*ndtha*(*eRn«s#te;M:nsa;v*y** indus*nai pmcess equ^menl
&2
TN»dOsesl dCKiMTWBnltoa!daf*danjis #% C8EMA curve of chapter 2 shown 
again m Figure# 1. which was developed by *«e Computer Business 
Manufacturers Assodalion [2.31) This app#es phmahly to data processing 
equipment The curve shows (hal (he ICBKj;*sms*ndtyisirerydk9PBndh**on#*e 
durabcmcflhedip ANowabledips range horn 0% vo#age Ik* 1f2cydelo87%  
voltage h r  30 cycles
I CBEMA :
AUri/TEEf-SW M t-lW  
T ir» rd  of
Figure 4.1 The OBEBUk operating voNage envelope [31]
WhaeAeCBBWtAknNs suggest a "ktandard"sens*vily to voltage d fs .a d u a l 
plant jquipment has a variety of operational characteristics during \  dps
4 1 1  In d u e ** motors
k*duc*onnmok*&nn*reisiPKtponionailDlhesq;san5C*'ttvc4Lq;e Thelu# load 
torque is usuaNy designed to be about ha# of #ie maximum torque This means 
that # #ie vo#age drops to about 70%. #ie maximum torque w# be rvyo i to #te 
hr# load torque In o#rer words. ##«einduclion motor was driving a hr# load 
before a d p  more #ian 70% occurs. #ie dp  w#l cause it to sta#. since the 
machine torque is ntmr less #tan #re load torque During a voltage dp. #ie 
induction motor has to draw more current in order to supp ly#* same Pad as 
before #«e dp  The high current w# cause additional heahng and may damage 
#re motor To prevent owrheahng, large motors are equipped with undervo#age 
and overcurrer# protection The typical selling is u:Tween 70-80% of rated 
voltage and P rlS se co n d s
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4 12 Motof conDckxs and eiectromechancal relays
and solenoids Comacaors tend to drop out if ite  voyage dips to betow 50-60% for 
one or . '* 0  cycles One m anufaduw has provided data that rxScates ih e r line of 
mo#or conlackMS w# drop out al 50%\*)Kage# #w»corK**K)n lads lor longer than 
one cyde This data should be expected to vary among manubdurefs. and some 
conbdors can drop out at 70% normal votege or higher [31] Usua#y a contador 
needs atau* 80% ra#ed voWagelo operate A contact* may be fiOed wMhaulo- 
redose leakre  when Ihe wNage recovers In #ie cage of a large mo#or load 
equipped * # 1  aukmabc contadors, a new voltage dip may occur when they are 
started swnuteneously or soon aher each o#ier As a consequence. #*e mo#ors 
may s M  again Therefore, delays bctwocn starling of large m okr must be 
in*oducedso #M*#ie simultaneous mstarl of large motor loads does nd  produce 
another sign tficant dip
4 1 3 Hgh-imenslly d=«Aaige (HK)) lamps
Mercury lamps are extinguished at around 60% normal voltage and require time 
lo n M a n k e p il Avc#bq;eia;)Xha*iaKbngiash*a&»4K)l%;h*m*|is(:mBnnieaak«fi;*& 
a longer outage by plant personnel
4 14  Line commutated rectifiers




T1* DC \m#ageBcon*o#cd by vary ing#* delay in k ing  angle of awW m Q 
device* such as tansN ors (MOSFET or IGBT) or #*yhA w  (refer to Figure 42 ) 
EaMdh'***c*;i& turner! c*;a#ker a paMicu^rdeby a fk r#  becomes lom ard biased 
as#*e waMagecharqyailsphaae TT*e(x*T*n(mpiac#kx:e;iDi«*e«i(#K*we4(x**xl 
bop %o$ynd*oniee*«*ihngp% A i^ of # * 5w#ehing dCMOC5w # i# ie  supply 
vo#age A ^aage d p  kcaweed by a sudden in»oduc#on of reacWe impedance 
such as #ie occurrence of h ie  bw#* Therehre. wo#agedipeareueua#y 
accompanied by a sudden Aange in phase angle The phase locked loop needs 
#meloai%us**o#ie sudden change of phase and misehngreeu*& Furkermore. 
voMa(M;dSp*;*n@taKK*#ycaN«w9dl»yui*4:t*K)Bdl5w<hLiR*ch;*si*ngki:r**)«eKth 
bu*s. arKl#hen;k*ecamMMe|#K:seindbab*io&LeL # *  phase dNb*ences are no 
longer 12XT apart The error in Wng is compowded by phase imbabnce (see 
chaplerS^ Incormc* Krlng of #iyhs#or* may lead b  damage #o#ierecMler and 
Aerefom some converters are equipped MOip«o#eclion*afMpe in ca se # * 
«ilua#on becomes dangewut
4 1 5  U noon*o#edrK#er
n g u r * 4 jA mim p#eddbgramofanimconbo#ediecl#ier#opology
UnconW kd mecNRer*  (refer to Rgwre 4 3) do nol have #ie Mng pmobbms 
a sa o cn b d *# i &ne ccm m ubM iecM ienk In Ihe recWAer-inwrter anangemenf of 
a variable speed dhve. a DC bus capmAnr is inilaNod behwen # *m  for inpul 
Nb rln g b # ie in w rb r # during a (#p#ie capacitor dbchaiges such # iat#ie DC 
buavdbge is sign#can#ylm * red. idudngvofb*;e(eg%*Manf*o'M*nm9l #*e 




ihepcMwy swmkhinQdeMcesaf # ie iec t*e r For pm#ec*on. a DC bus 
undenfoKage relay *  u#ua#y used
4 16  VahaMe meed dn^es
SomedhweamedMignedk* <de#*ouoh vo#ape(#pt The hde#»owgh lime can 
be anywhere from 0 05 sec *  0 5 sec obwoudy dependWiy #ie mamfarWrny
and model Som em odekofaiem am dactM ef n o n a o r# * AC fneandM paAera 
voyage (#p *o 90% of normal vodage is delecleU *or 50 m* Manubc&#«ng 
indualhca maWy employ kwo types of <#** ! - namely  Bieindudionm alor dm * 
(AC drW e)andAe DC ddwe An AC dm * employing a vo*age s o u r*  imeitBr 
uee* an igicmnlm#Bd m c*o f lo  produce #*e PC voUage. Wwcfi #ien w pp k *  #*e 
PWM 4»**apped)invener AsanaW natwe. # ie n *# & ' canbe#ne 
oommuhWod A typical DC drhe usee aphaeeconlno#edmBcMRef  A* can be 
deduced. Ae voKage *#p lolcmnco& of #ieee (kKes ame v * y  much in#uenoed by 
# *e *nec#or&andinwei*BnL
4 17 Energy mloxage
RoWng machine# hawe a k nelk: enwgy «#ofagecapab#y given by I# ', wheme I 
ie #*e momeN of inw#a and # ie Ae ia i@al velou ly The MneWc eneigy scored 
enables #** madiine to remain unaNected by *ael tnansiei l  cwenk 
Capadtance stoies enew  accom#ng top #%e equabon %CV .^ wheme C i*  Bie 
capac#ance in Faeade and V i*  #ie fMpacanr voyage In a ample paemwe RC 
orcu*. mhere #ie load i*  connected paia#el to #ie capmcaor. #*e wo#age acme* 
#ie load changes accowNng to #*e equation v*^=  + (V^* \T ^ e ^
This can be in#en*e#ed as ihe capacitnr  hoMng #*e vo#age to #«e old vat-e and 
h a w * a hold-up pehodasaluncLon of**e WmecunetanlRC IncmasingC 
Aemefom increase* #ie hoW -t* penod
4 1 8  Pnogrammable logic contmNem (PLCs)
Th« is an impoAanlcnlogofy of e*iipm en**ofindusM alpm ocseos because#* 
eNW* process is often imder #ie control of #iese devices The sens#<iiy to
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PLC system have been 
found %o be very sensgwe The remote I/O un#s. for insbnce. have been found lo 
Mp for vokaoes as high as 90% for a few cycles (2Q
As can be seen horn Figure 4 4. #te AC bridge of Ae supply is an uncoNro#ed 
recBRer Since #re load mosl probably may no* cause an overcunenf aAer a (Bp 
such as in a VSDBie power supply is qu#e robust The \mHage hold up during Ihe 
(Bp is (wmnfnnuchsdluBrKXKll%rfheiBZBCf*he CMC capacitor
Flgsm 4w4AsirnpBnBd(BagramofaPlC. K a n d p ra xin # y sw#ch poiwer 
supply p i ]
In a PLC. a Bne or imanuplion may cause a NormaBy Closed (NC) switch, 
which is no* actuated, to change to Its OFF slate An actuated normaBy open 
(NO) switch may Bkewisa change to Bs OFF slate dim ig  a voOage (Bp
The prooumBy swwtch (figure 4 4 ) has a good vobage (Bp tolerance The 
magnitude and duration nf #re (Bp affec* Bte input sWe In a proadmBy switch, a 
NormaBy Cloeed (NC) prordmBy swBch may change to Bs OFF slate Conversely 
a normaBy open (NO) prordmgy svwtch may l&ewiso. change B? Bs OFF state 
AvoBagecBp may also cause an error m(BgBal logic A proper cowonBnalion 
should be dhaBgrwxlsiKjtlha*rK)(nadSm*lenlrna**Mneop**aBkin(x:cuni(B*tng 
Bnedbturbances
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4 19 Summary of equipment dip sensAvibes
The dip sensihvKy range for some types of equipment is shown in Figure 4 5 and 
presented in Table 4 1 w # i * e  durations of fault induced voltage (#ps aku 
indicated The wide range of dpsensitiviBes un(kadmNBSlheim*x*tanc*:cf 
vwodungwah a manufacturer lo make sure the equipment can wwort in *ie  
environment where it w# be used and to develop specKcalions based on rea&stic 
power system condAons [31] It is important to recognise that BieenBre process 
in an industrial plant can depend on the sensilivily of a single piece of equipment 
The ovena process involves controls, drives, motor contactors, robobcs. etc that 
are a : integr^ to the plant operaBon This can also make it dBMcuB to idenBfy Bre 
sensiBve piece of equipment after the entire process shuts down
Figure A range of equipment sensiBvRy to voBage (Bps p i]
Table 4^ 1 A summary of plant equipment sensBiviBes p i]
1 CqulpmimlTyp* Min. Mobege t%] I Max. OwraBoa [ms]
VahaBle mpeed motor Kth ekKfnomcs 85 f™ -  1
|lShKaK*magiwrK:nBay&;sxl(ni#ac**s soeo p& 40
|Fum*KKma*BanddmwrbdseMawetMd 50 f0 5  ^1
rPLCUO device 1 90 120_i_ _ _ __ ,
j Pieces* coremBsr | 70 i 8
( Q#Bie she* personst compukr js&TO T o^ieoi
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42  Ths VMmbW Sp##d Dhv* and N* Environment
Fh%%pBr«p*ak*»Bcn€f1h*;vgMtab*e!%pB«Kl(khMBinKlu(k*;(#sc&*Bangi#be*nmnon*ne*# 
Wilhe ptxnL Thedkcusam sbM swdh wo*aged#p:Mansanm*ya**diTKyw*s(*i#o 
(discussing drive types and funchonaRy
4 2 1  DipsensilivityappKedtovahablespeeddnves
The equipment sensitivity present 3 in a C8EMA curve, uses dp  dep#i 
(expiessed as % of nominal voNage) w s u s  dwation (expressed in cycles or 
seconds^ This was extended by pmposab of the National Equipment 
Kt*nu6»chM€*s/tssockMk*m(**ENLK)sutM%NmniahNas*MMBm#o<#vk#e(&mma 
sens*v#y into regions [27] (shown in Figwe 4 6)^
D»r,«,nV ,
F lgw * 4.# A mange of equipment sensiBvily to voNage dps
6*
Tm*@ eRgkmscanbedeM?tedask#ow&
» A  Nodeyadabon of peifonnance
* B dh*p;*lBd|ped(*nianc*%lxAdMwesKXHhas control of Ae motor cufrenl
« C: dhve shuMown poesMe restart, but dhve has no oonW  of #te mo*or
cunent
TNee subareas am idenNRed lo r region C
« C l synchronous rested (an in w le f can start up (he moiof at #ie same 
speed)
» (22: Non-syrxtwonous restart (an inveder restart may per%*b Sie desired
nm&or speed pmMe)
* C3 No restart (must be manuaSy sladed)
4 jL2 iTwncRcfacfvsetabkispewMldktwBS
lnageneialsenae.wecansay#ia*am c*ordn% eisanappaia#us#ia#:a) 
trans m A nMRon. or b )supp#os lhe molive Id i^ io a m o lo rin  such a way as to 
cor#ol#s speed These corbels may be as simple as a wdaOlepuRey or as 
complex as a microprocessor-based VSO The meet common variable speed 
dlbw*ins*h(Xleasi*8ielhlkM*ing IQ:
.  Mechanical ddees
« HydnaukdrWes
* Direct cunenl ddvos
# Eddy^urrent dmes
» MuMHspeedandpoleampmiudemodulalBdmolom 
« EDecbenic vadable speed drives
Fronith«Mw*stKtyp«M^ll****storM:i&lx»con*hg#*cn*as*x;hfa preferred method 
Ubanl* lo # *  advances Sts*aTaccn*&*c#;r*BchrK#o(nfa*»disllMildcuaic# 
CBacuaskma
So. in summary. *  can be said #rat#relunclion o la  waitable speed ddve is to 
control #re speed of a m ob rbyva iy inp # * magnitude of one fitsconlroRable 
variables such as wo#age.cunent. or frequency
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4 2 3  Typeso*vanaWespeeddnves
The method used lo vary the speed wmN largely depend on #ie type of load the 
dnve is goinp to have Since Aese loads have some sod of motor, either AC or 
DC. it is reasonable to make a dnve classification based on the type of motor 
Several drive classifications have been proposed in the past; some based on #ie 
type of Ihe semiconductors (Figure 4 7% ofrers based on #ie control sbategy 
used in the drive There are many other classifications e g . stand-alone drives, 
regenerative drives. coorAnated drives, and Programmable-Logic-Contro#er 
(PLC) conlro*ed drives, etc
Figure 4.7 Semiconductor based drive classification [6,
Motor dnves can be classified, based on (he type of motors. newrWyin two 
categories DC Drives and AC Drives
DC dMwes
CMC drives canbedhhdedin#o 1hKXBBi«smq;pa«;se-cc*nnnut*bBd(xxiver%;nsarKl 
those wMh chopper control The phase commutated drives are furAer divided into 
single and @*ee-phase dnves. as %*e# as Mto Ihose lha* provide motoring on*y 
a*Ml!h€a*;#k2* ( ;* i regMNieKa&B lx*dk ink) lhe/U2!Bupp*y(&fnngnmo*y braking In 
lh«snnode*»erno*araKas;*sagerM*a#or(wd#irN%;aBveinKkKXNl»**L*ge)«*Klthe 
convefler acts as an Invehef. solh@AiT*xa%Nmeadiama%n(**DnBdinlhe**ataet 
converted to electhcal energy and pumped back to Ae AC source
This regenerabve mode of opera&on becomes important when the system 
app#ca*on requires of #*e drive to accelerate and decelerate frequency 
f*Bgmmw*a0Ne[<%(*mm:s«wea*«)kfK*wn iaslwM><*K*dnanldhvesbe*aKMNBthe 
w w s a l of @ie motor wWtaqe produces a rcvorsal of #ie powef Now A second 
bridge converter can be connected in antyiaraNel so U atlhe dual converter cam 
con tm l# * machine in a# lour quadrants (motoring and iegenera@ng in boAWie 
forward and re/erse dmecbons)
AMhough DC motors re i# *e  simple power converters and are easy to control, 
their conskuction is more complex and Aus more expensive #ian that of a 
compaiaMe inducSon motor due to * e  commutator on the rotor The commutator 
also knits #ie momr maximum speed and restricts Ihe environment in which DC 
drives can be app#ed
ACdWww:
AC dhves, characterised by AC currents in #*e stator, can be divided accordkig to 
motor or converter typ& Motor type dassKcabon is more common and 
essenNa#y consists of two groups synchronous drives, where the rotor moves in 
synchronism w#h #ie stator field and induction (asynchronous) drive* wAere 
U*enBisa;#pbe**MBBn1hero*DrarKlthe sbwofAekL
The syncwonous motor group is growing, due to a continuous addAon of new 
motors, most of Wwch are st# in the experimental stage In addition to a dhmsion
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of single-phase (of small ratmgs for Sow-power applications) and three-phase 
motors, the synchronous group cm  be fuMher subdivided In VSD appkabons. 
a# members of Ae s^mdimnous group nonna#y need #o have some means (such 
as nokxrpKXBtKxile«x*%ack^$c*^Bxamnple)*orsppnchforMs*igl*w;rc#orww#h the 
inverter fundamental output frequency that is. with the stater fe w  This is a 
senous appkabon disadvantage, wdach explafis the ow W x * T«ng mdusby 
preference kxrmdudkxnmcdcfs
ThecMher category of AC dnvesis the inducbon m obr drive Although mKhxaon 
mokMsnapresent today over 99% of a# AC molors. which draw power from AC 
Knes. their fudher division is simple -  into single- and threefhase motors Since
induction motors tend to dominate the m arkK  manufacturers have come up with 
a great variety of drives to satisfy the industriai as we# as (he residental 
consumers Thus, for induction mokxs and synchronous d rt^ s  as we#. VSDs ky
AC motors can be further divided into the following mam types
Vo#age aounce m w fe r fVS/) drmes These drives have a contrc#ed (thyrisky) 
rectKer which regWates the DC voltage, and a capacdor as Ae DC #nk which
provides a constant DC voltage to  the inverter section, hence its name. Voltage 
Sounce Inverter
Current source inverter (CSI) drives: These VSDs also have a controlled 
(thyristor) rectifier and are characterised by a large inductance in the DC Ink, 
which provides a constant DC current to #ie Inverter, hence its name Cunent 
Source Inverter
Puke-wx*h-modu(a(ed (MWM) dnves Puke width modulation is a lechniqpe that 
can be used to control the output vo#age and/bf frequency of the drive Thus, in
addition to the original control methods used m the VSI and CSI dnves, both of 
these drives can be found with this type of speed control Most PWM-VSI dnves 
are found in ranges betow IQOkW Fudhennoie. thanks to new advances in 
power electronics, w h i#  has a#ow edkf the development of a gne^ variety of
VSDs. each one of them further divides into more types
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VSOs conas* mainly of six pans (Figure 4 8y
# Rkx3a*ercfiDonvefkyc*%AMl
.  DC**w *ham tr
# Invemercmcut
» Control processing orcuAry.
« C^XT&ol signals from (he iaperaky (from two or mom krobsoran alphas 
nwmehc membrane pad), or from #ie planl oontroder (as analogue inpul from 
apotenliom e(ersellinQoras(#gilalrofomncevia a serial inlediacet
# Feedback contnol signals from *re motor, watch may come from signal 
transducers adached or connected to #ie motor
F lgrrratdSim pW ied block dbgrnm of an AC variable speed ddwe M
C 5o^cor#gurakbns:VSD sd#lerin#iem e#iodof DC to AC power inversion 
and in conbol tecbniques The main methods used to date are (he Mowmng the 
VSI. die CSI. and die PW kl A simpMted block rkagram for diese dime main 
types of VSDs is shoar in Rgum 4 9
Features; The features of die main VSDs of kgure 410 am many; however, for 
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DCWdmak* LRWr LCmw
Ww«A* dewke
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FofMoAm Mmy Simuk Many
Moiorlmpeibnoe MependeNof NkmPKtW Mepemlenlol
PoemrFackr LowOMX Low 090* MghOOO*
EEkkncy Medwn Low M#*
Oder **ou»u
heqwnde*
Simple ow M * Hgh-Adw Low^  
mewRkdeheenomc*
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8ene*&  The m ^b e n e R  from VSDsis IfMarerwenyypwadanTExnce In some 
cases. VSDs can mduoe energy requiPBmenb by 30^50%. wMe minimisinQ wear 
and#ear 11*6 #ma*um alone ma*es#ie*n very adracWe bam sum ers EPM (6] 
M s& m (#m rbeneA &
# knpmwes syskmeMkiency
# Impmves equipment i*#ab# y
# Enhances pmductquaMy and ieducespmduc*was*e 
» Reduces #enc*se level
» Savesspace
4pp#cagbn& Theieaie#oufdominan*ameas»hefe VSDs a#e being used: pumps, 
compressors. &a»s;*Mlt#DWM*gL;M%laMrcofMa0on»nBi#**& Ft*#Mamnore. Bieuse 
o fdrw ain lanscanalsobedN ided in*o hm  pAnafy areas commercial and 
indusMal Commeroa#y. #iey can be #ound. h r  exanvle. in vahable air voWme 
syslems. and a * handing equipment For indusMal use. (Mwes are used in 
induced «*aMbns.#cm«adka Ians. bo#e*s,e%haus#lMxids. process 
For a summary of Aerelaeonehip be&men load tw es and#ieir apptaNons, 





1 (3emM*al (machinery.h*MSbkja3nveyofs,prw*kng 
nBprBsen*(My%,c#;sppaca*orML
2 ConsXanlhp.
T varies inversely as 
speed
2 IW al culling #oolsopeia#ng over wide spend 
range EExlruders. mixers, machines where 
operalion allow  speed may be cor#***«SL
3 Hp varies as (speecf. 
T variesasspeed
3 PosiWe (kpfacement pumps, some rrmxers. 
somee*#uder&
4 Hp varies as (speed)*. 
T varies a* (speedf
4 A# cenMlugal pumps, some fans and bbwerk 
Note Mower and bn power may vary as #ie 9h 
powmr of speed
5 Hgh-irM»nBk»dt 5 Machinery using Mywheeh lo supply mosl of 
operaUng energy, punch presses, ek
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4L3 Th* of VoUm*# Op# on VWmM# Sp##d DrW**
General dmcus*iGnsabou##ie*ens#ay of V SD stovnaaced** in pmevious 
* r  aon* am adequate as an wendew. bul more discueeion a  needed lo  d e e o te  
dkh*;^MP=^*dhaMea*rama#*BlMdhav**#rofinkwtac*q|(%na*tk
4 3 1  Theimpaclofwo*aged%isonCS:«#ims
CS:ddwesamoonsidemdmoiedipsensdNe#ian#ieo#)erddwe*%pe& They am 
m nsdNe lo ifp s o f l0% (30% ldrmomiobus*ddwee)magniWde [l^
Aoam nfsoum einveM erisoneinm hicfidieloadcunenfcannofchanQerapidhf 
TNs is achioved deough die incoqiomdon of a sohes induclor s# #*e DC Snk 
Varying #ie inpul AC vo#aQe*o#%e induclankaconkofs#* bad cunenf change^
C SIinw fW sareiuggedand.due#D*kzingof #ieDC#ntinduc*ancB. r a n k *
#hBid*a4ianQu*<amTBn4slhBnaby^a»MB#;xifhei*aedlb*luses*)|#o#eclswe*lBr
oomponenfs
A simpMed cmou# using SCR"s is shown in Agume 4 10 below
AC/DCConwwW  ImwwWr
DC
Agw eAIO S im pM iedcircuildbgram ofaC SI mnable speed dnwe
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TTie ou*putvolbQewavefonn.geneia#ed by Ihe back en# of B iem ohr. contains 
sp&es caused by SCR commutabon To Change (he frequency of #*e motor. A e 
ccnducNon bme of each SCR is a#emd as shown M Fgure 411 bek**
I
v
M g*** 4.11 The oulpu) wevekxms of a CSI vahaWe speed ddve
Balanced voKaoeapsam of bsM foonoem % oC Sldhve»a»#M ie*noDC bu* 
im Kageiosuppofl However, unbalanced w*aQe<#peauch as dng l& fhased**. 
phaae-#D- phased#* and d ^ w a h  laudxkinidhaseaixfecfumoe* (phase angle 
jump) may cause pmoMems for he  drive's #ne cxxnmutaled fnoN-end FMng angle 
((a m p *** ;*  mslkes may msuR -s o  ca#cdcommu*a*k * iM u m  TNs is more
:k«#y(k##ngi**panen*BwBl*a#un[
C3Mdh***nmayiH4MerfR*nconin*d:dk*ila#umBlh
# Tl% en**asuddendm pinm agnajde of #*e input line iwAage
# There la a sudden change in # e  phase angle of @*e:*upp#yvKW*ageadkM*ig;i 
vo#age«*p
« The iqpu*l**9%*a*aB*ies(#s#]deK)l%f*nans(onmNBref*MTp!Kak)n andcapaoMor 
w #chlng
# no commutabon M w e  occum. CSI dnrns are more mbusf because of Iheir DC 
Knk inductance
7:
4 3 2 The impact of voKage (*ps on DC drives
H elom a#y[X ; machines have been used in VSDapp#ca&^WME!n*y#Te 
tuque is cuntroBed via Ihe armature cunent and 8ie speed via the AeMcunent 
EfAoency, bmsh and oommutakx wear, have been lhema#or masons h r 
movemeni away from them
DCdhvesmay Mp for singleiihase. phase-phase and f i roo phase voNage dps 
cf(pea*Bflhan 10% magnAide (29] Voltage aans*(|farurMkM^voNa*yBp;o#BCBon 
is usua#y on (he AC supply, but may be on the DC bus as wwa# Thesens*v*yis 
a (unction of drive speed and rated load Wien #ie (#p event occurs Genera#y 
higher speed and laiger load resulls in sma#erad#us#nent margins for #nnB 
angle Therefore Ihe drive decdeiates On Ae other hand, lesser speed and bad 
results in gm atrm aig ins. more room for ad&isknent by the conlm#er and hence 
a lesser eflect on the speed of the ddve
AnoMMrsi&abon (MaoufvdherelfMBthynstorftkngiPukMBs;** blocked dtwtng 
(he dip If Ae drive is not Mpped or shut down, the motor speed reduces 
sign*can@y This rate of decoloration is a KmcKon of the loadhg and Ae mo#or 
inertia When Ihe voKaye m eow s and the drive re-accokwaies. a large currant is 
drawm from the supply that may crnae a seconda-y voNage <#p This is espeoa#y 
true *  the AC syskm is weak and the molor requirts a Ngh acceleration torque 
The amount of current dravm by the drive w * depend on the drive's control gains 
«**ia*gor#hnisi*K»dforfeHacce#6n:8on The secondary dip may cause instabNty 
of #ie drtvw and of o#*er loads in dose prommBy
As m lh CSI drives. untBWanK*dvc#bqyBd#p@:w*ch«*is:ngk»f*Kk*e(*pevl#K*@e4G» 
phase (*ps and <%pewi*i sudden phase angle changes (phase angle jump) may 
cause problems for the drive's #ne commutated front-end Fmng angle 
disruptions and misfires may resu# -  so ca#ed commutation W ure A large m okr 
armature current wm# flow given the low AC supply Impedance, resulting in a large 
braking torque and se ^ re  mechanical stress to the coupling
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DC dnves may suMer from N o  types of commutation M ure 
"  Armatum (au# cwmN Nows Nwough #*e#!yh9%or*Ton^ondand#ieAC 
auppfy (seeFiaufe4 12)
* AnnatumtauR current fbw s through the #iynstor front-end (Figure 4 13)
DC butt arrent
L. R.
AC muppty transformer DCmotorannafum FM d#W *ig
star secondary




AC supply kanafbrmar DCmoSorarmaerre FMdwinrRng
star secondary
Figure 4.13 Commutation M ure  -D C  cunenHhTough#ryrlslors*ack[l .29|
so
4 3 3 The impac* of voKage (Bps on PWM drtves
A vo#age source inveitef (VSI) is one in which A e dc input voMage is essenhaBy 
constant a id  independent of #*e load current drawn They are charactensed by 
the use of capadtoes in #ie dc ink VoBage source inverters require bu# in fuse 
protection tor Ihe snMM%BrtDt*m#ectagBwnsfink*TKW«**dlsM;fau*s PWM drives 
are a type of VSI dnwe VSI drrves can also h a ^  a stepped immrter drcWI (eg 
sk  pulse as shown in Figure 414% The s#con-controBed rectifiers (SCR) are 
switched in sequence to produce a six-step, three-phase voltage wave tor the 
motor By aMertng Bwecxxiductkxitrnesofiaach SCR. a vangble frerpjency output 
is produced in order to maintain She constant woAs-per-hertzio the motor as 
vo#age is altered The output waveforms are shown
v
I
Figure 4.14 A six step VSI VSD and its output waveforms
:t
The PWM techmque can be appkd to bdh CSI and VSI invehe** By varying 
bo#i 9ie number of pukes the* wk%h during each haf-cyde. precise motor
speed control can be achieved Fgufe4 15 bekaw shows the ouipulwavefonnof 
a VSI drive TNs type of PWM drive w# be Ae focus of discussion
l
i
Rgum  4.15 The output waveforms of a PIMM VSI drive
VVtMMehq*h4ape«dre#p<*«Besiwa*KMd sp«**j(XKa*B*k**s«*Mirequ»nB&v«Naor 
control is u»ed Th*s involves a cxxnfdex nmadh*M*re*po;KM»niodela*Kl*#e(pa*8d 
control Wre*yaneia*k*ilx»dkan*)lhe powver system is requiTBd. (or purposes o* 
braking or energy eAciency reasons, the CSI SCA fmnt end is we# suiled 
W%h PWM and VSI Inverters, an addAonal Aon* end as shown in Figwe 416 
befow is needed
Rgur# 4.16 A simpWed drcuM dbyam  of a (durquadmnt drive
For AC line fauWs or phase sNMs. shod orcuAs belween phases tn (he convertef 
can occur (simuNaneous SCR conducbon) The dc #nk capacitor is then shorted 
through #ie SCR's wi(h consequenl damage unless (uses are incorporated
P\\nWdnvesamtlTemos( common type ofdhvebpokgylourK l, espeda#yin 
smaber drives, ininduslry PWV drives mavitam a constant DC bus w *age and 
has a capacitor Rted to aid lh*s A voaaged# does not a#ow the comerter to 
rnaAmbwhlhe constant vcdbqpe FW M drn^haveurxjervoKage protection on the 
DC bus For most drives, (his trip point is set between 50% and 85% P8) Hgher 
load power k vols w# have shorter FK] time cxxtskwTkafKl the DC busw# 
discharge more rapidly Drivenwutacturersbm itlhe DCbuscapacilanceto 
reduce costs and packaging requrrements WMe under bad. Ihe DC bus vo#age 
w# track b e  source vokage because b e  DC bus capacitance is bmited
During rmNage dips, b e  DC bus voKage'** *h@ck b e  source vokage once be  
bad has dbcharged b e  capacitors down b  b e  source wNage brml The rate ot 
discharge is beretore a bnction of b e  bad power and b e  DC bus capacitance 
The DC undervobage trip point dotormines how b e  drive reacts b  a db  The 
longer b e  dbcharge on b e  DC bus. b e  longer b e  motor and bad w# continue 
b  operate Thus, from a manufacturers point of view, b e  duration of b e  db  is not 
as knfKMtanlaalbBissnainmtgrKxrnaBvcfbqge tb  matter hrwvbrb b e  d b  bats, 
b e  DC bus w# continue b  charge b  b e  peak of b e  remaining source voltage
A precharge arcu# is used b  charge up b e  filler capacitors during power up 
Whatever  specbc technique is used, b e  aim is always b  charge b e  capacitors 
from OV to befu# D(:\*#lageL%whaelhmlsM)*he current After b is  process is 
complete, b e  precharge circuit is deabbd This mpkes b a t a voltage db  can 
resukin a high re-charging current when b e  voMage is nesbnedb normal if be  
pre4chgNg«*cki%Nlrernasms(leafMrxl(kwing b e d b
Three-phMe dips are of most concern for PWM drives, however singb  phasing 
causes more ripple on b e  DC bus. causing motor current fluctuations and 
bstabaty The Ine currents w# also increase on b e  two heaMhy phases, 
res ulting mpoesibb fuse operation
S3
Owing deep vo#age dips, the drive's DC bus voNage w# drop sign*ican#y When 
AevoWage necovefSidbnqpBy. it B assooaied with a large nmsh currenl The 
peak of M s cunen# can be three or more lime #ie peak fu# load current, but is 
km#ed by Kie source impedance Sana# drives are very susceplM elo damage 
due k* Mgh inrush cunenl The drive, drive controls and #*e process may survive, 
but the input protection fuses may blow SomeGmes only one of #*e three input 
fuses ve# Mow TTMsrEMK#&sinasingk»ia%»ssig(x*nd*k*n, cawawngovercurnantsto 
exist when #*e drive is signAcantty loaderl Two phases must carry #*e burden of 
charging the DC bus S«*kxwsre(a#W*rdsanagw*VM#i)ccurvwhensusfa**ed 
overcunenls are drawn by #*e DC bus capacitor
For most drives, #beUD(:t*«si*vdervo#;**ein;)p(*ntvvould not be readied 
fbrassqgkHpheKSBdtp,evenvdbenlhephasgHMMfhalvcftkgetyNBsrfmwn toOV 
The DC bus voltage remains atxrve BwurxlervoKage trip poiM when one phase 
phase wtNage remains at 100% Most #kety.#aPW M drive trips during a single­
phase (kp. # is because of another reason, such as #ie drive interface and its 
drou#s This is dbcusaed in #ie next section
IMkre vc#at*B(#p!BBns*hdtytBs#hghavebeem(* i  for PWM drives Aan for other 
drive lype& R esuk (torn tests show
« Drkreloadm gatthelim e#ie<#phasasigniRcant e#Bcton#ieride4irough 
capaMktyot the drive 
* The drives of dGferent manufacturers have sign#icanllyd#fere n tiide- 
throug#icharactertatic&
» Throe phase dps are sign#ican#y mom severe than single-phase or phase^ 
phase d*SL
S4
4 3 4 The impact of voWagedps on Ihednvein*ef1ace|28]
Owe oon&of (ransAymer
Eady vemions of AC doves dem^dconhol power d»ec#yfmm#ie AC hie 
(Figure 4 17 Tha iesu*ad in logic drew* dbiupdon dunng w*age(#ps 
Somefimes#ie DC bus widervoKage sensing drcuhy would be supp#od in lies 
way. WWch meant #iaf a sbul down command was #ieiesu# of alow  bansfonner 
secondary vobage and nof a low DC bus wbage A single phaso dp biaf would 
otherwise no* have affected #ie drive could now cause an imnecessary (rip In 
newer drbm designs. Nieconbol power is dedwedkomlhe DC bus using a 
sw#ch-mode power supply The advantage is *a *# ie  DC bus capadlorKidage 
(asvmo*cfK*qgeins*anlaner**dy Tnbel]C>to4](:ccrMw;deriTKhr*se#hawesome 










Figure A17 A simplKed drcuil dagram of a drive control transformer scheme 
From die Ngure. die Wowing can be said:
* A d *o n  phases AandB w# reduced* secondary inanstonmerwiltageL
» AphaseMphaserdp vmuM depend on die combination of phases Phases A
and BwouM be die worst ca s t Odier combinations have a lesser effect
* AdweeHPhaeedpwouidbediesameasdie worst case, no metier which 
phases d was powored from
Dpmdqpadon canbedk**el)y<x*mdKGoning<;fdiein;*Mvofb*ge.eidiervMfh a 
constant vodagetnmsformer ora UPS Odier issues should be considered, 
however, such as liming circuits and control inrush curren*
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Onv? mfefAce ohajAs
Many dhve ins*a#abons requiie (he presence of a line-side conlack* The 
pmWem wdh these contacKxs g  lha( (he contack* may be more sensAve (o 
wKage «#ps lhan #*e dhve Use# For example, a contacbr. upstream from a VSD 
may drop oidtorasfqgkHpfBKedkplhalackNcccKddltaveiaanaved This causes 
a #weefhase inkm vbon to *he dnve # # «  conbctor drops ou( a* say 66% o# 
nominal and Ihe drive Mps a l 45%. #ie hde-#wouQh of Ihe entre system is 
compromised When kouWeshooWng dhwe Inps, #$e (auN codes should be 
analysed *  a DC undefvoKage was #ie cause. A e presence of a #ne side 
contact* should be r.vesHgak r l SWn(*eMphaMM»(x**d*k)n**g(# #*eo)nlac*)f may 
be Ihe answer I lowcvor. *ie  issue is #ia« Ihe contaclor increases Ihe scnsAvAy 
of #ie system W would be easiesl b  consider nol using such a control scheme
SlaitWop a rc u *  am also adabonal sources of sensNwily Modem VSOs am 
contro#ed in a vanely of ways, from rebys k) PLCs. usmg dMerenl bgk: 
schemes One should be **a m  of #iecoNrolsdiem e and wheAerlakhed 
cmomb and rebys are used
PLCs am oMen used to provide Ae sepals k r  dnve controls The oulpuls (mm 
PLCs can e#*er be dmcrele (e g relays. Macs) or analogue (e g speed. %xque% 
A few basic rules should be observed when dea#ng w #  w aaged#*
* When #iePLC power supply voKageM sbelow alnp l*wesfK*(LlheFlJC 
shuls dmwn The PLC ou%*uls w# be sh*M off or opened
* A voKagedkprnay cause#* PLC bsensea change in input s*a#es and 
misbkenly change #ies*a#e of #ieou**d&
* K#*e power liar analogue signals is derived from (he PLC power supply. #*e 
ou*iu#s may change dwlng a (gpnesuMino in #ie income# feedback signals
* Usua#y. (he powmr lor dkcrelB ot^puls is derived from an external power 
supply, which may be aAeckd by vo#age dip This could change #ie 
apparen*sla#eof#ieou%)uls
* The input/oulpul (WO) racks local lo (he PLC are usua#yp(***Bdhom #ie 
PLCs power supply Remote I/O racks are powerod from Iheir owm power 
supply This power supply can be a weak link and a k w  conupWon of Ihe 
PLC oulpul signals
%
4 35  Theirdluence(#pfogmmmingAa*ufesonw)#agedipnde-#wough
Sk*V«qg)^Sf)%*Wt*)ei#pa%p4t*aW*j|*(*#efnsitM**nBsa;%q*e*nH»k*e«qppnx*ch 
jk#«Mqpect:c*<*twein*ed:w3B;»KMaqpWb#*yidhouklt*;fu#Bd(xdaf;*t*MBrp<xwBr 
condAonmg shouM be app#ed behxe kcusng on #ie VSD (%p nde-#*ouQh 
Assuming a# necessary s*ens h?vm been taken #o immunise (he external dncuik. 
l&edkK*:pwogf%dmnmrg#sak*n*5WM#d3kann**e1hen(k>4hR)ugh pehdmanceof 
drivu apptcabons Some of #*e ma n pmoxamming (enures used by dnve 




tha*poin*.#he pnoGpainnt*%;piAof*«MN;|xem*Bn@onc#ilanmage*>1h*;dMhme. mokxr 
.mdpmcessL The WoWnQ may be reasons #ora CCbusundkwvcfbqysMppo^
# Wany manufadurers use a wmkfHnode power supply Xopmvide power * )  
Ae logic control drcuils This voKage musl be adequale (or Ihe normal 
control operations else #ie power supply mus* cease ils operation
# The drive mus* never be cu* off Anom its corarol equipment Seme ndustrtal 
processes mus* mstartimmodii*o lyaAerad%) to prcvW  compromising 
worker safety f  undervoNage trip poin* is set we# above #ie minimum 
operating vo#B*# of Ihe pewwer supply, prevent** toes of control power
# T3*;drK*!rnu8*(#scon$rwe(*)enabon of #wmolorarMl load to reduce 
current inrush during (%p recovery A pre charge orcu* may be used to #m# 
(he current Input k ie  reactors may also be used to %n##*e current
/%uton*aecfi&*BfarK/fe3t*nb
Automate reset #eah*resa#ow drives to autorna&ca* reset internal !au* 
com M or* generated by software protection /UUboughp*ctBCtk*i#eatufes«*nB 
designed to protect the drive, motor and bad. key  abo prevent (he dm * from 
continuing operaNng  ^Some AC drives permit * e  user to dbablespeamcfau# 
condNions to prevent * e  drive Worn Mpping and shuthig dowm #ie process K is 
adwsable lo coiAact Ae drive manufacturing before #*s is done The drke may 
attempt to res ta rt# * motor vAentauKcondMions have ended Thisa#owsAe 
user to set Ae number of limes Ihe drive ^ tem pts to restart
Ndfwyncfwonrysm aadr
Pmcesses #«* do no# mquim speed and kxquemgulabonwabenefil Roma 
non^synchmnous restaA Udder #ws oondKon. Ae dnve dope operating (he 
m olorandload. wAdham afbweaio coast The ou%)u( kxque of (he moSnr drops 
%ozemand#iespeedrBduce& Thesys*em deceleraie»asa1unclionof*e 
sysSem Inedia and load hrque Systems m A higher inertia # 0  la te  longer to spin 
down #ian systems W him * inertia Once #*e DC bus votage dees abow #ie 
undenmtage trip pom tAedrNem sLm es operation of the motor and woadL The 
driwe is programmed to start #%e motor at a preprogrammed darting frerpiency or 
at #te last pre-dp frequency The motor accelerales at a set ramp-up rate *  Ae 
drtre resumes operation of #ie motor starting at a tequencylhat is signtBeandy 
dMerem to A a l of Ihe mrror. large torque and speed transients can be induced 
on me motor and load This is more so? me system has a high inertia
NoTKsynchronous tin *  daisy rtafart:
Some app#ca#ons require a stim ca iA  speed reduction or a complete system 
reset belore m can be restarted This includes high media loads such as 
cenMhrgesehere speed and torque deviabons are not important. The non^ 
synchtonouslimo delay teslad is used to reslad these appBcabons after a pnr 
programmed tm ^m tenaf
hbnpymmm*musda&aM%*hidmi%mgNKm*t
PVocasMMai that caritoksateiagnfPcantsixwsd land torqurrdsndabcmsareisatabki 
tor mis strategy When me DC bus votbgerecoirers to its trip po in l me drtue 
pertorms a #Wig restad to determine me acbral speed (frequency) of me motor 
and accelerates me system back to Ss original operating pom l Thespeeo 
change depends on me durabon of me dp. me system media and me load 
torque This app each newer acbuetyabows me system to come to aha# abhough 
mis may std happen *m esystem slop j.m esllua lion ism esam easlora  
normal synchronous restart The algorbhms used by dmeret# manufacturers are 
d fte re rdso rr* being more accurate man others Therefore, process onginoors 
should coma# dmm and process machine m anutclurers belore enahtrpllym B 
restad ophons
Synchronous ride-through for single drive applications
There are distinct differences between synchronous and non-synchronous ride- 
through hi this strategy, the dhve n e w  loses control of *ie  motor and load A 
method called kinetic buffering is used to hold the DC bus voltage above the 
undervoltage trip point regardless of the dip depth Kinetic buffering uses the 
system inefba to boos* (he vo#age o# #ie DC bus The dhve therefore uses #ie 
m otorasagenefaky
The dnve dynamically brakes the motor by adjusting its output frequency to be 
less Aan that of #*e motor The difference in frequency determines Ae magnitude 
of the app#ed braking force Higher braking forces result in higher DC bus 
voltages Systems with high inertia wS experience less speed cnange because 
they have more stored energy Since the drive operates the motor as a generator 
and absorbs energy from (he load, the energy drawn from the DC bus is 
significantly reduced Trie switch-mode pi w er supply is the largest remaining 
toad to discharge the DC bus Thus, the braking force required to keep the DC 
bus above #ie undervoNage trip point is sma# The load consumes most of the 
stored mechanical energy to sustain its rotation
When the DC bus voNage recovers to the undervoMag? trip point, the drive 
accelerates #ie motor and load back to (heir original operating point based on a
pre-programmed ramp-up rate Processes that require continuous control over 
motor and toad or have significant inertia will benefit from this strategy Because 
the DC bus voltage level is maintained at a higher level, inrush currents w * be
less and rectifiers and fuses less likely to be damaged Again, not all 
manufacturers have the same algorithms, as with flying restart algorithms
Synchronous common DC (xe  appfcaOons
Some industrial production lines use VSDs at several positions throughout the 
process The^e drive are often connected to a common DC bus where a large 
rectAer and capacitor bank serve many dnves Processes #iat are extremeiy
vulnerable to speed and torque changes between positions as found in the pulp, 
paper and textile industries, benefit from this strategy Any significant speed and 
torque changes from one position to the next can result in breakage or stretching 
r fA e  product
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Since a# Ae dKh*»de#ecl BwsameDCbusvoWage. Iheyw# respond a like  
same bme These drives are usua#y pmgrammed to W ow pm-programmed 
decekraton and accelerabon ra$es when the OC!»jS'woNagfidkc(*&a#xl 
reoow &  Process speed and k*que changes, but mere w# onfy be small 
d*e*ences in positions K its less Nke*y *or the pmduc* to be damaged and he  
p*ocess can conGnue $o operaie without production delays
Summary:
The acceleiaeon ia#e (ramp-up), decehfadon ia*e (ramp-down), current #m*. and 
torque Km* a re a : very impoftantpmgramminghalufesk) consider when 
applying hde4hmugh feakres hcorrect seWngs are dangerous h r  a# 
e*#*prneni product and (operators inw(#we(LIMkMac#*h«aK*le@#ures revolve 
around KieunderwimagelnpseNing of Ae DC bus voNage RecenWy AC drive 
nnarMdaKaure*s|)n»Mkk*l!waRMe*m;fevisk*K;ldrlh<ar;y(x*ucbk, making RpossMe 
%n change this seMing Drives and processes w# be able *o hde-#*ough longer 
arwl deeper voMage dips Howwever. the dangers associated w*h changing this 
sotting as dboussed in this section, should be kept in mind There may be oiher 
drive programming features #iat become availaNe from time *o lime WNhou* a 
Adli*K*enaarK#ngc#*h«MM&Kis«Wwerysrecofnrnendkxllo verify them w #  
manufacturer*
4 3 6 AC dnve voKaoe dip Mde-through a*ematives
Programming features are notakrayssuWicientin sohmngvoMagedip hip 
problems h r  some AC drive app#calion& Ano*«r approach is lo provide 
addMoial support to the DC bus of Ae drive There are many dWerenl miligalion 
oplions h r  AC and DC drives, the decussion of which is be#nd Ihe scope of this 
report Several publications Ascuss Ihese in more deia# [1.4^8  ^ 9 ] However, h  
maintain the relevance h  the a tfe c t of (he report, some of Aese w# be 
mentioned briefly A# of Ae approaches are attempts to support #*e DC bus 
wM ageloprewentM ngof IheDCbus voNagebbelowlhe widerw llageM p 
p o irt These method* are irk*uded in (he decuseion because their appkation in 
laboratory h r  voNage dip testing is possMe and have in fact been do r* 
already CQ
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/ldd*k)nalca*K»c*on;(xithe CMSIxus increase @*e energy s*oiagecapab#y of# ie  
drive The amount of stored energy is dkecdy proportional to the total DC bus 
capacitance nhgreitnaB*of!ang*e(*tve;app#catkXKsas*Mdlaaccennron4]us 
appecations The capacitors are sized according to Ae necessary ride-through 
time and energy requirements of * e  load The size of #re capacitor bank is an 
issue for most applications Therefore space requrrements should be considered 
when applying this rtde-Owough technique It is easy to implemLnt this ride- 
through option in the laboratory
Addkronal DC bus capacitors should not be used for appkcabons requiring ride- 
thrcugh during long durabon voltage dtpsL They are simple to implement, but 
cosby at #re same time Their maintenance requirements and performance during 
short rmbage dps make brem adracliw for low power app#callon&
Boost converters;
A boost commrter (Figure 418) is a DC-DC converter brat boosts one DC vobage 
teveltoah i^ierordprdD C  voltage level A boost converter draws power o * the 
AC supply and its output cormectsdlrecby to bre DC bus of bre drive circutl The 




AC supply bansbrmer 
star secondary
DC motor armature
Figure 4.1b A simpbfied circuit diagram of a boost converter [28]
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When a drive's DC bus voltage drops to a pre-selected limit. #ie boost converter 
operates, attempting to maintain a constant DC bus vo#age It does this w*h 
energy stored in its inductor Ofienwise it is id k  Two modes of operation are 
detemvned by current flow through aw irxluctor The converter controls estabtsh 
a hysteresis band tor the inductor current In the Rrst mode, the IGBT short- 
circuits the inductor across the rectifier during vdiich (he inductor charges off the 
rectAedd*) voltage When an upper current Mrr* is readied, a second mode 
be|pns during which #re IGBT opens and the inductor dbcharges into AeN ter 
catp*c#arawidlhedrh*^slD(;ix*& f# ie ir*ductor current la#s lOtheldvwertmKthe 
cycle re p e ls  unta the DC bus voltage recovers from Ae (tp
There may be a point w hence remaining voltage during Bred*) is not enough to 
a#ow#ie boost com/erler to maintain #w» drive's DC busvoBage The boost 
converter men dkconlinues its operation This can happen during deepcKps 
(>50%). unless Ihe boost converter is de-rated
Boost converter wah energy storage cgpecaors
Addbonal capadlors extend me function of a boost converter (Figure 419)^ The 
boost comerter operates after me energy storage of me capacitors is depleted 





AC supply transformer 
star secondary
DC motor armature




A compahson was done [28] b  convane Ae thme mitigation options dbcussed in 
combination wMh a 5hp. 460V PWM AC dhve (Figuie 4 20 and 4 21) The option 
without mitigation is also shown Two types of dnve thp conditions wem se l One 
of Aese is a speed thp condWion. defined as a speed change greater than 5% of 
nominal tu* load speed (in this case 1740 rpm as the test was done in the USA) 
The o@ter is a toique trip condRon. defined as a torque change greater #ian 5% 
of nominal fu* load torque (10 5 NmX A constanMorque load type was used in 
both cases
a  Onve Or#y O Cape O W Bocel & C * *  |
SO------------------------------------------------------------
a  sc
25 50 75 00
%LomdPow#r
Ftguns 4 j0  Speed Mp points at various load levels for a PAfM drive with 
and without ride-through options for 30 cycle (at 60 Hz), three-phase 
voltage dtps [28]
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OfiyOCaps OBoom: NBooal & Caps i
25 90 75 100
%Load Power
FXgum 4JMT(*que trip points al vanduskedlevebfbra PWMdnvewRh 
and wNhoul A*e4Nough options for 30 cycle (a* GO Hz). Am eiAase 
voRage(gps[28|
As a Anal gWdeline (of users of PWM AC dhves, ihe Wowing should be checked
to improve drive ride-through dunng voNage dips
1 Determine (he requirements of the process app#ca8on to know #ie amount of 
fide-through required
2 Examine wiring (Kagrams and schematics for inaeitace orcuits @iat could be 
sensiBwe *o voKage (*ps and could be im pm ^d w#h power condKoning
3 Conmder power condibonmg from the drive's control transformer especia#y If 
it is powered from the AC line
4 C onsu lt** manufacturers of * e  drive and process equipment to dbcussfie  
progwnmable m sbrt options that may best su# #ie appkabon and how to 
determine the best settings
5 Investigate the posstdify of adding voltage dip mitigation, e g DC bus 
supporting options h r  cnbcal processes
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5 A TEST PROTOCOL FOR VOLTAGE DIP TESTWG
TheiBasonlora*eslpm #ocolk)rvo*age(% )*eslinQ is*oestab#shaselof ndes 
lhal am consishn* h f  a# simaar %esb undeftaken locally (in S(wA Africa) or 
mtcmabona#y By usmg such a pm*ocol A m# be e% ier *o compam resuNs from 
tests conduced a* dMerBn**8eilacM e& These comparisons w #abohavea 
mom soiaid bumd^ion Where oondKons, sbndards and #ie understanding of 
#*e processes involved am changing, ihese changes * #  be mom ihorougNy and 
eMkienNy implemented iwsngapitAocol
The protocol developed hem is no* a Anal proposal and w#m quim  inpul from 
indushy. manufadumrs and ut#Ges The format of (he probed uses #ie EC- 
61000-4-1 [7] as we# as chapters of Ihe SC-610 EPRl-PEAC tes* protxxW [6] as 
a basis and point ofdeparlum Adaptio n s  am made for Ihe local oxtdKions 
whemapp#caNe The use of (his pm bcol is demonstrated In pan in Ihe 
mmamderoflhis mport
T}M:c«**nal#*Bn*:forthB|*n*oc**islhekMBanQ;»nxxKMt However. lh e app#cable 
standards, tesbng pMoscphy. enN#n**TM*a;W(xx*dMk**saM%dre;x*lkx)fDnme#s«*n@ 










10 Normal opendkn of #w drive
11 TesNngmeAodology
12 Pmsenlalion of msuNs
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5.1 Standards Applicable to a Dip Test Protocol
The fo#owmng siandards contain pmvisions that may be appaablelo wMagadip 
testing, as pedbimed using * e  pfucedumes ouUned in the repoA A# slandafds 
are subject %o mv«s«on and when used wMhin #ie(es*pfO#ocol* is encouraged b  
:mwes*(pM«!#beupossaba*yi3fa;*#y"nol*K!nnoaAi«Naanl«N*Bo<icfl*N;slan(bHT*s 
M ed bekw These m hience documents should be read@y avaaabk
1 IEC-61000-4.11 1904 EbckMMprwAc oompaAMIyfEIWC; -PbrW ; Tea***; 
a*Kfn3easwm»%;A»ohnK;ues -!M@cNon ff  
vc#k*p@%awtmKansinw;N***yleab
2 DRAFT IEEE Standafd 1158^ (dmft) RecommendW Practice Aor (he 
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d) Demnelhelesl M kup
e) CkMadeonXhe cfloegllha*%iab«iua*N##br#he»aiaL 
0  DeAne Ae gpec#caeons of each piece of e(*spmenf in #teleslse*-up
A(#agmm9#KM*lbe dhaMms#K*w#*olhe nab#hM@pKMd*orM;ofa*ehele** 
equipment FiguieS 1 andFiQ uie52 3ho*schem a#ce#u#allngke*bca0e* 
lha**ocu*ond#MW *a«pecbofvo#a0e(#p*e9#nQ
v .i 'oc
AgwrnS I  Anexam plBafatasetupdapamwilhapmQmm maNe 
wavefomi genwa«of (nlhe dE@ram. EEUT = Equ*MTWE** Under Test, MUT 
= Mo#or Under Test, GL = Generaky Load
VahaNe&bbemeasumd
TTbeiaMaMes lk»b*»nmeesi#*Kl;*M)uklinckK*e«*kK*it





n*um & 2Anexam pleofa*B#*eH ipdlapam % M lhak*quM on*o#ed
dhPK*mKPmm#erlKMM9d|»n*pww;*na**elo@gL
Add*ona#y. b% mcmcalbf*omeanalyM«.#«edi>buavo*aoe.mo#of%peedand 
kwqueWiould be measwed These may aho be oWkal for hodbock in #ie supply 
andhadcon*olsys#em&
5%3 TheleslenvlmnmBn*
The M ow ing leslsoondMbns am based on A eA N S M E K sbndaids 100-1988. 
112 1984. and C6241 and 45
TaNe 5.1 Typical leslooniM ons. as shmm can be oWained horn #%ed4m 
senAce manual [14.15.18&
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&3 T**eng PhNow phy. Pun* * * . OW#c* * i  andCMWhm of #i# IT***
5 1 1  The kshng ph#osophy
VoMage «#p* am a common cause of equipmenl ma#unckon inhad&skatiance ia 
a common dkec* cause of ofocfnonic sysfem upseB When VSDs trip, if is 
impofanf tolm owwhaf caused the tdp The cause for the MpcouM be anything 
horn a hwr suppfy wffape fo a Ik** dc woNape By fesSng for the suscepbbafy of 
such equipmenf tow)#age d ^ fh e  answers tolhese types of questions can be 
a r t ared Abhough the me#KKfology and presenfabon of resubs need to be 
done in a consistent manner. #ie reasons for doing die testing may vary betnoon 
two testing fadMies
5 1 2  ThsiFtsprMMiarKlobyecbvesfbriBstmg
The purpose of #te testing of a VSD is usuady a  evaluate b sw aage d* 
immunity The spedlk purpose for such a test should always be noted The 
information lesuKngfrorr d*pinsmK**tytesthg nmayl»e(X*iRdecata as spedhed 
by die sponsors of diedAm  testing^ Records as to die idendty of dhwes must be 
la**lorm feiendngpuipojBSL
Specific obiecdver ?f a r rumstigalion could be
*  Measuredierdpbehawourby varyng die rdpduradon from 20ms to @00ms. 
Le 1 to 30 cycles whde cordnuady micreasing die magnbude of die dp
» EvatualBdiedpim m unbyfor29% and « 5% M loadcon(bbon&
# Oraabh dm drive ddkLd*K***h;*kbkr*#diaMisp*MaalcordrobsnsarKlawdo- 
restart L f^fngHnesb*tc*dtan&&Didenldylhe basic (dive l*ehavrour
Thespecdkol*ecdweeor instructions for a last should always be recorded vwdi 
die test resubs
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5 3 3 Cnkhalhat are relevant *o#ie$BS*inQob#ec;ives
The cn*eha lhaf w# pmvide (he basis for recording a Inp event, could be 
« Changes in ciwrenllha* affect Ihe suppfy
* (3han**ssinlk*[*M;lhatadmedlhe|)n»oess
* Changes in speed #ta( a # #  #MBpmcess
» Shutdown of the drive automate recovery
* Shutdown ofthedrha!w#h manual recovery
» Complete shutckawn (fadum) of the drive with no recovery
* Recordng the dhve (ault codes as a basis for establishing a trip, e g UA,' or 
O C
There may be o#ier condKcns and #*ese should be recorded under the trip 
cnteha of Ihe test If the purpose is to characterise the suscep#b#ty and trip 
levels of a VSD associated wMh processes wWhspedRc speed and kxque 
dkM4a#mnnBqu*nam**Vhk lhen(k#*»elh«*K*sfNBBd«*id to n ^d e v a lio n  
requirements
At #T*s«dage#w format for naportngMiedhve trips under the relevant criteria 
must be established These rnay lake Oie kvm of, for example
* Drive dip sensitivity plots m percentage of nominal wKage vs duration in 
seconds (Tor the fu# test duration in cycles)
« Motor Speed vs. Time (with at least hve cycles of pre-<#p data)
* Drive Current vs Time (at least one phase vw#i at least five cycles of pm-(fp 
data)
* DCEkisVoMagevs Time (at least or e phase wWh a* least Rve cycles of pm- 
dipdata)
» DMwe Input VoMage vs Time (at lea one phase wNh at least Nve cycles of 
pre-dip data)
» A# VSD paramtier values entered via the programming interface must be 
mconled Wiere value could Wluence the trip decision
too
The reasons for doing the voKage Ap testing may vary depending on who 
initiated the testing Inkxmabon may be required for the design of a plant. #ie 
design or improvement of a VSD or as a reference of performance for plant 
tnve@@geaton& The focus may be on indwidu^ drive <#p performance or overa# 
plant Ap performance FinaNy. safety issues of drive operation need to be 
compared wMh operating @te drive lor optimum process requiremenls
The focus of testing e #  influence Ae definibon of a darupthm region, the choice 
of parameters to enable and the choice of settings It w# also influence the 
choice of load and the type of (bps that w# be appbed
Whatever Ae focus of the testing, the purpose must be clearly conveyed, such as 
Is presented belovc
1 To characterise the susceptlb#ly and trip levels of VSDs A  voltage dps vdA 
;*mdAorvMbiouft/S*)r**B4hwoi*^h|»R*y;*nin#ig(%pboneeneW:kxL
2 To characterise A esusceplAbNy and trip levels of VSDe to vo tg e d ip e  wdbi 
and/or without VSD ride-Arough ahcmatrve devices, or
3 To characterise AesuaceptAblly and M pteveh of VSCs to voltage dtps 




The c#p genefatof used for testng mus* be specified in data# Whether the; 
component is a complex wevelbnnsyneiesiser or a sehesiigecSonbansfdnnef 
feedkig off a u t#y Wne, (his shouW be deAned and the waveform generaton 
capability deserted as (he knowing example
5 4 1  Spec*ica0onsofthedevice(s)usedk)gener#evo*age(*ps
TheMowmng issue* need #o be addressed:
a) What type ofd#(*anera#or vMBI*:iMMKl(pcwwerafnpNRer%wah arbitrary 
waveform generator, IBGT switchod autotransformers , synchronous 
generalorm * series irqecUon transformer e tc )? Provioe a slm p*ed 
degram *  a waveform gener^or with power amplKer is used, characterise it 
byprovk#nospedmcationssuchassanip#ng rates, software detais, etc
b) What is Aesw itchino time boWocn nomine to (gpvoNape and (#pvo*aoe to 
nominal voltage? Is there any "dead time" during Ihe switching?
c) Does the user have control over point of initiation and point of reco^ry of ihe 
(%p? Does #ie Ap generator a#ow control over WNal phase-shA of Hie dp?
d) What are the charactehsUcs of the wWage c *  waveform? If the waveform is 
similar to #te one in Figwe S 3. Aen define T1. T2. and T3 The duration of 
the (#p sha# be defined as (T, + T% + T3) Mlhew@rMakMTniS!*n*bMk)lhe one 
in Figure 5 4. #*en ihe *#p w# only be defined by the depth and duration If 
slngle-phase. lwo-phaseandA)r#wee-phase<#ptesbw#beper#onned.show 
a typical 5 cydevo#age(#p waveform for each case, unless Ihe investiQallon 
focuses only on fieW-recoided<#p events reproduced with power »np#mers




Rgurn* A voKage dip wave&xm. spedfying nse and M  Nmes M
Rgum  5.4 A voNage dip waveform, spedfying onfy dip dwaWon M
54J2 SpedRcaNon of fhe wHage (5ps b  be invm llgnhd
The IEC 61000-4-11 recommended voNage (&p les* leveb and dwalions am
Ns&ed in Table 52  (padla#yexceip*ed from Table 1 of IEC61000-4-11X OAer
queebone Ibal can be aneworod are:
a) Whal type(s) of (%(o) (single-phase, twixphaoe. andfor biroo phase ($ps)?
b) Whal magn*ude(s) (in % of nominal) and durabon(e) (in cydee) of dps?
c) How am A e magnNudes of Aie voMag*;d%psiefensnced On % ofkw4o-neubal 
%*ab*pe(xr*i1&(*bne-*>4rw*vclb*;ey?
d) For drives w#e%lBmal conbol power lrans#omiefs.w#il bieconlrol power be 
subfeded 1o voNage dips? If no*, how w# Ihe control power be suppbed lo #ie 
drive?
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Data extracted from a UNIPEDE study [17] is shown in Table 5 3 This table is a 
guideline in IEC 61(XXM-11. p ro v in g  customers and manufacturers in Europe 
w#h adequate infonnabon re&aled to voWage dips and short interruptions 
W#h reference to the European resuMs. a we#-accep#ed European UNIPEDE 
OISDIP method of reporting (*ps (Bin Analysis h r  MagnNude-Durafion reporting) 
is documented in [181 U**Ry companies pn3vk*:!aa&Kak:sa*)ou*|x;wMar failumsin 
the medkm voKage (MV) area in terms of the depth and Ae duration of dips [17]
T#N*5JZ Recommended VSD voMage dip test levels and duratxms [7]












1 One or more of the alxwe test levels and duraHons may be chown
Z "x" is an open dmbon This duration can be given in the product
spedkaUon.
3 Any durabon may apply to any test level
excerpted Aom (EC 6fOOO-*-f f
Tab## 5JI Average oub#c u t*y  dblurtances per year in Europe [17]
DEPTH DURATION
(Vokage drop in % of lu to  <100 100to<500 500 ms to 1 1*ecto<3
nomW Ut) ms ms sec sec
11% < 3041 61 88 12 8
30%<60% 8 38 4 1
eo»< 100% 2 17 3 2
100% 0 12 5
- Itmberofdeturbancespervear
Accordmg to these statistics, 97 percent of a# power outages last not longer lhan 
3 seconds (Figure 55) The reason for Aese outages are mainly atmospheric 
related short circuits in #w respective or ad|acen* network, which are interrupted 
by swltchgear Redosing follows after 0 3 to 3 s Power failures w#h a longer
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period of time happen due to a cable circuit, breaker or #rans*onnerfau* and 
appear less frequently
Table 3 4 together with Figure 318 in this document, as found in MRS 048- 
2:1996. w# be relevant for South African conditions
Power hiluR-Voh%ge< @0%
z 100%
0%  f 4=
0 4 1  0,1 1 10 ICO 1000
Dia#onof powefaikmmmieocndk
10000
Figure M  The duration of Power Failures in Europe [18]
5 4 3 Characterisation of the VSD source voltage
AAaasuremenls shouM bem addtcdelenrninc the nominal !dec±ncaf(%*id*k*i*aa 
the point where the VSDs wi# be connected k) the power supply. The following 
measurements and calculations should be recorded.
a) Nominal Une-to-Une Voltage (V*#. Vac. &Vc»)
b) Nominal Une-to-Neulral Voltage (V^w. V#*, & V c ) (if applicable)
c) Percent Voltage Unbalance
d) Percent Over/Undervdtage
e) Percent Voltage THD 
0 Short Circuit Capacity
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Load«ny CondWon# and Load S«*-Up
Inilial load-poiNs need to be determined The load attached to the motor also 
needs to be described This load may be a simple dc-generator connected to a 
resistor bank under constant Held or a complex programmable dynamometer
5 5 1 OefinitkxiofaBtheload points used to load the VSD and motor during the 
investigation
This should Include the Mowing:
a) The steady stale speed (or VSD output frequency).
b) The steady-state torque (N-m or in-#)).
c) The steady-state power (hp orkW )
d) The load type (constant torque, constant horsepower, or variable torque)
e) The load inertia (kg-mf).
5 5 2 Specifications of a dynamometer
If there is a dynamometer, its characteristics must be defined with caKaation 
curves Torque vs Speed and Speed vs Time cakbralion cunws must be 
re<x*dkKlforaakxed|X)s#siaMaedk)(kd**etheKxadtypeandkxadin4Mhaofthe 
dynamometer TTv@(ad#x%#kxi<amveannuabeddfmw&dCMMMr#»e«*»Bediq**ge 
defined by the lest objpdbves An example is shown bekw that defines the 
Torque vs. Speed (Figure 5.6) and Speed vs. Time (Figure 5.7) characterMcs for 
a dynamometer ppplying a quadratic vanable torque load type
a; Steady-state spaed = 1750 rpm
b) Steady-state load torque -  20.5 N-m
c) Load type *  Variable (Quadratic)
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R@ ui*5.7 The Soeed v& Tme chafacterabc for a quadrabc load (ype p )
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5.# A D w cMpMon « * * *  MonHohng SymWm
The equipment w»ed (dr AekmginQ of wavekmn dab needs b  be spedAed 
under a deecdplion of fhe fes: set-up Measuremenf equipmen* Aal kxms part of 
the supply or toad equipment should be speeded under (he sections deacdbinQ 
supply and load equipment
The example shmm bekwr defines #13 spedhcahons for #*e mondodng system, 
the speed sensor, and #ie torque sensor lo r #ie components k te d  in Figure 52  
Thee«*npeconbm slhenKon*m m dedspedRa#am ;kfeadbo«m pm wm l
5 6 1  TorquesensorspecAations
TTN*#mR#as:M*UM»rsh«wAdire**(heAak)wsq;s;MM3Rcalk*KK
a) Maximum capacity of one and ha# limes fuMoad torque (of the MUT)
b) C>*sd(KMd«3qpa(tSr«*;;thssslfhmBtsn**(fu#4o«*dlcrq;*B(cfllM;l#Lrrk
c) Maximum op&adng speed of at least two bues base speed (of Ae 
w u n .
d) Accuracy of at least+ 01%  of fufkscale.
e) Catbration Accuracy of at least ± 0 02% of Upscale.
f) IOdGdlW+dbi»dSona*(x4*afb*#or(aoc&wwb*;arw1(xxinbar<jock*Ms**lon;ueL 
and
0 ) Output bandwid#*  of DC to t  I t  and DC to 300 I t
5 6 2  Speed sensorspec#ka#ons
/I  robayen(XKk*\tachornelBr e ra  h«K##Bncy40Hwoaauecom* * lor should 




a) ResoluBonof a thas* 1Q24PPR.
b) Frequency response of a t kag* 120 kHz.
c) Rbe and M  bmes le»* lhan 500 ns @ 10,000 pf. and
d) Uaodmum o*NNR*&an@#;*)o*K)c#:«Wxaa*#iK)*inw**lx*ie apeed(o#lhe 
UUT}
Fmquency4w^*apeoomef#er
a) Fm quenq^KangeofalleadO H zboneandhafllm esm qukedbyeie
b) Accuracy of a* l«e**±005% of Mkecale.
c)S#8pieaponsenogma#er#*an25m*.and
d) Ou$pu( hpple no groakf lhan ± 0^%  at 20% of bage speed (of # *  
MUT%
" TYwefnaqiMmicy Gange edeaefmkvad ?yl&M:rna3dn*jni:qp8edreqianad 
dudngcwaluaeon Thu*. #*e upper frequency langek
deNned a* Renumbered puke* geremAed by #*e encoder per second
a* maximum appk a Bon speed
5 6 3 Volh Qe hobmonpmbegpecmcaeone
V%Wt*pBieo**BonipMd»B&us«Kl#mrn;Basurkx;*he VSOinpulwAxpe*. 
VSDoulpulvoKages. or DC bus wHage. should meet keW w rnQ  
spedKcakna:
a) VoKagenW ngsAaieKceedAeniaxim jm inpuXim lboesoflheksl 
app#ca*m.
b) Band*#d» of at b M l 100 kHz,
c) Accuracy ofallem »*±1%  of K*#cale.
d) Common node reieclion of at kagt 70 dB (or DC to 10 kHz. and
e) DC d r*  of kss #wn 20 mVrC
N o# If fhe *es* mqufes measurements of the inveMer ou$pW wAage. #ie 
\*Wtageiso&*GBn|pRW>B!%xBafKadK**sinus*in8e4(* exceed#* 
rBqpananxai&scflfMtnneea&xmNdiygreW
5 6 4  Cunen* kanefonner (CT) specAceOons
CTs used for meesuhng VSD oulput (motor) andfor inpul cunents shouM 
nmBe#lhe#a#o*Mrgsp«NaK(adkxns:
a) Oumm*(a#g5#*a( exceed#* maxxnum cu m **; of the lead 
app#ca*on Special atknhm m uA be gm*n lD#*pocM nn*shcunei# 
o fa d th *  EC  100IM-11 pn*4deeagulde#mo lo d elBnw#ne#t*#n#l 
Aiecwnmemda# o n ie # **# *C T  must he a b * *  handb##a*m anl 
u n le » *# m o ie # *n  500A
b) Bandwdm of at has: 100kHz,
c) Accuracy of af Nee* ± 1%offu#*ca#e
S &5 The data acquisAon system
The data acqumibon system. u a e d *a *a u re  da la fm m #*brqueand  
epoedeeneom and #*vo#age and cunenfieolaKon probes, should mee* 
thefoamnng specAcabons
a) SuKcien*numberofchannels#orcapludnga#nBquineddala.
b) n eeoM om of al leas* 12 M s.
c) Th*oug#*i;ulcf«#kxasl3KX)ldSAip*N chg*wTel
d) Simubaneous Sample and Hold (SSH) o f burst mode sampSn^ of 
channels, and
e) Accuracy of ±1 LSB
N o# ##*l6S*iequeesn*asurBn*n#sof#*m vei#efO ufpu*w)bage, # *  
(tdaacqpasfbon sysh*%spec#kadkx*musl meet or exceed#* 
requlrenienls of # *  measured signal
no
5.7 Dhv*ln*p#cUon Pho« to Testing
Ad molor arid dhve spedAcabons are recorded using the parameter checkBs* 
shown Some of the data can be obtained by examining the exlehor of the drive 
case or by consuKng the drive's manual Prior to conducting any lest the 
nnanidac*unBrsfK»uMbeas*wx!loipn)vkb**k*Tnabonrekr*anttoles#fwg!&Naoess 
and analysis. Obtaining the drive operabon and/or service manual should provide 
most of the required information Table 5 4 .5  5 and 5 6 outine the parameters 
Comments are given as to the usefulness of these parameters tor the test output
The information marked critical oulknes the minimum requirements tor testing 
and reporting of results For example, the input voltage and current envelopes 
specified tor a dhve is critical to ensure sate operation On the other hand, 
knowing the software iwenwcmisiKMrkdlbriSfxxIxn&as kxig as the software 
parameters are specified in the operating manual of the drive Another example is 
when matching a motor to the drive. Krxwving the motor spedficalions tor the 
dnve is critical tor sate operation, whereas knowing the operating temperature is 
useful tor reporting, but not critical unless there is a departure from the standard 
test environment
Table 5.4 Dnve ratings
No Item Critical Useful
a Manufacturer/Vendor, model number, and serial /
number
b Firmware/Contro#er software edition ✓
c Input voltage (1* or 3*. Volts, tolerance) ✓
d Input frequency (Hz) ✓
e Input current (A) ✓
f Input power (kVA and kW orhp) /
9 Output voltage range (1* or 3*. VoMs) ✓
h Output frequency range (Hz) ✓
1 Output current (A)
i Wbxxarxlminmolorsize (hp and/or kW) /
k Enclosure (NEMA 1. NEMA 12. etc.) ✓
I Operating temperature (*C) ✓
in
m Operadng aN*ude (m)






No Warn Cr%cal Useful
a IVb**WGKjkmefmA5ndk*. rnodelrKanber. arxIsafgW /
number
b VoRage (1$ of 3*. Voks) /
c Frequency (Hz) /
d Curren*(A) ✓
e Power (kVA and kW or hp)
f Sewicefaclor /
9 ^jominal eAcwncy ✓
h NEMA design ✓
1 Insubbondaa* /
j Frame /
k Endoeure fTEFC. OOP. e#&) /
1 O pening *e*nperabjm("C) /
m OpefaBngaKRude(m) /
n Cyxa^**igrBi&bveftun*dMy("&) /
o Cooing me(hod/r8qu*emen*!, /
T a M m l* Inhnmabon lhal may be mlevar# k r  Ihe tesf
No Mem Cnbc^ Use*u
a Dnww*mgdmgn*msandgroundmgre(pj*ememts /
b (3*m**%<(anaa*dkagnMTic#;neilnve /
c Drive conkol power (external transfonner. rMemal /
transformer, irAemal swdch-mode power supply)
d Drive phrmpkofoperabon /
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Other appkabon inAxnidWuii deemed perbnen* by Ae drive manutadurer or #ie 
sponeor. can abo be included (e g communicaXion dsW s. source of logic power, 
input *ne reackrs, dc #nk macbr. active recSRer) An example of a dnve cmo# 
dngom  *  shmnn In Figure 58
irir n
m
Rgwme&# An example of a general c#cu#<#agmm of a C S lV S O pq
@j# ThelneM M om am dO pem#on o#*eC kW #*
The dhw  should be inaM ed accnxdhg *o Ae inskucaon* of ib  #erwce manual 
U#ua#y Ae%enninaleof#iedAweamecleaily rnaiheim iepaiam elercpllone*of 
Iheueerim oib c e should be ava#aMe in Oieoperaeng manual
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&# Th# of SmlmcWd Drhm
Pamme#ei& deemed** be important to #*eou&come of #*e test shouM be nobd 
as per section 5 3  and adjusted accomBngly For example. autMes*aitop#ons 
shouM be*ettoo lfun le»A e*eisaspec#icm qu*em entto feoo(d#iednw  
peAxmanoe W h m s M  enabled W hefe*ieee am enabted. proper dkoaeion* 
ghowM b # o * in relation to cmteha speeded as per section 5 3
3L10 NormW Operation ofth# D rW
TTkeddve should be atkwed to reach ;dk**dy4at;k;(q)en:@ngc(*Mllk*isliek)nB 
anyd%psamapp#ed TTW* sh(iuldbedoneiTilia*y tor rougNy 10 minutes to a#o* 
dMMecn*npcFM*mk*)ie;K#in(*mnal#henmeWi9pe«a#ngcofK##onmL lfleB&iam*i*KB; 
a#hMMBdL#heshow#dl*eine*#k*MBd W ien the drWe has reached nonnal 
openAon. 10 seconds nmning lime may be akwm dbe&xeexeculingAe test d%L
&11 Th* Tmmdng Mm#iodotogy
The W oM no tasks need to be perfonned duhng testino
RBcamflhe jb#t*Mh*fWt*maNon;
a) VoKage d(p magnikds (% of nominal)
b) Voltage d(p duration (in cycles or ms)
c) VSD(au#code&
d) VSD W ures (fuses, dwde bhdpe. SCRs etc ^
IM
Use (he monabnhg sys tm  lofrcom f
a) Syskm  speed v« Tkne ( * # 1  ^  leas* cydes of pm<%p data and ihme 
second* of posH#p data)"
b) TonMB(kM%*on vs TTnM»(*dB*atleag*fMecyckMS(*ipn&<#p(&aBandBw*M9 
second* of poeM p dab) *
c) Mo#or Current vs Time (at leas! one phase w*h at kas l #ve cydes of pm-<lp 
dab and #wee seconds of po*N#p data) "
d) DC Bug VoKage v& Time (m * at kas* Rw cycles of pre<#p data and #wee 
seconds of posHNp data)'
e) VSO Input Voltage vs Time (wWh a* least f*ve cycles of p*e<#p data and Mwae 
seconds of posMfp data)"
*NoW  Adualm onikiflngpoinlsw*bedeRnedbyAepiapoeeandob#ecl*wesof 
the inwesNgalion ChooelnQ #*e *ems %o mcomd W  also be dehmmed by 
the ddve under te s t For eam ple. reconlng # *  dc bus w k g e  Is mom 
nslewan* lo a PWM dhve #ian a CSI dnve
Each #mebe#c*evoaaoe <#ps am app#ed.#ieddwe should bo a#o»ed#oopeiak 
nonna#y.asdesa tad in5 lO  #eiew (#agedf»aieapp#ed wW rnashoheme 
ofeacho#ief. #lsnotneo8s«afy&)a#o#nom ialope*allonlbraslonga* 10 
m inuke In #m  case 10 seconds should do a* menMoned * a f any erne . #ieie is 
a long pehodbeAweenW s. any of #ieo#ier tasks, such as mooRgngAe load
and supply p»ame#ei% and nmnine A *
must be repeated
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5 12 Pm**n*adon of (h* RbmuM*
Where (he output pmd"c* is a Ap-compatMKy report #ie raqumsmenktof 
estabb h ing inspection and #ss* status muslbeinck**ed iilh e  repoit T h e ts l 
nauMs musl at leasl be represeMed as semsibv#y pk*s #iat take cognisance of 
eaher
a) oneof#wm agni*u(kBof#ie supply i*)#aQ edk*iigl»*:dip. of
b) (hedUradionofAe eveNkom ll»@**ne#ha*lhe event can be zcrKadered lobe 
a dqplolhetnne fhal (he drtve supply had necovemd. or
c) bo#i vahaWw  in a and b
The magnAide of Ihe supply voKaoe mus* lake eNher #ie kxm of per un* voAage 
of #ie nominal supply or peroenlaoe wAage of #ie nominal s&$ply Dwalion sha# 
take # *  *orm of number of cycles This is prefened k* m# :w ond: because 50 or 
@0 Hz condWons may apply
(XherdesimdvahablesandieblionshipsshalbenepiesenledmlhAeabOMe 
vahables noted in any (#pw »K M ilyp lo l Tt*;*orm<ha*;&#dh:sensaiwlyipk*s
lake, can vary and may be speeded as CB8WA cures or ftM A cum es. or k» 
hq*h#gh*9p«MaRcim#:aonsl#p*;N*dh«*&p*BMM@vsL(kN;MK*i|#ot&
Two mggwAmd kxm ak |q  am pmaonkd bekwr
a) CBBWAIdnnal-This#onnalmaybepar*culaflyuseM#orpmBsenengiesu#s 
&]T*vwBS#gB*kw#slha*;a*anqak9(*K:RMak**aelhe suscepNbay and Mp levels 
during prDces@Uk**dMq;(XMmdWkxmsldr\/S*)Hdnvenproc«KHM»siwah spedRr 
speed and k*que doviabons mqulngmenls Figuie 59 shows an example of a 
CBBWA plo* (ha! defines #»e acceplable speed de la tions for wAage dips 
apptod k) a VSD WormaNon perbneN k* Ihe lesling such as paiamekr 







Rgum M  Vo#age Dip Te%* Resulk Example of #«e C8EWA kxma! M
b) WonAoned Dab vs Time plots -  The <dma* is a yaphical nepie*en#a#an of 
1*MBmea«a*nBd(*aa(kging 1*w*lesl(sp«*x*.&on;ue.rnm#or(a*Te**.\A5[)inp&* 







Rgum 5.10 Vobge Dip Test ResuWs Example of AeMonNnmd 
Data vs Time1dnna*|G|
*  USING THE POWER OUAUTY TEST FAOUTY FOR U P  
TESTWG
The Power QuaNy Tee* FadKy (PQ Tea* Lab) a* Die lW w » *y of *ie 
W##a#onrand has been designed with dip immunily ksNng in mind The 
dhaaaion*in#iiechap*er*adbcuss#esBnga*lh&facmiy. $*aMingw#ia 
de»oip#onof Aebc*y.*B»*pi«*»3#onsand#iende9a#iinglhedowilopmon( of 
a#es*pmcedi*e
#L1 AO e*cdp*on of#*VW W @ *D lp TeeWbed
Thew oN age ifpkxtbed iiasdevelopodamundlhemquipem enbof wnable 
apeed drive* A mom detaAed descnptmm of #«e %es*-bed can be hund in p i ^ 4^ 
ThevoNape
* AconW KngPC
« k*ul(A/D)3*K!(M#ul (D/A) PC in#edaK» cards
* A pm yanim alikm w ily inooipcmMnQan K3BT oulpul invoAer Aage. suppkd 
via a lhree-fha»e m c *e r
*  An(K#pu**B*Mk*mer
* ThedAwe#obe*o«#odconnec*Bd*oa3^pAaeesqwneNa0einduclion mok*




A PC i* ueed %o g#n#w:ei«e a vomage <#p by spedfyh* w Ape dp pammoWw 
such as Ihe voyage phor %o # *  vo*age dp. Ae wKage duhng idbgedlp. #*e 
p#«a»e;*mgk!;*Mllhevc#a**Bie(*M**Hfp#uRle Pa*a*no#emc5mbead&*kd 
independenBy lor each cfAephaee* such # « lain^ e phaM.lne-#ne and #*ee^ 
phaa**v*at*;e(a;*sanbeWMax*L




R*p*##L1 B kx* dbyam  of vo#ape dip bs*-bed P4]
Theleabcm *. showminRouieG 1. ccnsm*scf#ie#o#ow*noelemen*K
» The PC. mamino # *  <%p kadng somworc. ia used k>(%***o*lhekmi#noL The 
waaQe*#pso**emconWokBiepfe-(#p*ewe#onngeneia0onand voyaged# 
genenaonby B*eipn:gR:nin8ib*es:4nphr DudngandimmodoM * ameran 
app#kKlv«#b*p;(#p.\r5Dnmaaauren*Bna amei*K%*R**l#ora**aha**«dhr#*Bi«*t
« inbaiaK*pa*nn:abk;au**dyiep<aceslhen%amasupp#y#ol*M*eqp#pn*anl The 
pmogemmaMe supply ialGBT baaed and. a # i #*conbo#er##%*as 
developed, is capable of geneealing any complex wobage dip wa veknn
# The VSi or CSi ieNseSsr at ccmesadtaW) a standard indkKik*inmoSM\ieh«ah in 
ban is coupled lo a DC geneialor load
» TheDCgeneralor.ailamisooupledloAeinduclionmolnr. isconnecledloa 
reeislwe load bank. By ad#usling#*e generator W dcunen*#ie bad presented 
by a*e DC generator e w ie d W ib  constant W d and reeiBliwe b a d # * DC 
generator bad pronents a hear torque versus speed ctaaaderMc
Future moddkalions b  # *  «#p bating faoMy include
» AprogransnaMebad#ralcansin*da#B d#brer* bad types
# Fu#y automated d b  testing
# Ub cebanoous improwomonl&b  #*progransmebb supply
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6 1 2  AnoweniewofBwmonilonnosysaem
TnbelhweeMphdKM:(B5b*tK*nce!waN«#3nm«sQ*yNBnWe*|vBiad#gWal#D«*K*k***e 
commMer (DAC) on a (*g*al b  analogue ntefface card Themeasumemenb hom 
#iednweaie done wiKiisolalion probes, cunentkansldnnefs and a lachomekf for 
vobaom . cunenb and die speed respedw ly The measuremenls are boged via 
an analogue #o rdgilal oonverSsr (ADC) on an analogue %o Agilal aoquisdion card
*dbast#ernenffSM*4h9n*en#slbrw@w*ab*»s;*wad:*iwes:
ITie Mkweing parameters were idenWRed as being important * ) mondorin order*) 
comprehensively lescnbe die rdp immunily perhrmance of a drive 
» Dnve DCbusvodage 
» Olive inpul asrenls
# DriveinpulvoMages
# D iiveoulpUcuireids 
» D rbeou*iulvo*ages 
» Molorspeed
A#*num  analogue irdorfaoe cards speoilkaSion
The specKcadons for die cards vrere dtavm up acoordmglo die Ibdovmng
a) Resoludon
d #as rer#m«vr *ia* a# die conveners are mirvmum 124*1 conveners
b) Num berofinlenacecM — 3b required
A minimum of diree analogue oulpuls was requmed in order logenerale a 
d ireefhase dkkrrbance wawdorm A minimum of #ve analogue inpuls log DC 
vodage.molor speed and one sel of diree phase measuremerds
c) Sam pbigiale
R *dieoir% iulcard ,a mirvmum samptng rale of 4 KHz v«s chosen 
conssponrdnglo dieswrdching speed of dm programrnabb supply The 
sampdng rale of die inpul caids is much higher (5 kHz) dian dia l necessary lor 
a normal 50 Hz waveform This is because dansiBnlbehawour is analysed 
during and immedh eolya lle r die vodagedrslurbence
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d) Tknino
ki order to generWe accvde highspeed ou#pu* wavekxmc. # is mportani #o 
hai* liming k" u one ^va#aMe *  5  oosaMe k) use AePCk) generals iwrmg 
hr s#m* nawlbnn r sneralion. but for higl^  speed waveforms a dedkawd 
kming syshm is r ekrablc. ensuring #ra* samples are oulpuf a* exacdy #re 
ngNkme When egging inpul waveforms, a bmrg s/shm becomes even 
more crMkal. pari adarl»w#ihig|i-speedacqum#m (>50 KHz) when sampkng 
muNple inpul chan.'els # dkea memory access (DMA) e  used lo karuder 
convened da*a from #* card dnacky ink* memory. # *  card operates 
independenky of #re precessor and is *us nol kmed k«e processor
e) SoAwore dnw & avakaMe
TouseAeA/DandOfA iBSMkirfksakve^vijtoulurKlenaarKkng #iek**kwel 
design of #ie card, software dmmrs are required The drkmrs are accessed 
from She |XR*pa*n;snd|M*ddnm card <x*rRgunikon.ai*dcgrseW|pulandculpuL 
Ikningand ukksecorrqAcaledcanlleakmBSSuchaeDMA. naqusred lor high 
Ihrougfipulsampkng rales Akcodelowrlfeloregislwsonkiecard. venfy 
sellings els is encapeulaledwkhin die rkhmr such Ural only h#Hevel 
Imcmdedge of #re card is required louse if For e slance. Wien using DMA. #*e 
software driver sels up #ie DMA channel and kansfer* samples dreckyk) 
memory AX #%e user of kiedmmr does is to cakkie high lewl DMA kmckon
Oufpuf card (DMA) qsecMcadons
The oulpul card has 8124# oukwl channels A very high sampXng rale (>100 
KHz) depends on Ihe speed of he computer in which he card is indaXed The 
card has a dorkcaled liming syslem. based on a 2 MHz reference crystal and a 
counter Data bansfer to he board is 16 b# to speed up dala hrouthpui
Oulpul wavefomr general*# can be done ijsr%g|go8edW(). rnvvhrChlhaiprocxBasor 
continuously monaors he card and sends new data values to he card when lie  
OACs are updated, or sSe*rup*s. In ivhkzh lie; card signals If** prccrassorvrhen the 
DACs are updated Only po#od WO is dkeclly supported so hat# jntorrupl driven 
waveform generation is required (for bar*qround waveform genera!ion)axbh 
perform h e  must be wrhen The nocossilatos a deeper level of understandrrgof 
he card
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The input card has 16 single ended/ 8 dMerenbal input 1%ann*ds The card is used 
in a?%enha: mode so 8 inp«il channels a#e ava#ahle Maximum boam #wouQhpu* 
is 100 KHz. which#** number of channels used mulbplmd by AepeMhanne# 
samplhQfafe cannot exceed
Acquisilion can be done using pcfkxlUO, rHe*Tupk5am d[)M /l DMA suppodldr 
data acquisition enables sampled data of un#mi#edleng#i to be W dendxeclly to 
menxxy w#h minimal CPU intervention The number of samples stored is knited 
only by #teava#able memory
61 3 /In  overview cfthevobage dedurbance software
T?M)sofbwaaB|XBdb*nx;t*o*sic#onsLiq*afMBasi*nd|p8nefadorr
O p synthesis softwam
The parameters categorising WwtdBturbance waveform are drawn up in # *  
synthesis software From Bresepararneters an actual wavehrm can be generatedL 
R is poes&le to save #hese parameters in  a f#e so #iat they can be used at a taler 
s*age to generate the output w aw hrm  ThislaskisnolreaW im e.so#ispo6S#)le 
to develop Ashirbance waveform parameters at a remote PC w#houtaMiecllng#re 
testing Note #tat because #*edk turbance waveform is categorleed as a set of 
parameters, these pe*a*neters;an*sarwed to #te (feeding nsichsma#erf#es#tan# 
an actual dklutbancewarmform values were generated and sared to f#e A 
screenshot horn #ie synkesis module is shovm in Figure 62
Cqpfpaneratbnacfbwane;
This software gc.-crates #re output voNageda turbance waveform whae 
sfm&dlanecMdy ktgging test measurements ^ThevctbtgeidsiurbarMaBvvavefonmto 
be generated is calculated by us in g # * parameters from ihesyrdhesis module to 
generate Ihe actual output waveform samptes CkssygvKavefornrgervendkxn. #vese 
values ate oulptd via the (#gilal to analogue card Testing system measurements 
are input via an A/D card and #re sampled values are stored in memory A 
screenshot from the generation module is shown in Figure 6 3
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FIguf* *  3 Screen shot of the generation module kxm
12?
6 14 The voRage synthesis parameters
To synlhesBe the vo#bge(#p. bc#i magnitude and phase pafameters must be
a«#wlable h r each phase The pao metefs are as M ows
A*apn#jdepafame#M5
» Pre ($p wKage Tl% magnitude c* the wNagewavd oim bekxethe (fpoccurs 
This is spedRed in per urn* takng *ie  nominal voKage as Ae base vo#age
* DipvoBage The magnitude of#w»v*)Mage wav«#brmdunng(hed#p This is 
sp«KaRedinipBrLwwtt;kmogherM)n*n8lvc#b%*Bas#*elk*se'*ab*oe
» Dip decay time The time taken for the voMage at a pafkcutar point to decay to 
IhedqpvoMbqpe The time taken for this decay is usua#y very short, but can be 
increased by motors com eckd *o Ihe supply acBng as generabm. supporbng 
(he network wNage ForeachphaseM sisspedm edbyaslartandendGm e, 
and ftmvoNage decays wilh a negative exponential envelope duMnglhis Ana
» Dp recovery lime: The bm ela*i**ilbr#ievo*age lo  recover back k) #ie pm-(#p 
voNage AAer the «#p. AevoNage magnilude does no* recover immedaMy 
because of mokxs drawing laige currents when Ae tautt is cleared For each 
p#BKM@ Ihe e:spe*aRedl)y a skMl«*Kl€FMjimne ;and Ihe voMag*: recovers vwNh a 
fksl order reap(*MM;(kHinglhis erne
# CMp duration: This is the time for which the voKage magnilude remains behw 
90% oflhedeclaiedvo*age This parameter is not spedReddkecBy, but can 
be cakutated fnom d#) decay and reco^ry limes
Mwae wanaMon pammolor :
* Pned*) phase sh ift This a  #w amount by w hich#* respective phase is sh#kKl 
from ihe nominal (120 degrees) before Ihe (%p occurs, specified in degrees
» 0 0  phase sh ift This is Ihe amount by which I f*  respective phase s l# s  from 
the nominat during a dip
# Phase change time: This is the time taken for the phase shift lo vary bom the 
pie dip phase shift to the Ap phase shift This is spedRed by a start and stop 
time (dr each phase during w hich#* phase vanes KrwaaMy
» Phase recovery timer The « the bme taken torucoverfm m #* dip phase shift 
to #ie pre (#p phase s M l This is spedRed by a start and stop time lor each 
phase and vanatkm is knear
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The use of a pre dip magnitude and phase shift for each phase allows the system 
to generate more geneial &p waveforms Because parameters can be adjusted 
individua#y for each phase, voltage unbalance, overvoltages and unde "voltages 
can be generated thereby increasing the testing ab#ty of the system The pie dip 
parameters are important because the operabng conditions that are present before 
the dip occurs can compound the effect of the voltage d# on the dhve
Screenshots of waveform previews m the synthesis module are shown in Figure 
6 4 Screenshots of measured waveforms are shown in Figure 6 5
m 1 mm _t±
Flgum# 6.4 (a) and (b) Screen shot of preview waveforms in the synthesis 
module A three-phase dip and a phase-phase dip are represented
i i
F$guf# 6 5 (a) and (b) Screen shot of measured wavehxms m the 
generabon module The zooming capability is illustrated ,n fb)
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6.2 Preparations Before Testing
Before tes*ng o n  start, essential inkwrnabon needs *o be recorded, the VSD 
meeds be insM ed and ihe mo#of matched lo @te VSD Fudhernnore oodmg has 
*o be e$*ab#shed #o conce^ *ie  identity of Ae drive manufacturers
6JZ1 Recon$ng the product specAcabons
Phor%occnduclinQ»wlesl#iemanu*ac%uTef should be asked to provide Ihe 
M owing information The inkxmaGon per example in Table 6 1 .6  2 and 6 3 is (or 
U*eePVMW(Mve&homlg>nBnu&cKmws
VSOfaengs:
Tab#*#.1 The inlormabon contained in #ws table can be obtained from drtve
insimction manual and i*M;e9dedkMroflhe(k*wB<Bnck)sure N olefhalAe 
drhae names and irwxbbhan* been concealed and cxxhd




k" MMmrliMrfVMWhr CONCEALED CONCEALED 'CONCEALED I
i
MoiW nunAWTyp# CONCEALED CONCEALED CONCEALED






1 c. mfU (1* or 3*. 
VoMm, kWrmo#)
jao^aov 380490V 44M 00V 1
. . .  _ . _ _ _1
Input Wqwmcy (Hr) saeoHz soecHz soeoHz !
1# Input cunmnl (A) w a f 102A BOMIOA I
1
11 Inpul ponmr (kVA) WA 5MP ^50HPCom»W  | 













i |(Xapulpow*r(KWA) | 6 # V A — T * P -
k I M k * i* * ln *n m o tra n *  | - 
|(hpmdMorMW) 1 1
j Emdo#«*(MEMA1. j -
f -  "
CO W ACT
N E M A IZ .* : )  1 1 NEMAI(IPZO)
m | O p«r#ngkm p**b jr»  | - K 50C4p»m nl
| m  | 1 . ______ 1_______________
A ! OpMWng WNkd# (m) r ^2_____________________________
o I OpwWngfWWw# j -  
| hun*#y(% ) | i
i
'
F C o o k *
1 m0*KW*#qim#nmnl» 1
AgSow 42 CFW
1 * | - | 4  5kg 1 5 # .
VSDc*cu#dB%pam
C ku*(#a(pam * can be obtained liom#*einsWuc*ion manual of # *(**« *  or 
dkec#y*oin#iem anubca*er ThepMncipalme#iodofopeia@ onof1he**** 
nee* *obeinckxh»d*#h l#**m&MTna*k*L A  ^ nxcadcaraaldtxgnanixsgfwBnin 
R gum 60
AOOCComw*** OCi*#i*»
A * * * # .#  A tMpk3dlPVVA*\s*&abkB;qpeeddkb*:cinaa*(#a(yafn
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WMorfaenps
T«M *&2 TTNBinAannadkaiiaantamedin #*s kWNecanbec**a*nedh%XTi8beiTK*cf
insbuceon manual and Ae m okr namepWe
hem Deecdpiion | MokalTOOS
& MamArlwedVendor | ALSIOM ETecWca Machines SoudiAhka
Model No/Type t CS413IW481AAAA
SedeINo OMdSSOWVI
i " VWMee(1*or3*.Vohe) | 3* 525Vi
Conneclionfdehafwye) | Dehe
c Frequency (Hz) |5CMz
d Cwrem (A) | N/A
e. Power (hplMV) | 5 5MW
Speed (rpm) | 1445rpm
1 Senmcebaor | WA ;
0 Noneneledkiency | W * '
Powmrbdor |0.51 I
OMy Oyde | s i  j
h NBdWSABSf??Dewgn I SABS*** !
i Inedahondaee I*" 1
Pndecdon IP55
i Fremef Mows 1 1305/*tB 31 1
k. Enckmee (TEFC. OOP. elc) | ^  j
L O pera** tempenaumpC) I NfAi
m O pera** dMude(m) |M A
n^ O p****M dM *ebm w#bf% ) ( * *
& Cookngmelhodkeqwmmeme | 1G411
P LuhdcandGieaee TSHELLALVAf#AG3( |
q. Oeednge DECIDE ra»Z-€3
E _____ Mae* (kg) - >  i
SoA w no parameAert
A scan«asdoneo f*ieM A ia iepa iam o#ois in  Aem anuakofeaehdrke The 
rolevan l paiamelers am shown in TaMe 6 3
TaN##L3 The Infomabon oontaMed in tabk can be obtained from (he dnve
instmdion manual Ticksindkalo B ieedaenceo fan ilen i
| Kern Doschiaion IDdwePm# 1 DdmPWM- | CMmPWW- |





f CONCEALS) {CONCEALED |
a  C bsm am eN geneiakal i yefiorcode 1 /e m m o d e O C /e n w c o d e  OfC
1 NNOd | OC3 j (12 S % o fM N d (4*noea%a
{ 1 ( k w l  nol | cuneN ) oumeN)
! | *N N d ) I
j O w w i w i m i | /e n o n m d e r -
«rrelmm#nn OC1
OwwcwmA on /  enwoode
OC2
Owx*wo#*8*eBnen*a* /enofcode /emanocdeOV /emnmoodeOWV
spaed OU3
(+A80Wdc)
(+A800WdC) 1 (Nominal+ 35%) |
1 1
Ownmdapeom /anwood# r  ^
accekodon OU1 i i
(Xewodapeon /anonode ' i " 1
daoNKNion OU2
t /LU ZanomodaUVI f Zerroicode UN j
<50% Of (350Vdc I (05%qf nomM)
nominal) +4751% of 
nominal)
1 i
d Ramp (Aida) laaxad *7 Z r  1
#. Fhmp (AuN) redal Z z F 1
f unddwm#apaa%dmdsr * 1 F i
f l . Owmnm#ipp coaedNf - F 1
6J2JZ FbaoonangXheimaaiBnvimnmnen*
The W kw hokskoondK ons am based on AeANSVEKdam dam b 100^1988  ^
112-1984. and C82 41 and 45
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*a c a & 4 iM i4 5  j 
ReoomnmfKl#om#
1| Tempemkme i ±2*rand<e8% 25±yCaM*<aB% I
| | and m b # * I humMKy iw w a y  I
|hM ##y j {
11 AMWe ±1@Q0m <2000*






# *T H D <  1% 1
4 j VSDhpw* 
Fmquemqr
| 50 Hz 5Oof00Hz±05% I
1
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# 1  Dawhplng Th# T#mNng Proc#dui*
The pwpoee. nkha. e#c ame kwmaMed as per chapkr 5 Here #te devolopmen* of 
ihe *es*ngp*ocx*lunei»aitMBd&icu:aMMl APW M dnveis iwsed**#u9*aamn 
punxxse& Example ts *  ingkuchons afe
» Vary #*e <#p duralion (mm 20ms lo GOOm*. i e 1 *o 30 cycks while 
oon#nua#y incmaaing # *  magnikide of #ie voNage (*p 
» Evaluale #ie(#pinmKmayundef25% and75% fu#loed oomdMons of #ie 
dnwe under lest
# Disable #*edhve dpndkUhnoughaids. such a : special (anlm#eRandauk> 
nasbwl ormyingHn:stw1()p*onsL
Thedm veunderleslisnollBsledinAeoonlBKlof #sroleinaspec*cpiooese.U ul 
mknonoo lo a standard load type A Mp is recorded when #*eme is a canplele 
shu#do#nof #*edhw  However #iespec#ici«a*on#of a Mp can be due#) 
underwoHape. Ot*n*o#a9 e.%*ideMumBnloroMefcunenlcondmons TNscanbe 
dek nninod per d#e*au# code Wbmialion /J*ioughanufKlerwa#aoeMp 
con«Nionispfo#enmdwhencomp#ngMp Wonna#on.anyo#ierldnnofdh*eM p 
w#bei«% *dBdandnc#e(l
The (#p types #ial wem loskx) lor. wen*
» Phase-Miase w *age «#p dde<*ouuh h r  up b  30 cyclB*
# Thmeo Phase vomage dip A *»#*ougblor up lo 30 cycles
The M ow ing paramelers arem oniiom dloovaluale lhepeifonnanceof a(Mv&
*  Molor Speed Time (w #h^ leas* We cycles of pm^dlp dab)
» Dhve Cuiranl v» Time (alleas* one phase; a lleaa tfw * cydespm^Xpdala)
« CCBusVoMagevSu Tim*!(waha#leasl#we cycles of pre4d*»dala)
*  Dhwe Inpul VoKagev* Time (w # iM  leas* Ave cycles of pie4#pdala)
Meosumdpanm ekr&v* limeplolsconbinmassMeamounlsofdalaandamB 
slored lo r la k r feMewal Fina#y residual woKage vs. a p  dunHon plots (dp 
immuiWy pM s) can be pwisenlod h r  a# lesl vanabons and h r  a# compahsons 
The resulk of lasNng done as part of Ihe les* program are ihown in APPENDIX C
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6 3 1 An overview oflhetsamgpmcedUre
IO*Ma@lhevc*b*|e(*;»*g;we#onmhagtM*Bn syi# iesucd. acfual k sbng a 
commenced To pedom  Ap on VSCa. #*e VSD is made to run under 
noma* opefatng oondMiona'  as # % worn conneCkd %o normal mains supply by 
supplying #ie pre<#p <#p wavck rm When Ae VSD is mnninQ nonnWy. #ie 
sm #iosiM dwoaaQed#pisapp#od#o AeequipmenL OunnQ#ie#es*#iePCmcofas 
vahous equipment paramokrs  These pammoWM  are men analysed *> dekim ine 
*beVSOpei$omiancedudngavo*a*B(#p
T ^ e le a n g n x * *e * *e t
» The mo#orWye is bmougM up *o speed w #i #*e s#i3daiBd bad lype
* T he inpu lpa ian ie le isa iedeA nedhraqnoeo flesK  #oreaa*mp#e
-h a w sa @ 3 i# ia se w ik *# d *d w a # cn
* The(#p@ eneialorisanned*#i#*esepamme#eis andMogemd
* The lesponsewavd dnns am dig*sed and s b m d h fb lB r analysis
» The motor load lypeiscAanpsdon^neandm easuiem enls mpeabd 
» lTM@(kmM@is;dcp;*xl(*ahaanc#lMp;xK;)and#*eine9a**«*nen#s;*na*Mw*l
A *ss* sample of eight scenarios is shown (Table 6 5) #or #*<*#*&
Tab# IS  TesSng schedule #ord%pimmimi*y#es#*
Case No | D ip M * | Load Size |PnH@pvomage 1
Case 1 and 6
:
[  Three-phase Ap
_  1 . .
175% and 2S% bad ; i c p u  — j
Case 2 and 6 | Red *h#B (#p | 75% and 25% bad
I
I 10. p u  |
i
Case 3 and 7 | W M e-W ued^ | 75% and bad ; i  o. p u 1
C ase* and 8 | ReiHm edip | 75% and 25% bed 1 1 0. pu
Thedhwe«asa4us#edk>supplya50Hzoulpu%&equencyso»a*#«einduc*on 
mo#of iana*#sia#Bd9peed 75% and 25% load # a * achieved by waging Ae 




6 3 2 S*ep-by-s*epmelhodology
The apsyM heasrnod^ecfm esoA w »e was used h  set up synthesis f#esfor 
each case mquired. e g case 1 *wee phase, 1 Opm-dipvoNage.whichwaslhen 
loaded M o #ie (#p geneiak* module F M  pie-<#p wavehxm wae genecakd 
and#*edmma#owed#oadainnonnalopeiaOnQcondNlons(lOminulesln#ia#yand 
10 seconds between each subseouen* les*) The DC genembr load was ad#us#ed 
*o 75% or 25% of tabd  load, mspedwely When Sie (Mve had achieved normal 
runrwnQ condKons. Ihe lesl was inihalod Two seconds of measurements were 
recorded lor each w Aaoeifpapph d foA e  drive
For each of ihe above cases deserted above #re(#pdOra(ion was varied from 20 
m*s e cTnds (1 cycle) fo 800 maseconds (30 cydesX This was as sefouf in to  
tesf irMrudions After a <#p duration was decided on. the ($p voNage was varied 
imW t e  dip vobage a* wbich t e  drive jusf rides trough  was estaM shed Vodage 
d e p t was changed in steps of 0 05 p u The drive was always iT#a#y tested w it  
a 20m#second(#p and te n  sleadty increased from 40 m#seconds up to 
OOOmmsecondt A ftmwdtgram of t e  test procedure is shtwm in Rgute 8 6
Most important, d u rtg  testing, is to determine t e  drive behaviour during a 
event Kaleohastoberecordedwhy t e  drive tripped, e #  on overcunenl or 
undervo*age.et&
The taow ing a  observed for t e  example drive 
ED tdkaro rs
<V(undervo#age). >l (overcurrent;
Speed tdka to rs
51 - H ardhfaudtle:rm  change in t e  speed plot
52 - Slow down and sm oot recovery (no restart)
53 A ud tie  osc#ation
54 - Slow down vw t sharp recovery (restart)
55 - Slow down lo  zero speed (fuS tp )
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Cunen* indkak**
C l - NovK*bk;chaf%yein(%wTBn(wavekxTn
C2 VisMe overcufrem aAef (#p (no (rip)
C3 - VisMe oscKabcn on n ifren! wavekxm
C4 - Low cunem aAer (#p un(9 resb fl
C5 - Continued zero cufmn* (fu# Ihp)
The indicatons are genera). apptcaWe lo moe* #es! g#uahons A sdechon should 
be made kx  a speoKclesL fixrexaMnple. (orlheseteskL a*fes*amhmcbonshawe 
b***H(#sa**BdLiM)rea*ad*Klka*'wsidoiio*a;**y/lnisKarnpk!(*alBs*:*Naeli& 
Shown a  APPENDIX B
Eachles*poln*ispmpeiedasapafame#eriaein#ie(#psv*W hesismoduleand 
*es*edindNidua#y ThecuivekirearhdA eienlcasecanlaheasM aeasIS  
minutes moomple#e# all #%oonectpoinls were imhaly found, or longer lhan an 
hour ^ AetBShng does no* produce ocewstent resu#s ThecepsehinQstorGgch 
poinl ddden Arough. is recorded to fonn a curve
A more complete schedule is constdered tor future tesls This schedule can be 
toundin APPENDIX A^  An extract from (be test schedule is s  wwn in Table 6 6  
The (#p type indkated in Ihe table is as per table 3 6 in secbon 3 5
Table W  An extract from a drhm lest schedule showing Type 1 (Spa, 1 h p u  pre-r#p 
w*a@e. 100% resisWe loadsig









1 three phase 100 100% nriM live Type 1 0
2 Red phase 100 100% Reaislrve Typel 0
3 ehhe phase 1 00 100% Rwiedve Typel 0
4 blue phase 100 100% ReaiArve Type 1 0
5 RedwlAe 100 100% Seabthe ty p e l 0
6 shhe blue 1 00 100% Resislive Type 1 6





























The ks* procedure can be summarised (W h reference %o Figure 6 7) as 
» TW (#rreU pararnok rN e is  set up in (he dip synthesis module and loader 
wdolhe d^generafkm module
* The ddwe k  brough* up k  speed and A e load ad|uekd k  meet a 25% or 75% 
load requirement (*or exampk)
* Thed#geneca**B#*enM ggered.saw ingIheksl informalicnforIheduration 
c#lbmtBslafKlin*Tw*dade*ylblkNM*«glh«i*BsL
* TTM@re:;K*msBiwa%*#cmnms«WR;d#gM&M*d«*nd!gk*e(i;or*a&aran@#ys*s
* The process is repealed for each d p k s k d
* *  a dMeren* load is required, (his is changed nn-#ne and measurement 
repealed
» Theddve e  s*oppod(i# *had no! kipped per #«  trip cdkd a ) and #*e 
measuremenls analysed
6 3 3 Evaluating pedonnance from parameter plols
The performance cflhedM wa can be (evaluated bylocldngal#mmeasumd 
paramekr* such as Aem olor speed or #ie DC bus vo*age ploded against time 
To evaluate drive performance using AesepM s, there must be a dear 
dMerenttabonbehwen nde-thoughandMps [)nwei*deth(M%;h;**d(*tweldp;*ng 
lo r Ae example, is Wustrated The special behaviour Wten a dde-Aroughdrtw 
soMware parameter was enabled is a^oshmvn InM scase, anundervoWagel 
cw**ve#bqye(x»nbo#ertLrKaian. v*as***abkKl
a) When #ie dnve rides dwough
At ke p o iN  where the t#p occurs, the currer# goes dowm to zero, and recovers to 
s#gMy higher le ik lsngN  after die (#p However, during the lest it was no ted##  
tha current could overshoot the pre-dip level, to #*e point where an overourrent 
coniKion occurs The dc bus w ltage recmmrs to the pre-«#p level
Em mr :
Speed curves am han#y aMecbd dudng a compete dde-deuugh However. Ihe 
speed curve provides moa* of the information *o determine (he drive's 
performance The speed may go dowm *o 75% of (he rated speed for 100 or 200 
ms. which may be sufRcienf for a spedhc process to conbnou
The short d*) recovery prcNes for #*evo#age(*ps tested suggesfedAal a high 
output current wac drswm by (he motor from (he drive during recovery stage of 
the voNape r#p *  die recovery lime is increased, as is often the case in practice 
dbaito. for eaasnpte.s*ducacnnmok*sn@4*ccek*;dd%;«Mid increasing (he recovery 
time, die drive would be less fkety to trip on overcurrenl
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If #iere is a current spike jus* aRer **e (hp, RccwMbeAeresuRof wnmedele 
changing! of iheavacAofs fwoughlhe nectAefwdienthe supp#yvo*3y;recx)vef5 
aMer (he wiKaoe (#p (&ee Ngwe 6 8) When ihe <#p occurs, Ihe peak supply 
vu#G**B(*op*km*erlhan #*atoflheiGgpac*of»*#bxgeiandlhesup;*y(x*Ten* 
drops to zem (redAer dmdes reveme biased), explaning (he zem cunen* zone 
onlhecufves
Ch**ng#ie voKage <#p. (he capac** vo#age (a#s because inveher secfons*# 
nuns, dischargmg the DC bus a p a o k rs  by drawing cunenf from (he DC bus 
VV#M*i #he(3qpac*orv«*b*;e <*%**: b«dow#*e(Mxakinpu*\M*b*oe.cu;nM*k again 
drawmAom#«esupply As#*supplym covefsaW erAevoKagedv.ihecapacibr 
is (hen imme(*a*e*y charged w#b a lafye cunem (mcNRef Aodes forward biased) 
&n#ed only by #ie supply impedance and capacMor inkm al resistance
When Ihe dnwe is M ia#y switched on. a cunenl #m#ng msWor is in (he emeu# *o 
chaige#«eDCbuscapacNoissl(W yandhencenocunen*sp#(eoccui^ A *n e r 
dfcuKshoM sM sresislof out a set WmeaMer#* supply has been Wmedon^ 
Dudng a vo*aQei#p*#%inmshfesisk*riemainsshom-ckcu*Bd because#* 
Km erckuil is no* mse*. a cunen(sp#iewN# occur when eievoKage m eow s aNer
#W(#P
In pfacNoe. a longer recovery lime aAar a voKage dip imp#es#*ecapac*x5 wouW 
chaige over a longer lime pehodw##* less of a cunenl spa* (chaigeHanslened 
ow abngerlim epehodX







Agur# W Asim pleschem alicofU ieDO busofavoN age^ourceinverkrdnve
u«
b) When Bie drive thps
± L M
Al #ie point where #ie dip occun,. #«e AC input cuxren* goes down *o zero, and 
stays zero The DC bus w#age nses *o levek above Ihe pfe-d|p level #o leflect 
thal N has shed Ihe motor load of Ihe motor During #*e test it was noled #ia( M s 
pos*-«#p level of DC bus voBage could reach Aepointwhem  an owvo*aoe*% ) 
can occur
The speed dnops down lo zero dunng and aAer#*e(#p If #ie speed recoveis# 




/ki€**hmnali*»den*oMa(*gai%l(m*an*#b;ge conlro#ef hde-#wough (uncbon was 
enabled %o de&emine As eRed on Ae dhve behaviour M vwas b te r dkaWed 
because *  a#emd Ihe dip immunity region of drive, often tripping on 
overvoKage as opposed to undervoAage condKons
The DC busvoNage and current waxoforms are grea#y aAorod to keep Ae speed 
abeoluk fywKfianged This padioularexample is fo ra  40 ms duraeon<#p During 
@«e test, longer d#ps resubod in oscW ions of Ae DC bus vcAage
The speed of #ie drive remained unchanged. wh4e #ie obrer paramesers (m bus 
case bre DC bus vobage) are adprsied contnuaby
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7 n e a *» A C T  OF TEST RESULTS ON THE TEST PROCEDURE
The VoMage Dip Tes6ng Pmgmm has been pmdudng *esl m su** since 1986 
The dnves #es*ed so (ar include 
» A ISAANFW Ufroma kx^m anutaK junerin 1996
* A 120kWCSI drive (rom a kxa l m anubcluref which *es@ ponsoni»bya 
Bocal mine in ISM*)
» A 15KW D*pta[X](*twBfroma Bnksh manubkclurerin2000
Duhng M s bme Ae kaMng me#iodology has been leaned *o op6mee he  number 
of k s k  and a schedule sm daf k  9ie one chap*8f 6 ig cunen#y uaed The 
bak*dHtaaiM jtedk*B(;*nl*e#ou;xlin/W Pf1:*#DlX / I  Thebaes* kxdsheeL in which 
Ihe k s l data «  recorded, can be kund in APPENDIX B Tesl re s t# : from @ie 
kslingpm yam  is gwen in APPENDIX C The op#mmalion uf B#e number o f ts *s  
is im patanfbim pm w eA e economic aab#ya# (he le s lb b o ia lofy The impac* of 
Ihe resub is dNeren* to r FWM. CS< and DC drive&
In 1989. Ihiee US-m anubdwed d *« s  were sen* #o Smdb Afhca by EPRWEAC 
#Dr#as*kq|i*M*er!*XHb:c(**dNkxns Theidkewas*ocom pam *eaeneau#sw*h 
Ihome o f #iePEAC 60H z#eslingpioyam  The %esl* were compM od and #ie 
oompaMson is w ider way
The rnsuh  o l kskng from 1998 %o 2000 are p esenkd in APPENDIX C lo r PWM 
dMves. #ieC S ldhveand#»eO C dnw asd|p9ensi*vW ypM sasdescdbedin 
chap#er5 Measured *eh**om R lo r some #NaNmdhgWleaa4igis<5#nl)B#CK*xlin 
APPENDED
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71 AC Bu* 9#m:lng V& DC Bu* Senmlmg
When ksbng dhves, a fm * goa l«  K) estabkh whether sensinQ fo r DC bus 
under/oKage *  done on #*e AC inptM side or on #ie DC bus #se# This can be 
dokm m od mom wheAer a drive provides balanced fesuM sbrdips on each o f as 
inpul phases This is ca#oda "Balance Rouane" Thisisapp#cab*e*)nAnW and 
DC dhvesonly For example. *aPVVM (M wis#ound K;han*rimndervolbge 
deledion on #ie DC bus %se#. ils  behaviowr could be Ihe same h r singlefhaee 
(%ps on any one o f ils  #iree inpu* phases R would A eiefd ie be more eMkienl lo 
k s l # # 1  say. only a <#p in #ie ned phase
Usua#y. # Ae drWe's oonW  cmcuiky derives ils  power Aom Ae incominQ AC #ne. 
il uses iwo o f #ieinp*M phases, e bk#e and wh#e phases on Ae AC side 
enough a transform er Such a drive would sunmm a singleiA ase (#p down *o 0% 
of nominal voKage on #te red phase In #us case. * ie  red phase * #  be ca#sd a 
"d e a f phase Continued bsSng on Ihe red phase w# Aerefore be unnecessary 
An example o f *Ws behaviour is shown in Agure7 1 W Me M s drive runs 
unaRscWd by #ie absence o f# *  red phase, #ie inpul curmn* h r #*e while and 
Mue phases increases
Many older drives s i#  derive control po*mr from #*e AC #ne This o fbn resulb 
in #*e drive being mom sonsMiwe #tan drives #*al derive conW  power dkecUy 
(mm Ae DC bu& Figure7^com paies#*e iesu#sof #ie#BsUngof*ourdn*e& 
DV4 h  an older drive #*al derives #s control power from #ie AC h e  *  is more 
s e n s # * #owaage(#pe#ian#*ec#*er drives This inform alion impacts on (he 
pm ce*jie  because A e le s k r can start tesBng h r sma#er<#pdep#is h r  Ihese 
older drives
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F I*# #  7JZ An example of an oMefPW Mdnve (DV4)exhibiGnQnmjch more 
se n s ilh ^ lh a n  newer dnves due loKdehvingoonW  power horn Ns AC supply 
Bne Dips with a nebbwly smaO magnNude of wound 20% or less have an 
impact on this drive
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7 2 The M uence of Dip-Type on the Test Proce<fitre
leaded w*Mn@fnofei@Bns#nfelb@*n&eyphaaedlpBlh@Ki;*ia@«h 
phase dipa and eapedaNy single-phase d * *T h k  was Iw e h r PWM.CSI and 
DC dhves t kmo w . PWM dnves and DC dfWNB:*9dWb*kx*lh*slN#tavk»urfno#e 
deady This is b  be w pecbd because of Ihe importance o f #«e DC bus *o Aese 
dd*es
When PW M ddvesdedvelheircoNm l power  o ff #ie DC bus. Obey can be 
expected %o hde Bxwgh exkeme smgle-phase (%ps Woe) of #ie MVM dhves 
*esbdooW dddeewoughsingleiAase<*pedo*m k)Q %  of the remaining 
vobge A DC ddve is used in Figure 7 3 #o #uska#e beUer dde-#*ough wdh 
smq#k»phGMM»(#pslhenwM#i*hnBei#xa:e(**Mk
?tw;*Mpeiard%xsles*:dinqpac*scn#helei*fqii*oc*Kkxn5inlha*!dng&&t#*ase 
<#ps can be ignored (or MVMddMes# if can be esbM shedA afA ey derive # ie ir 
oonW  power horn Ihe DC bus K A e n u n te ro fle s ls isse ve m lykn ile d b y 
financial oonslraW s. singlephase o ip lesls can be WnMed lo r DC ddves and 
MWMdihws In general
MS
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R gur# 7 j  An example o f a DC dhve bang mom sensibve #o Awee-phaae (ipe
*ian  $inQie-phase<#p&
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7.3 TMInXkmnc# o# Pr*-Olp VoKay# on th * Tw * PVtwawdur#
Pte-dpvo#ageappea*3lD have a ;wQpMMcam*in#k**waB(*n(k*we!M*KM#nd%  ^
Teshng has shown * a t #iese mHuenoes am dMerenl h r PWM. CSI and DC 
dnves The CSI dnve showed no (Wenance in pmfonnance when dMenent pm  ^
i#p voyages wemappKeddunnglBsKnQ The PW M dAvebwwed higher pie- 
dip voNages fo r improved (Npperfonnanoe
The DC drive #ia$ was b s k d  vahed in perbrmance, but % could nol be deduced 
(hat a (avowed higher or lower pre-dip voyages (see Figure 7 4^ M someNmes 
pedoimed beU er**h a higher pre-ifpvoM age and someWmealheconkafy was 
(me The reasons (or # iis are more complex K is Ihough* #«a* because dMeren* 
;MeHd*)vu#bqyMtafelh*t;kxla#(#Neren*insB**oBS(*i*he|pn»<#p%*Wb*ge 
waveform, Aeddvenm a* in la d  be sensNwek* (he poinW n4*av8inilialion o f #ie 
*#p as opposed to  only lhepre<)ip voyage
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7.4 The Influence of Drive Loading on the Test Procedure
The im ped of drive loadgig is w ry  significant on drive dip sensiOv#y and the dip 
*BS*ng process AW wughlheimpac* in lenns o f #te drive load size has been 
te skd fo r, the type of load has an even more significant impact [28] The loading 
variety atthe*esK g(ac#*y is at the slsgelim aedtoa DCgeneialofoonnecbd 
*o a resetive bad. This te su b  in Nneaf speed/kxque characknsbcs
The drive load size appeared to have dWeren* effects on PWW. CSf and DC 
drives PWM drives perform beMer w#h a lesser load (in INs case 25%) than 
w#h a larger load of 75% (see Agu,e 7 This was (me for a# #ie PWM (Mves 
tested These drives Mpped several times on overcurrent fo r the 75% bad. but 
this was almost m ew  (he case wdh a 25% load
The CSI drive was very temperamental to load size M hadb be debated to 
match Ihe load In the laboratory A lter it was matched to its bad. #ie 
performance was better when Ihis load was adjusted to 100% o f its  rating lhan 
when it was at 50% of #s rating (see Figure 7 6X
The influence o f drive badbg was also large with the DC drive AMhough #*e 
resuNs are not avadabfe for inclusion into this mport. inNial test-m ns have shown 
a more stable performance with a 75% bad than with a 25% bad Severe 
overcurrent trips were experienced with a 25% bad. whereas no overcurrent trip  
has been experienced during pre#minary testing ofM 9 DC drive wWha higher 
bad
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¥$$mm 7.5 M W  of t w  FWM driw s tastB d, showed b e h * pefknnanoe wMh a 







































F lg u i* 7 ^  The CSI dhwe b sh d  showed beAer pafcwmance nwOi a b ig e r load 
(e%ac@y m akhed) than a wdh a am akr  load
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7 j  W lw#ne#*ofO #h#r O lpW aM foi m on the T **f Proc#dure
There are other dip parameters/descriptors (see chapter 3) that can influence 
the * iv e  dip pedbrmance and therefore the dip procedure as we# As already 
nien*k*WBd. ;K*fd4nHwm*wB(*p**8a#k*nisth(K4ght*ol)eareeaK*ifor(AfkPiMX)es 
in DC drive performance TtNa;ak*w@;R4xgBSh*tha*;*3*#4rh*rsveteea*x;s*x)uM 
be included.
Phase shift w#l have an effect on the dip performance o f CSf and DC dnves 
Although sensAvity plots have not been avaAable fo r inclusion in M s report, 
prelim inary te ^  runs have shown this to be so CSf and DC drives amsensibve 
to changes in the phase angle because they ul#se a phase locked kxip (PLL) to 
synchronise the thyristor firing sequences
Software parameters %w# have an ealremely important effect on drive 
performance as discussed in chapter 4 This has been i#uotrated in chapter 6 as 
we# However, standard test comparisons o f results vmth o b v  lest faciklies 
b*vouria**%;(k#b&#lfact3nft*#BngpafKld&ssb#ngirKte4hrougpic;M#ons When 
testing drives to determine !#*** inspect cviinduatnafptantlMdhaviour. other 
obfecbves and criteria must be set for testing
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a CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
&1 Summary and Condudon*
Based on die Mndmgs of (his neport. the W owing condusions are made
81 1 General
General conclusions are
a) Dip compaaMKy design remains a cosl-eNecave approach #o addressing 
cuslonmerplanlcBsnwpBons duebvcNage dips EstaMishing Ae sensitrviiy 
o f planleqimpmen* such as variable speed drives cordribrdes valuable 
data 1o #ds medrod of plant problem solving
b) A number of descriptors em siaiafdeschbevoaageraps n*«ays#ta*are 
more relevant to #*eir impact on equipmenl and #tere*ore plant systems 
D#p d9p*i and duration descriptors are inadequate parameters fo r leslin&
c) V otbgedptesbng ;dhoutdt*;e3denck*ltM»fandiesds% ;lbflxdarKxxl(#pB 
Three phase balanced (Aps are rare dmSjrbances Dips are more tke ly lo  
be unbalmtoed in magnitude and phase, i e single-phase and phas* 
p h a se d **
d) fklesd|an)*N3dei«MBsenSaitwh**etBslreerdhtfnantaiv;wtefyc#liaaing 
**s#hlbons*M llbe compared The obiecOves. test criterta. correct 
documentation, equipment specKcaiions. test spedhcalions and reporting 
formats a# con trtu te  to creating an environment where lasting is done in 
a consistenl manner and result comparisons are va#d
e) The **a g e  dp  testing facNty. allhough llm dble in #te variety of dps #«*
can be app#edKf testing, has shortcomings lhat hinder its apptoalion in 
industry These inckde a programmable load and test automation #tat 
considers optim isation of tne test procedure as suggested
0  A variety o f indW tom  can be used to verify whedrar a dp  ever* caused a 
trp  to a variable speed drive These include readmg die trp  indkators of 
d%eisqu*Mme*d,stwdy*q;ther«KX*dtKlvKrveRMTnslcr\nsualridkalors;KL 
bdem tngloraudakindkalor&
8 1 2  Condusm nabesedonAehypoAesik
NhaabeenM M #ahed#iaU hei«u*s#nom #ielB slm Q p*ogaincanbeu9edto 
ap8mme#ie*B5lingpmoce«&T1iieisamquirBmenl#*ieloslinopnigainislo 
beoomeeoonomiaNy wable
S p e ck  pa#ame#ei*#«a# W hence an op#m al#B*:pioce*a. as edabbhed by Pie
le&aigpR*pam .aTe:
# TTe1ypeofvo8a@ed%*app#ed
# m edpw A age
* PoW # ieiow@pW#a#on
*  Sbec#(M M laadno
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8.2 Recommendations for Future Work
Since 1998. a lo t of resources and research eMorl has gone into the development 
o f Ae voNage dip #es* (ac#ty (now* ca#ed PQ Test Lab) and its tesbng 
programs The voNagedipksOnQ pm iecl of Eskom in coNabotabon wMh (he 
Univefsity of the Wdwatefsrand has reached @te pomt where com m eroakation 
has become an issue Like the program s counterparts in Ae USA. e g PEAC. 
the *esl program must enter a phase of commercia#salion One couM learn from 
the PEAC experience and Ns successes
A t a sehes o f woddng group and skedngcommiMee meetings, it was decided 
that &e ccmmefcia#sation phase should be initiated, but at (he same time the 
research e fkxb ir#o  the de\%Edofxnent of the program and As apptc&bon shouM 
contin «e as we#
On #«e issue of commenaa&s^ion. Ihe W owing was decided:
« A business case and m ado#evalua#]nslx)uldbe developed lo r the PQ Test 
Lab
# The services o f the PQ Test Lab should be made available to consu#ants in 
the fie ld of powmr quaMy investigation
« The services of Ae PQ Test Lab should be combined wW hcummteHbitsin 
Eskom to locate VSDs in the Reid The reasons fo r UTeseVSOsmaybefor 
demand-side management or pfoces*-conbol 
» 5%»onsc*ah*)sh«tWdlbBlbimdRxrWMa**g|Bn*F;Mns. ««;xKaa#yltonidMha! 
manutacturers A jo in t venture betwoen the custodians of Ae PC Test Lab 
and a manufacturer (local or international) would initiate Ihis type of 
spoMomhip Two such m anufac&iws have been identified
# Case studies where VSDs have been placed in industry and the services of 
the PQ T est Lab ha u c**m usedorMk#ka*Bd shouM bem ad«aedinp(*]ular 
media such as d eandproct'ssntdated magazines
» Artic&es on theacbviGeso* the PQ Test LaA shouM be published as txtefs or 
in magazines as above
# The testing efforts of the PQ Test Lab should be combined w #i testing 
Wbagves elsewhere in the country such as at the ijn iversity of Cape Town
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» The tesbng efkxls of (he PQ Test Lab shouM betam tm edw ilh the testing 
pmgrams of PEAC
On the issue o f future nesearch. the Wowmng was decided 
» WkonsOktwes from the US idfKiuid be tested tocortsciidate 50Hz dip testing of 
SHPPW M drrfesin Scwj# Africa 
» Resuils and methodologies shouid continue to be compared with EPR1 
pmDgR*n**fbrs*nab*W**s«*Kt(x*WM5tency
* The deveiopment of testing methodologies and test p ro toco l for voitage ($ps 
and other power quality dbturhanoes should be ongoing
* The results of activities at the PQ Test Lab should be pubGshed and 
presented at both local and titem ational conferences
« Future projects and work on the PO Test L^shouW  include the completion 
of a programmable load module as weO as automated lesbng 
» Them is a need Ib ra  portable voM&gedrp generator to r use in fx * t 
ImresMgitions.
* The database of results of testing drives at 50Hz in South Africa issWsma# 
and more testing should to be done to develop a larger database of tesu#&
* Parts of the NRS-048 that are st# under development may need test results 
to fac#tate Nte dassihcalion o f plant equipment into sensAivily zones
The M ow ing are shortcomings of #ie test program that could not be addressed 
within this protect and should be included in hdure w ork
2>poc#k:pa*ameb*3@ Katoou*dinmuence#*etest|xccxK*shotddl»einckK*edin 
testing, i.e.:
* Phase shift at dip rwUabon
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APPENDIX A
APPENDKA- THE VOLTAGE MP TESTMG PROGRAM TEST 
OPTmmSATION SCHEDULE
Due %o (he poknbaly lafge number of lesls, exhausbve ksbng may no* be 
*kencia#yviab*eL There couM be more than a hundred ks ts  if a# (he kKAing 
paKwne*Bmapp#c«*de to a drive, are indudedin the test-fun The relevanl tests 
theretoTB need to be selecled accomKng to #te type of dnw  and * e  test cntena 
However, the nxluced number of tests can st# be too large for test-mn to be 
bnancia#y wabte The end fesu* is that a customer may not be *m ng to pay for 
such a service
It was idhowm inidhaplers*n*M nthat|)asltesBnge;q**nencecanbeus*Klto 
naduce (he number oftestsnaqum edfdratesM un TTMarrK*t*tes@n(;krK)wledbw@ 
tMsaansBs ;r4a#aba& the imK*ec*#*nisaSonc# the test p*oc*Mtume(:an l»e (tone 
This, together vmth test-automabon. makes lo r a product # ia t is commerda#y 
viable Test opdm isalionrBmlves around understandmg the drive *a * is being 
tested and reducing (he number o f tests accordmg to base-tesls. i e tests (hat 
have criteria that must be m et These criteria may be any of AefoBowing
1 Is the drive a PWM. C Stor DC drive?
2 Does the drive have an uncontm#ed or kne commutated fmnt-end?
3 Is the DC bus of imporiance to the drive?
4 Does Ihe drive derive its control power from die AC supply via a 
kanstormer?
5 Does the drive derive its control ptwver directiy horn the DC bus?
6 k  die drive aftected by pre<*p vodage?
7 1s (he drive affected by pomMn-wave dlpindialion?
8 Does each of die phaa**n%9cts#mdarly to a load change?
9 b  die ddve expected to ride dwough rdng*e-phae49d|ps?
10 Is die drive aftected by phase-sNfts during die dip or when die (dp starts?
Thesearejustsom eof the questions d ism ay be asked The qieslions on the 
dst w * also depend on die capabddies of die test facility Figure A1 shows die 
qjesdons diat are relevant to die PO Test Lab in a flowchart
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APPEMMXA
F lgum A I QuegKons k) ask h r kaf-opdmisabon Type 1 and Type 2
Dipa are doW ed #% chapler 4
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This AppendkcoNains#ie Data SheeblDieooMAemeaeummenboW amec 
duhngAeaclualkgN ngof #iead|ug%able-gpeeddhwe& The*eldm «pm wde#ie 
#ecfinlcianan##Qr engineer w # i a m em * lo  enaum faHhepm perdaW  am 
mcofdedinanoiganieedandclearbshion Ftxmshave abobeenpnamdedlo 
nBcxxddrh*. m okyam jenvawm enlal MkxmaNon Copies of *he Dab Sheets #or 
eachonedfkeW sapedA edby #ie«poneor9houldbem adeldf each VSO 
undeigoing w ing and be included hlhe*Bemn8Pepom#or#ia*pai#cularVSD
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APPEBEKXB
B1 Tes* Log Sheet
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C l Th* T*%* Rw uN* For PWM Drives
This secbon presents iegu#s from ks*s on PWM dnves TTxawditwasincMB 
**ee  dWves of US-ohgin and one drive fmm a local manubctumr K should be 
noted, in reference io  chaplef 5. #ial US requirements h r  testing am deferent in 
lhal (%» h r  up b  30 cycles in duration are les*ed #or The S ou* African 
requirement is tueadendfeduraG on*) 150 cycles The drives have been coded 
as&*&aw**)<xxmaaal9beirN*Bn@*f
* DV1.0V2.DV3 -  US-manutaclufed drives
# DV 4-Aloca#ymanu&c*miKldrnmB
Coniparlaofaswtnnade kxeQNdh(kivein<%v*)ua#y m Ganns c#dqp-tM>eand 
loadhg For ease of evaluation, only #*e US dm * #es*m*u#s were weed for * is  
comparison Thereafbr. compah%ns are made between a# *he drives 
simultaneously in terms of d ^ tw e  and badmg (indu ing  #ie loca#y 
manufactured drkeXLoadkg has been set A  75% and 25% respecBwely The 
pr*^#p vo#ageis 1 O#ora##iecase& G enem lcom m enbaregwn in each 
case A# plots can be seen «  naterenoe to chapter 4 and 5 Sim#ar crWeria have 
been set as in chapter6
C l 1 Dip-Type Compahaons
The (#p types #iat were tested are compared in each load category for each ddwe 
ardam as(d#ows:
*  Three phase
*  RedAWiltBphase-phase
# WhitoO luo phasefhase
# ReiW luephaseiihase
These drWes could sustain single-phase d fs d w rn  to 0% of nominal wKage 
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* The pf^a*{)hased%*nBauK mb«#ler(*hmBin:m*in#ylhs*iinlheca@eof 
OircK phase dps
*  Red whi* i.w a o blue. m d **# o pei#onnance* am appmmum e M y# * same, 
indkaMnw senmng of A e d o tu s  iMa#aQp&Din*B:&»;*ii**dePMO#a*#Bimp
APPBHMXC
C l 2 LoadOompanson
75% and 25% load oondKons aPBOompared for each <#p4ypecale0Ofy 
DRfVE f(DV%
a) TTwmM»t#«a*e4fpddt»4h*ouQhpe#kxnna*NaB
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C l 3 DnveCompanson
Dnves aie compared w#h each oeieraccmdlnQ lom e load condmonsaK* 
(%>4ypes Aa( #iednves were sub*ec^d lo CP/4, (he ikxadKymantdaaunad 
dWve. *x*sinciudkKl#cfioonqpa(hKMmL To make#*com parison more 
relevant, die to#owmng steps were taken
. Auto-restart ophons were AsaWed
. Loadhg used esacdy die same load relerences lo r 75% and 25% load 
respecdvely
.  Environmental cond@ons*mresimearlo dia l spedhed in chapters 
. Ad options related to dde-through were where poseM e, dkahled 
. !5etdnpsisiK*i«M;j*Mlervoda;pelnD voltage were not adered, sodia l 

































c) IRexkrdbae 75% dip hde4*ough pedonnance
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*  Theovefa# sen5*v#y of drtve 3 and 4 was subatanOaMy hqXief Ben lhat 
of drive 1 and dhwe 2 This is kue h r  a# ^w w fh ase  and phasefhase 
<*P&
* DrSe 2 has a ma*gina#y higher senakvily  b lh m e fh a g e  d p * Aand.w el
« Ddwe i  liasa;dq*l#ylT%*M3f!K*tBamdhfk]|3has«hpftase Nan dmve 2
* N*asno*adAa*dm*e4hadllgaeMinQdoneonlheACinpulsMei*s 
hde4hmwghpei#onnanoe was worse Ban # ia*c##ieo*erdhves Kwas 
aboaonaN kobginolefhasedlpa on #b*A#e a id  Mwe phases
1*4
APPENOIXC
C2 Th*T*%* fbMWuM*For A C3MDM**
Th# eedion pmsenA  pew lb horn Wals done on a CSI venaMe speed drive 
Loadhg has been ee( b  100% and 50% lespecdvely The 100% and 50% load
value* am pM bd on #*e same graph *orlhed*e ien*vo*aoedb* M e d  The 
pm-(#p vobage a  10  *or aO case* U na* bund dudngbslingba l a change in 













c) WNh  phase d p  hde Ihfough pedmmance

























































The tesb on this CSIdMvesho*ed some complex sens##* nesu#s. 
which z e a function of (#p type and 9 *  phases Iha* are 3fk*c*Bd In 
compahson W h # *  PWM dhve. #ws Atve is less seasilMe b  voKage 
m agntide %adalions and pre-dp voBage This resu* was expected 
based on l@**;**nc*aeof€*»en:#an of CSI dMves N is abo expeckd 
Bia# phase angle vaha#onsm#amec* M s dhve more AanM VW dhw& 
joln8w oA*##ocuscnaU em plingk)quanl#y*eseinlem cllons 
mom accwaWy by addKonal lesBng and simula#on
APPENDIX C
C3 ThaTe**R **u#»F of ADC 0*tv*
This secbcmpnaseras im*suMslrDniies*s(k*ieana(#g*ad(]Cv;Mtdbksp«*xl 
drive L e a # *  has Imam sel#o 75% and 25% respecbvely The DC drive %es* 
pmgmm is s *  ongoing Reeulb baeed on 25% kadmg am ava#aMe and are 
presented hem Teshng go indkaks that *ie  dhve gets ils control WomiaBon
sensing off Ae AC inpul Bne using hwo of Ihe phases This is indkated by Ihe 
compiaB immunay when one o flhe  phases is <#pped.Whon#»eolher two am 
dpped. #*eddve wouMsomelimosbehaweenalica#y as evidenced by cuman# 
osd Nahons A al msu# in o w cu n m l Mp& The As* les*s done a* 75% badmg do 
nol show #Ws behaviour This may indkalB #ial Ihe dhve loadmg is a sensKve 
pammeter and Aedmm should be pmopedy matched to ils  b a d  The dhve was 
also sonsiWwo b  changes in pie-d*; voWage 71 us is shown as we# K was (*ec*dBd 
iorsa#elyieesons#iala(#pw ilham agniludeof m ofe*ian96% . wouldnolbe 
app#ed
C31 Phase Comparisons
This is #*ecompadeon of #*edMlemn* phases when sut*ec*adK)lwK>i#Taee(#pB 
andsing#efhase(#psa* 1 0,1 05 and 0 95 respedively
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APPENDIX C
Or&e Aeflbmiance A ff O P U A e-dp yc#sge
a) !Bn#&i*aeedpdd#4hmu0hp8**mence
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APPENDIX C
Orfwe Aedbmnance 7 05 P U Ae-dp Vb#age
a) Smglefhase(*pnde-#*oughpef$onnance
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APPENDIX C
Qrhe Reabfmance A f095P  l/  Ae-d#) WWGpe
a) SlnglB-phaee(#phde-(hmu8hpeAymanoe












C3 2 Pre-Dip VoUage Compahsons
TNs is Ihe compahsor of dMeww* pre-(#p voRages before applying Ihm efhase 
d fs . W ofhase dps and anglefhase dps
a) n*e»pha@edp;Me4hmwghpedam«KKe
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APPENOOtD- SELECTED TEST WAVEFORMS
Thi*Appendkconlain»seleclBd*av«#onns#M#we*ecapWmdduhnQ#«elBelinQ 
of a AWW and CSI dhve These waveforms were capluied lo  au&ka k  d ih * 
pei#omianoB*hen#*«ewa*e#heraMp, ordMvehde^hmugh CompMesebcf 
wowAxm * ham*»lMM:n;mdMvedasdtWa He* as pah o flhe  leatng fequmemenfs 




CM T *# W mw #om * Fof APWMDrW*
Pomb o( no#e dunng #«e test wem
» The*#*#?)*d&q9ei*aNe#onn*eM*na#4qp;MKlwdbenimedMMeweM*rwnn*q; 
(sinusoidMwhen #«e drive «a * o f^  An expbrabon for W s k  #ia l when #% 
drtve is f ^ning. cunen# is only drmm fmm #ie A pp ly when Ihe inpul vo#age 
koreaieflhan AeDCbusvo#a0e(*ec*efdk)des#onii@nlbiasedXT)ie 
mswKn@non4neaf cun«nl#avelom i and oulpul # 3  sfonner impedance 
lesuKina vom agedm peal0iwshselo#ie#aM opped9upply#awo# *m 
# The (MwesomeWmes Mpped on ow cunem  TNs mas #ie case when Mimas 
nam ingal75%ofia#edload M«#dno*Upon(wefcum*#whennmmingal 
25% of rabd bad TheshoM<#p;ecowefypnak*(dr:hevo#a9 e(*P**M *sd 
imp#ed #*al a high oulpul cunem was drawn by #ie mokK hem Hie dhwe 
dwdng#ie*ecowefyAoinlhevo#aoed#p ##iei9cow erylim eisincm ased.as 
is o lkn  # *  case m pmcNce due **. Idr e*ample. induction m o*** ie- 
aocehealing and inceasinQ Hie r  «ow ery»ne .# ie (*k* would be less &ely 
kiMponcwercunenL
Rgwrss D1 *»D7 ahow wavshnn resu#* h r a Mp comMon (3 phase. 0 96 pu 
pre-«#p voNage; 40 ms dp  durakm : 0 86 pu <#p vokge) and Ng^es 08 lo  D14 
*or a f1d»#M)ugh condKxxi (3 phase: 0 95 pu pm-(#p voOge; 40 ms (#p duralion 
0 87 pu a p  wo#ag«^
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SwACum#
Flguf# D1 Supply current wavefom for a thp condition and automatic 
restart
i»r»s taim»s mm# i*#@ Wm# i=*s m *: 
%w# #m# mm #amm r  r  #^#*##
Figure D2 Supply current waveform (zoomed) for a tnp condition
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Figure 03 Supply voltage waveform for a trip condition Note the less
iis'oried voltage supply after the trip
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Figure D4 Supply voltage waveform (zoomed) (or a top condition
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Figure D5 Supply voNage dc bus waveAxm for a Mp condition
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Figure DO Supply voWage dc bus waveform (zoomed) lor a Lip 
condibon Note the 10% drop in H e DC bus voltage
APPENDED
Flgum DT The speed wavefonn shows decreasing speed as the dnve 
(nppedaAerlhedip
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Figure D* Supply current waveform for a ride-through condition
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Figure DIO Supply voltage waveform for a hde-lhrough condition Note 
the distorted supply after the trip
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Figure D11 Supply voltage waveform (zoomed) for a nde-through
condition
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F ig*** I 2 Supply voKage dc bus wavehxm for a ride-lhrough 




Figuf* D13 Supply voNagedebus wavelomi (zoomed)fora nde-
tb rough corKhbon
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R gw #D 14 Speed cunm ky a hde-lhmuQh condNion
An explanation k f  Ae cwren* spike jus* aMer #ie dip is Ihe mpid charging of (he 
capadkxs Bimugh Ihe fecURer (see Figure D15) when Ihe supply vohage 
recovers afler !he voltage dip ' Vhen Ihe dp  occurs. Ihe peak supply voNage 
(tops lower than that of the capacitor voltage and Ihe supply current drops to 
zero (recbAer diodes reverse biased), explaining ihe zero curreit zone on the 
curves
During the voltage dip. the capacitor voKage la#s because ihe inverter section 
s t* runs, dischargmg Ihe DC capacitors by drawing current from the DC b is  
When the capacitor voltage drops below the peak input voltage, current is again 
drawn from #*e supply As the supply recover* after the voltage dip. Ihe capacitor 
is then rapcWy charged with a la*ge cuntn l (rectifies dwdes forward biased) 
Wmited only by the supply impedance
When Ihe drive is inibaBy switcned cm a current limiting resistor is in Ihe circuit to 
charge Bie DC bus capacit^s slowly and hence no current spike occurs A timer
APPEMOIXD
drcu# shof*s#w*resi«*orou* a $e* lime aM erfie supply has been turned on 
Duhnga i*o*aQ*;(#p#lhe infush re&aky remains «dboMLc*cxMkBdl*Bcau*e #ie 
WmefdrcuK is mo* m se la  cunenlsp&ewa occur when BievoAagemoowemwi#! 
ashoM recowyUm e
InprncmoealonoeriecowefyBmeamefa v^&age dp lmp#es Ihe eapadkw  wouM
ch@ (geowefakinoer@ mepehodw#ileseGfacunen*sp*e(chaige*an*#Bned
ow akm gerlim epedodX
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ngum  D15 IBkMCkdbqpamoflheVSSCL
For * e  speed cures. #*e iW^#wou|#i cu n * * w is  Ae speed is uraMecbd by 
Ae vomage <#p No#ce in Ae Mp cuwe *a *  Ae molor sbw * down when A e ddwe 
&%*, bu* (hen slow* down a*a ba le r sale (a( 1=3 75s on ihegiaph) when Bie 




D2 The Test Waveforms For A CSI Drive
LoadWig has been se* $o 100% and 50% respechvely The 100% and 50% load 
values are pbhed on Ihe same graph for (he (Afferent voKage (Aps tested The 
pre-cAp voNage is 1 Opu for a# cases
The les* waveform results are presented m (he forrr. of dnve current and speed 
response waveforms
An example of a drive trip is shown in Figure DIG for a white phase. 20 ms 
voltage (Ap The crowbar action of the drive during Ais voKage (Ap was 
activated
n t ' iriTmTTli is________
 ---------- r -
Flgure DIG Drive input current wa\mlorm during a while phase. 20 ms (Ap (Mp 
condition)
pQure D17 and Figure DIG show the drive input current and drive speed during a 
3 phase. 20ms (Ap The drive slows down to zero and then restarts after the dip
219
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Figure D17 Dnve nputcuntfK iwave'brm fora 3 phase, 20 ms dip
C o *  I I•> Hrsrf [ AM ) «B,sej
m #ZmmOewk0#»
Flgun#D18 Drive speed waveform for a 3 phase, 20 ms dp
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Fgum DIG and Fgwe D20 show (he (*?ve mput current and dnve speed during a 
while phase. 3 second dip During #ie Ap. #ie drive goes m o current Mm# and 
the moior slows down When #*e supply wOage recovers aMer the r#p. drive 
trips due lo a moMor ow w #bge
F lgureD I# Dnve mpui ioun«r#lbf ;*w d*e i# iase.3 second vodaqyedMp




Flgum* D20 IAo#arS**sedlbfa*Wh#e|#ta@e. 3 9ec@n*lvo#a*;B(#p
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